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OPINION 

By this decision, we take a further significant step in our progriU1\ to open 

the loc(" exchange market within California to competition. \Ve adopt rules 

herein governing the nondiscriminatory access to the poles, ducts, conduits, and 

rights-of-way (RO\V) applicable to all competilh'e local carriers (CLCs) 

competing in the local exchange n'larket within the service territories of the large 

and n\idsizcd incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs): Pacific Ben (Pacific) 

and GTE California Incorporated (GTEC), Rosevnie Telephone Company (RTC) 

and Citizens Teleconununications Company of California (CfC). In order (or 

broadly a\'ailable facilities-based competition to succeed, CLCs need access to the 

poles, ducts, conduits, and RO\V, owned not only by the ILECs, but those owned 

by othcr entities controlling essential ROW including clectric utilities and by local 

governments. The rules adopted herein shall apply to the nlajor investor-owned 

electric utilitiesl as wen as to the above-referenced ILECs. The obligations of the 

ILECs and electric utilities to provide nondiscriminatory access to CLCs shall also 

extend to cable companies. Thus, our rules shaH apply uniformly, without the 

need to distinguish whether a given attachnlent is used to provide cable 

television, as opposed to telecoll\Jlltmications services. \Ve also address hetein 

RO\\l access issues relating to mllJ'licipal utilities atld local governments. At this 

time, we shall Ilot apply these rules to other c~'tegories of investor-owned public 

utilities such as gas, water, or steanl utilities. We will consider expanding the 

scope of the rules at a later time to cover additional classes of utilitieS. 

I The major electric utilities are Padfic Gas and Electric Company (PG&E); Southern 
Caliionlia Edison Company (Edison); and San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
(SDC&E). 
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I. Procedural Background 

\Ve est(lblish rules herein fegMding RO\V access as a crucial part of our 

continuing progr,lIn to ("ciHtafe the emergence of robust competition for local 
exchange service within California. \Ve solicited initial comments on proposed 

niles (or acccss to RO\V among telecon)n\unications carriers in conjunction with 

the initiation of local exchange competition in the incumbent territories of Pacific 

and GTEC in Phase II of this proceeding. In Decision (D.) 96-02-0721 in response 

to Phase II comments, we conduded that parties had raised a number of complex 

issues relating to RO\V access which were important but which could not readily 

be resolved at that time. We directed carriers to negotiate any necessary RO\V 

access requirements through contract on a case-by-case basis as an interim 

measure and stated our intention to further consider the need to define carriers' 

RO\V access rights through a combination of workshops and writtel) pleadings. 

In the event parties could not reach agrccnlent, we directed thern to file 

complaints for prompt resolution. By Rule 12 in Appendix B of D.96-02-072, we 

directed that "LEes and CLCs may nlutually negotiate access to and charge for 

right-of-way, conduits, pole attachments, and building entrance f.lcHilies on a 

nondiscriu\itMtory basis." 

By ruling dated ~1arch 28, 1996, the need for further rules governing access 

to ROW was designated among the nlatters to be addressed in Phase III of this 

proceeding. loe record on this issue was developed through written comIl1ents 

and technical workshops. No eVidentiary hearings have been held. An initial 

workshop was held on AprilS, 1996, addressing provisions for RO\V access 

among telecolluuunications carciers. \Vorkshop participants agreed that 

telecommunications RO\V issues also impact numidpal and investor-owned 

electric utilities, and that notice of subsequent proceedings on this issue should 

be prOVided to such utilities. A ruling subsequentl}' was prepared on 



• • 
~1ay 30, 1996, setting forth the isslles identified by the workshop participants, 

and was SCT\'oo on the major h\vestor-ownoo and municipal electric utilities in 

California with an invittltion to partlcipate in :t further workshop. 

A second ROW workshop on June 17, 1996, which included 

representatives of municipal and investor·owncd electric utilities, pro\tidcd 

participants an opportunity to discuss and to further define the relcvarit RO\V 

issues to be addressed through subsequent written cOIl\nlcnts .. Based on the 

input from the workshops, a list of issues was prepared by the assigricd 

Administrative Law Judge (ALl) and submitted for comments by ruling dated 

September 10, 1996. Opening conln\ents were received. on October 22, 1996, with 

reply comments on NoVenlber 13, 1996. Comments were filed by the large and 

mid·sizcd ILECs, a group of small ILECs/ by the n\ajor California electric 

utilities/ by a gtOtlp of CLCs known as the Calii~rnia Rights-of-\Vay Coalition 

(Coalition)" by the California Cable 'tclevisfon Assodation (CCfA) and by AT&T 

\Vireless Services, Inc. (A WS). 

I The small LECs represent: Calaveras TelephOne Conlpany; California-Oregon 
Telephone Co.; Ducor Telephone Company; Foresthill Telephone Co.; Happy Valley 
Telephone Company; Hornitos Telephone Company; The Ponderosa. Telephone Co.; 
Sierra Telephone Company, Inc.; and \Vinterhaven Telephone Company. 

) Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E); Southern California Edison Compa),y 
(Edison); and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E). 

I The California Rights-of-\Vays Coalition consists 0(: AT&T Communications of 
California Inc. (AT&l); ~.fCI Teleconlffiunkations Corporation; lCG Telecon, Group, 
Inc.; and MFS Intelenet of Ca.lifonlia, Inc. The view expressed in the Coalition's 
comments represent a consensus of the Coalition's members and may not represent all 
of the vh~ws of each men\ber of the Coalition. 
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· ' Although various nUlOicipal electric utility and certain local government 

entities were provided notice of the workshops held in this proceeding and were 

provided the opportunit}, to file con\ments, none chose to (Onlmen!. 

An initial draft decision of the assigned Administrative La, ... • Judge was 

mailed to parties of record on "'larch 30, 1998 lor comment. Although 

eVidentiary hearings were not held in this matter requiring that a proposed 

decision be served on parties for comment .. the assigned Commissioner 

determined that an opportunity for COI1\ments was appropriate. Opening 

comments were filed on tv!a}' 7 and reply commeilts were filed On ~iay IS, 1998. 

In addition to the parties prc;,,'iously filing comments, certain new parties filed 

COI1i.ments. A revised version of the draft decision was served on parties of 

record on Jul}' 7, 1998, soliciting additional comments from parties. The revised 

draft decision was also served on The League of California Cities and various 

other local go\ternments throughout California, providing them with the 

opportunity tQ comment on the Commission's jurisdiction with respect to 

telecomn\unications c~rriers' access to the ROW of local governments. Opening 

comments on the revised draft decision were filed on July 24, 1998, with replies 

filed on July 31, 1998. \Ve have review&i parties' cOilullents and taken thenl into 

account, as appropriate, in linalizing this order. 

II. Statutory Authority For ROW Access Rulemaking 
The current rights and obligations of public utilities with respect to RO\V 

access arc addressed in various federal, state, and local statutes. The rules we 

adopt expand, elabor(lte , or clarify previously existing access rights and 

obligations with a view toward pron\oting a more competitive market for 

telecon\nlUnications services. The rules we adopt shall apply to the Inajor ILECs 

as weH as to the major investor-owned electric utilities under our jurisdiction. 

-5-
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\Ve establish (ules (or RO\\' access in this decision pursuant to our jurisdictional 

authority, as discussed below. 

Legal disputes rdating to accessing the RO\V and support structures of 

public utilities became significant nationally in the latc 19705 as the 

newly-emerging cable television industry sought to gain access to the utility 

poles and underground conduit owned by incumbent public utilities. In 1978, 

Congress enacted the Pole Attachments Act (47 U.S.C. § 224) w~ich gave the 

Federal Communications Corllillission (FCC) jurisdiction to regUlate the r,ltes, 

terms, and conditions of attachments by cable television operators to the poles, 

conduit or ROW owned or controlled by utilities in the absence of parallel state 

regulation. More recently, with the accelerated inlplementation of competition 

for telecommunications services,'Congress has further addressed and nlodified 

federal law perlaiI\ing to RO\V access rights and obligations. In the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the "Act lJ
) Congress expanded the scope of 

§ 224 to include pole attachments by teICCOll\n\unkations carriers. It also gave 

the FCC the authority to regulate nondiscriminatory access to poles, ducts, 

conduits and RO\V.s As amended by the Act, § 224 provides that lIa utility shall 

provide a cable television systen\ or any telccomnlunications carrier with 

nondiscrinlinatory access to any pole, dud, conduit, or right-of-way owned or 

controlled by it."s Section 251(b)(4} of the Act further prOVides that "alllocal 

. exchange carriers have the duty to afford access to the poles, ducts, conduits, and 

rights-of-way of such carriers to competing providers of telecon\munications 

services on rates, terms, and conditions that are consistent with § 224." Similarly, 

s 47 U.S.C. §§ 224(a)(4) and (f). 

I 47 U.S.C.§ 224 (0(1). 

-6-
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§ 27 l(c) (2)(8), che<:klist item (iii), requires tI(n)ondiscriminator), access to the 

poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way owned or controlled by a Bell operating 

company at just and reasonable r<ltes in accordance with the requirements of 

§ 224 "prior to that Bell operating company being able to provide certain in-

region inter-local Access and Transport Area services. 

The FCC adopted rules governing access to RO\V in its Interconnection 

Order, FCC 96-325, adopted August 1, 1996, in conformance with the Act. As set 

forth in § 2i4(c)(I), however, the FCC does not have IIjurisdiction with respect to 

rates, tenus, and conditions, or access to poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way 

as provided in subjection (I) (or pole attachments in any case where such nlalters 

arc regulated b)' a State." This COn\nliSsion, therefore, has jurisdiction to exercise 

reverse preemption, selling our own rules governing access to RO\V, and We are 

not obligated to conform to the FCC rules. The discretion of stale and locill 

authorities to regulate in the area of pole attachments is circumscribed by § 253 

which invalidates all state or locallegall'equirements that "prohibit or have the 

e(fect of prohibiting the ability of any enHty to provide any interstate or intrastate 

telcconln\Utlications service.'1 This restriction does not prohibit a state fron\ 

imposing "'on a competitively neutra1 basis and consistent with Section 254, 

requirements necessary to presen'e and advance universal service, prolect the 

public safety and welfare, ensure the continued quality of telccOlnnlunications 

services, and safeguard the rights of consunlcrs.u In addition, § 253 spccificall)' 

recognizes the authorit}' of state and local governments to nlallagc public ROW 

and to require fair arld reasonable compensation for the use of such ROW. 

In order to estabHsh otlr jurisdiction, the Commission must satisfy the 

conditions of §§ 224 (c) (2) and (3), which provide: 

"(2) Each State which regulates the rates, terms, and conditions for pole 
attachment shaH certify to the Commission that --

-7-
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(A) it regulates such rates, terms, and conditions; and 

(8) iI\ so regulating such r~'l('s tern\s, and conditions, the State has 
the authority to consider and does consider the interests of the 
subscribers of the sen-ices offered via such attachment, as well as 
the interests of the consumers or the utility service, 

(3) For purposes of this subsection, a Shlte shall not be considered to 
regulate the rates, ternls, and conditions for pote attachments - -
(A) unless the State has issued and made effc<:tive rules and 

regulations implementing the State's regulatory authority Over 
pole attachments; and 

(B) \Vith respect to any individual maUer, unless the State takes final 
action on a complaint regarding such matter - -
i. within 180 days after the complaint is filed with the State or 
it within the application period prescribed fot such final action 

in such rules and regulations of the State, if the prescribed 
period does not extend beyond 360 days after the filing of 
such cOn'lplaint.u 

The Commission must prescribe rules governing access to publiC utility 

RO\V consistent with state statutory law as set forth in Public Utilities (PU) Code 

§ 767 which provides in pertinent part: 

II\Vhenever the conunission, after a hearing had upon its own 
Illotion or upon complaint of pubic utility affC(ted, finds that public 
convenience and necessity require the use by one public utility of all 
or any part of the conduits, subways, tracks, wires, poles, pipes, or 
other equipment, on, over, or under any street or highway, and 
belonging to another public utility, and that such will not result in 
irreparable injury to the owner or other users of such property or 
equipment or in any substantial detriment to the service, and that 
such public utilities have failed to agree upon such use or the tern\s 
or conditipns or compensation therefore, the con\n\ission "'tay by 
order direct that such use be pern\itted, and prescribe a: reasonable 
con\pensation and reasonable terms and conditions for the jOint 
use ... " 

-8-
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• By virtue of the rules we issue pursuant to the instant decision, we hereby 

certify to the FCC that we r~gulate the rate, tern\s, and conditions of access to 

poJes, ducts, conduits, and RO\V in conformance with §§ 224( c)(2) and (3). 

A. The Need For Rules and Tariffs 
As a threshold issue, we nlust address the extent to which the 

Conlmission ShOtlld prescribe detailed rules or require tariffs governing the 

pricing and other terms and co~ditions (or access to the ROW aJld support 
structures of the incumbent utilities. 

The CoalitiOl\ and CCfA propose a detailed set of rules for adoption 
by the Conunission governing various terms and conditions (or ROW aCcess. 

The Coalition and CeTA argue that detailed rutes and minimum performance 

standards are needed to prevent the ILECs alld electric utilities fronl extrading 
unrc<lsonable terms of access and excessive rents (rOln CLCs through the 

negotiation process, impeding the growth of local exchange competition. By 

contrast, the ILEes and electric utilities oppose the adoption of structured rules 

and favor negotiations of access agreements with recourse to a dispute resolution 
process in case of impasse. 

TIle Coalition also argues that incumbents should be required to file 

tariffs covering the pricing and tern,s for RO\V accessl in order to mitigate eLC's' 

lack of equal bargaining power with the incumbent utilities. The Coalition 

argues that tariffs a\'oid the danger of CLCs being forced to accept an 

anticompctitive contr~lct to g<1in access to an.ILEC's facilities. 

TIle Coalition argues that the incumbent utilitiesl through their 

control of essential facilities, have little or no real incentive to reach agreem.ent 

through negotiations, especially where permitting attachn\ents would sio\pl)' 

subjectthenl to greater competition and potential toss of nlarket share. In the 

absence of fixed rules or perfOrnlaIlCe rcquiren\entsl and in the absence of a 

-9-
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prescribed (ornHlla go\'erning the calculation of pole att,lchment rates, the 

Coalition argues, negotiations alone will not be productive, but will frustrcltc the 

introduction of competition, espednlly for facilities-based ClCs. The Coalition 

notes that either through existing affiliatcs, such (lS Pacific nell Communications 

or GTE Card Services, Inc., and through affiliates that willlikcly soon be formed 

by clfXtric utilities, the incumbents will offer competitivc teJcconlmunications 

sel\'iccs of their own. The incumbents' RO\V and support structures will be 

valuable assets for thcnlselves and their affiliates in competing against CLCs. 

The Coalition and CCfA propose that the Commission therefore' 

require incl1fnbent electric and telephone utilities to file pole attachment 

"compliance tariffs" (in compliance with specific prOVisions in the Con\mission's . 

decision). The compliance tariffs envisioned by the Coalition and CCfA would, 

(1) incorporatc by reference the rules governing access to incun1.bent utilities' 

RO\\' and support structures adopted b}' the COnlnlission; (2) contain the per 

pole attachment rates and per linear fOOl conduit usage rates presently charged 

to cable television companies under the cOntracts which they have entered into 

pursuant to § 767.5; and (3) set forth the specific charges a utility would collect 

for copies of any necessary maps, diagrams, and draWings. The Coalition agrees 

that while son\e items may be in'lpossible to reduce to tariff form simply because 

of their infinite variety, negotiation for access to support structures and RO\V 

should always be an option open to an CLC, as long as contracting is not 

Inandator)'. 

The Coalition is not opposed to CLCs entering into negotiated 

agreenlents with incumbent utilities which reflect cOlnpensation arrangements 

different (ronl those contained in the incumbellt utility's tariffs. The Coalition 

believes, howe\~er, that negotiations for alternative compensation arrangements 

are more likely to be s~tccessful if, but only if, all parties knO\\', through the 

-10 -



· adoption of rules requiring incumbent utilities to file "minimumtl tariffs, what 

the st,lndard charge is. 

The ILECs and electric utilities oppose the adoption of detailed rules 

and tariff filing requirements, but believc that the Commission should )ea\'e it to 

the carriers to (teel}' negotiate RO\V ac<ess through individual contracts. The 

incumbcnts argue that the Con .. mission should intervcne only where individual 

carriers cannot agree on specific terms of access. The incumben.ts argue that 

detailed rutes will unduly constrain the flexibility of parties to creatively 

negotiate ternlS and conditions which best fit the individual circunlstances of a 

given carrier. Pacific objects to the Coalition's proposed rules as being overly 

inclusive, infleXible, and one-sided in fa\'or of the CLCs. Pacific believes that no 

single set of rules can take into account all of the issues involved in the context o( 

a shlgle itlstallation. In th~ event that the Conm)ission chooses to adopt detailed 

rules, Pacific and PG&E have proposed specific n\odifications to the rules 

proposed by the Coalition and CCfA. Edison argues that utilities havc the best 

understanding of their systenl requirements and operating characteristics, and 

that utility decisions About necessary restrictions to access should be given 

deference as long as the utility applies its rules in a nondiscriminatory manner to 

all carriers. 

Pacific argucs that the Ad pern1its negotiated agrecn'lents, which 

implies that individual rates will differ an\ong CLCs. Pacific disagrees that the 

term "nondiscrinlinatof)' rates" requires exactly unifornl rates for all CLCs, 

induding those that also act as cable television providers. 

Rather than the tariffing of rates, GrEe advocates the usc of 

negotiated agr<.>elllents based upon an appropriate costing rnethodo]ogy. With 

tariffed rates, tenns, and conditions, GTEC argues, there is little incentive for 

parties to negotiate anything different, and the tariffed r<ltc(s) in c(fed becomes 

-11 -
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the (eiling. GTEC argues that if the Commission decides that tMiffing is 

appropriate, then an expiration date of no longer than one year be set on the 

. applic'lbility of the tMiff. GTEC believes that market (orces could then determine 

what the rates, terms, and conditions (or such access shou1d be in the future. 

B. Discussion 
Given the complexities of utility facilities and the diversity of RO\V 

access needs, it is not {easible to craft a set of rules or tariffs whh:h addresses 

c\'ery conceivable situation which may arise. Individual carriers must negotiate 

the terms of RO\V access based on the particular dtcumst,lnces of each situation. 

On the other hand, the ~doption of certain gener,ll guiding principles and 

minin\Unl perfOrnlal\CC standards concerning RO\V access is appropriate to 

promote a nlore level cOn\p"etitivc playing field in which individual negotiations 

1l1ay lclke place. It\ order to guide parties in negotiations, we shall therefore 

adopt a general set of rules governing RO\V access which strike a balance in 

providing some degree of detailed perfonl\ance st,lndards while leaving 

discretion to parties to tailor specific terms to the den\l'mds of individual 

situations. 

It is unrealistic to expect that all RO\V access agreements will be 

uniforn\ with respe<:t to prices, terms, or conditions. Differences arc acceptable 

as long as they ate justified by the particular circumstances of each situation; and 

do not rllercly reflect antkompetitive discrh'llination aJnong similarly situated 

carriers. B('('ause telecomlllunications ctlrriers' RO\V requiremellts and 

"constraints are too diverse to lend themselves to a unilon'll set of lariff rales and 

rules [or every situation, we shall not require the filing of tariffs covering the 

ternlS of ROW access. A similar approach to that adopted for interconnection 

arrangemel\ts in D.95·12-056 is approJ>riate here. In 0.95-12-056, in Setting 

interim rules governing interconnection arrangements for local exchange service, 

-12 -
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we considered whether interconnection (lrr,lngcments should be instituted by the 

filing of tariffs or by contract. Historically, the use of utility tariffs has been relied 

upon as a way to assure that the rates (lnd terms of service off~red by the utilit)' 

arc available on a nondiscriminatory basis. \Ve conduded in 0.95·12-056, 

howe\'cr, that gi\'cn the inflexibility and inefficiencies of tariffs, interconnection 

should be arranged by contract r"ther than tariff. \Ve conduded that the use of 

contractual negotiations was more appropriate for the newly en~erging world of 

multiple co-c<1rriers. 

\Ve recognize, however, that while the local exchange markets have 

been opened to competition for some time now, the incumbent utilities still hold 

a significant advantage in the control of essential RO\\' corridors and support 

structures in compariS01\ with CLCs which have only recentl}' entered the local 

exchange nlClrkel. \\'e arc cOllcerned that the advantages of incumbent status of 

ILECs and electric utilities ma), have the potenti~l incentive for discriminatory 

treatment in negotiating terms of access. In 0.95-12-056, we addressed parties' 

concerns o\'er inlbalance in negotiating power b}' prescribing a set of "preferred 

outcomes" which were intended to lead to the most efficient and economic 

interconnectiOl\ solutions should the Comm.ission be required to become 

involved. In approving interconnection agreements, the Commission would 

consider how weJl a contract achieved the "preferred outcomes." The "preferred 

outconlesll were not mandatory requirements, however, and the Comrnission 

would still approve an interconnection contract with different terms (rOn\ those 

prescribed by the "preferred outcomes" if the proposed terms were mutually 

agreeable to the parties, were not unduly discrinlinatof}' or anticompelitivc, and 

did not violate other Conlmissioll full'S. 

Likewise, we conclude that a similar use of IIpreferred outcotI\es" is 

called for in comledion with access-to-RO\V arrangements. \Ve shall, therefore, 
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adopt a set of ruks as prescribed in Appendix A governing RO\V Itrr(lngements, 
and shall administer the rules in the form of "l)referroo olltcomes." Parties may 

negotiate their own terms and conditions different fron\ those set forth in our 

rules, tailored to the particular circunlstances of a gh'en situation. Yeti the 

presence of the IIpreferrcd outcomes" embodied in our rules will provide a 

disciplined point of reference as recourse for negotiations to proceed in a 

competith'cly neutml "lanner. The use of these rules as "prefer.red outcomes" 
will help guard against unbalanced negotiating power and unfairly 

discriminatory treatment, yet provide the necessary fleXibility to facilitate 

muluall}' agreeable arrangefllents. 

In resolvitlg disputes over RO\V access, we shall consider how 

dosely each ptut}t has confonrtoo with oUr adopted "preferred outcomes" and 

whether proposcd terms arc unfairly discriminatory or anticompetitive. The 

burden of proof shall be on the party advocating a departure fronl our adopted 

standards in prevailing in a disputed agreement. \Vithh\ the parameters of our 
prescribed "preferred oufcon\esu as default criteria, parties shaH have the 

flexibility to negotiate their agreements go,?erning access, tal10red to the 

particular circumstances of each situation. 

III. General Definitions and Applicability of Rules 

A. Utility Categories Covered Under ROW Rules 

1. Parttes· Positions 
Parties express differing views concerning what categories of 

utilities should be subject to Com.mission RO\V access rules. In the dralt decision 

previously circulated to parties (or COlll.O'lent, the rutes were defined broadl}' to 

apply to gas, wateT, and slean\ utilities, hi addition to electric and 

tetcconlt\\Ullications utilitIes. Comments Were filed by certain gas, wltler, and 

smaller electric utilities, raising (oneen\s that these rules should not be extellded 
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to include them since there had been no pre\,ious considerc1lion on the 

impJicc1tions of extendh,\g the rules to additional categoriC's of utilities. SDG&E 

argues that the COn\lnission should consider ext('nding the rul('s to apply to 

rc1i1road faciliti('s, noting that PU Code § 767 calls for a«('ss to subways and 

tracks in addition to polrs and wires. 

2. Discussion 
For purposes of the rules we adopt in this dedsion, we shall 

limit the public utilities covered to the large and midsized ILECs, to the CLCs, 

and to the major electric utilities, PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E.· In D. 97·09-115 in 

which we adopted initial local con'\petition rules for the service territories of the 

n1idsized ILECs, RTC and CTC, wc concluded that the basic rules we had 

previously adopted (or the I\\ajor ILECs should al56 be applied to the n\idsized 

ILECs. \Vc find 1\0 reaSon here to deviate froli\ our prcviously adopted. pOlicy, 

and conclude that the RO\V a(cess rules we adopt herein should generally apply 

to the midsizoo ILECs. \Ve acknowledgc, however, that the midsized ILECs lack 

the resources of their larget counterparts to respond as quickly to inquiries 

regarding access. We shall therefore leave it to the parties to negotiate indh'idual 

response times in the (\15e of the nlidsized ILECs. In all other respects, we shall 

apply the same rules to then\ as to the larger ILECs. 

In the workshops conducted (or the instant proceeding and in 

written conlmel\ls that were produced relating to RO\V access, we did not 

address the implications of extending the rules adopted herein to other utility 

industries such as gas, water, or steam. We also did not consider thC'implications 

of extending the rules to smaller electric utilities or to other utility industries. \Ve 

recognize the usefulness of, and will later explore, expanding the coverage of our 

rules to include other utility industries. \Ve shall provide all potentially affected 
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entities with due notice and opportunit}' to be heard concerning any further 
proceedings of this nature. 

B. Definition of Rights of Way 

1. Parttes' Positions 
The Coalition argues that the term "rights of \\·ay" should be 

understood as analyticall}' distinct from, and larget than, the physical support 

structures to which wires may be attached (or wire communication but should 
also include the underlying RO\\' that the utility controls. 

The Coalition and CCfA propose that the term "right-of-,vay" 
should be defined broadly to encompass: 

"all the real property, physical fac.ilities and legal rights 
for USe of such ptopert}' and facilities' which prOVide lor 
access on, over, along, under, through or across public 
and private ptoperty lor placement and use of poles, 
pole attachments, anchors, ducts, innerducls, conduits, 
guy and support wires, remote terminals, vaults, 
telephone closets, telephone risers, and other support 
structures to reach customers lor cOn\munications 
purposes.1I (PrOpOsed Rule U.K.) 

GtEC objects to this proposed Coalition definition as being 
overly broad, arguing that the term "right-of-way" has long held particular legal 

significance, as a right to pass or cross over the teal property of another, but that 

it does not en(ompass the right to use the personal property of another, such as 

telephone closets, vaults owned by a telecon\rI\unications carrier. Pacific and 

GTEC argue that the Conul\ission's rules regulating access to RO\V should not be 

interpreted to include all possible pathways to the custoJ'l\er, as sought by the 

Coalition a~d ccr A. GTEC believes this Commission should delineate' the scope 

of access by competing c~rriers to "poles, ducts, conduits, And right-o(-ways/' as 
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defined in § 251 (b)(4) pcrn\itting (\uriers to "piggyback" along utilities 

distributiol\ networks. 

Edison proposes that transmission support structures or 

rights-of·way be excluded fr01n the scope of these rules bC('<luse of the 

heightened safety and systen\ reliability concerns raised by such access. Since 

electric utilities· distribution s}'stems are concentrated in urban areas where 

telecommunication providers most desire access, Edison argues. there should be 

little need to provide n\andatory access to transmission facilities. 

If the Commission conteIriplates including transmission 

support structures and rights-of-ways with these rules, Edison urges the 

COnlll\ission to seck the input of the Independent System Operator (ISO) which 

now oper<1tes and controls utility transn\ission facilities throughout California. 

Edison argues that the eleCtric utilitiest abilit), to comply with certain mandatory 

time lilllits in the rules (e.g. conlpletion of requests for information, requests for 

access, and make ready work) may haVe to be substantially lengthened to 

account for the cOrllplexities of dealing with the tnlnsmission system. For 

exan\ple, illsttllling fiber optic on transmission towers filay require ISO 

coordination and approval (the titHing of which the electric utility cannot control) 

and even planned outages along certain segnlents of the transn1ission system. 

Moreover, Edison claims that the utilities' ability to reserve or take back space for 

capacity additions n\ay also have to be expanded to ensure the smooth, 

uninterrupted operation of the transmission systenl. 

2. Discussion 
\Ve conclude that the Coalition's proposed definition of RO\V 

is overly broad, and decline to adopt it. As stated in the FCC Order, the intent of 

Congress in § 224(f) was to permit cable- television operators and 

telecommunications prOViders to "piggyback" along distributi011 networks 
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owned or controlled by utilities as opposed to gr,lnting ac(ess to cvcry piecc of 

equipment or real property OWllcd or controlled by the utility: \Ve shaH 

delineate the scope of access to refer to the poles, ducts, conduits, alld RO\Vas 

defined by § 251(b)(4). An overly broad interpretation of RO\V would be undul}' 

burdcnson\c on the owners of facilities and is unnccessary to provide for the 

reasonable access needs of third parties. 

In view of the potential problems in terms o~ logistics, system 

reliability and safety associated with mandatory access to electric transmission 

facilities, we shall include only elettric utilities' distribution poles, support 

structures, a"ld rights-of-way within the scope of these rules at this time. 

c. Definition 61 Nondiscriminatory Access 

1. parties· PositIons 
The Coalition defines "nOlldiscriminatory access" as access 

that is uniCorn'lly equal in facti for all rates, tern\s, and conditiOllsl to the access 

. provided to cable television corilpanics, and equal to the access that ILECs 

provide to themseh'es. The Coalition believes that the Act, PU Code § 767, and 

cable television conlpanies' eXisting rights to attach to utility support structures 

in California at just and reasonable rates pursuant to PU Code § 767.5 create a 

solid foundation for te1econlnlunkations carrier to gain access to utility RO\V. 

Pacific objeds to the Coalition's proposed definition of 

nondiscriminatory access as being "uniformly equal in fael" with respect to the 

access which the ILEC provides itself, and to every other telC('ommunications 

carrier or c<lble television provider. Pacific argues that such a definition would 

effectively eliminate any lype of creatively negotiated agreements between 

• First Report and Oider, para. 1185 
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individual parties and would require an owner to trc.ll itself as a third part)'. 

Pacific argues thallhe Act only requires a utility to provide lIacccss" to its 

((lcilities, but not to divcst itself of an the benefits (and burdens) of ownership. 

This provision would also require disbandment of the joint pole associations, in 

Pacific's opinion. 

In order to achieve the Commission's goal of opening the local 

telecommunications n'larket to active conlpetition, CCfA arguc~ that the 

Commission's resolution of ROW issues OlUSt incorporate the broadest possible 

definitions to ensure conlpetiti\·c aCcess to all real property pathways to the 

customer, hlduding polcs, conduits, RO\V, easements, and licenses. CCfA seeks, 

however, to exclude cable television inside wire and drops from the facilities 

subject to RO\Vaccess. CCfA n'lakes this aSsertion on the grounds that cable 

fe}c"ision inside-wiring is a federal n\attCr under the purview of the FCC, and 

has different characteristics thal'l does telephony inside-wiring. Unlike telephone 

service, CCTA argues that the cable network is no;t an essential service, and cable 

and telephone ttXhllologies have different power requirements, signal leakage 

concerns, and tolerances of interference. 

GTEe argues that the Coalition's proposed rules and 

definitions would turn the ILECs into construction managers and financiers for 

the CLCs, making every possible piece of equipment and support structure that 

the ILEC owns subjed to access by CLCs at the below-cost rate set for cable 

television pro\'iders. 

PG&E states that the Comn'tission must distinguish between 

the underlying RO\V and the support structures which nlay be located in an 

easement that grants RO\V. (PG&E Conlments, p. 7.) 

The Coalition objects to PG&B's proposed definition of a 

utilit}' pole which would apply only to wood utility distribution poles with 
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· electric supply (abl~s of no great~r than 50 kV. The Coalition argues that there is 

no basis to prohibit telecommunlc,1Uons facilities from being attached to el€Xtric 

support structures with supply cables greater than 50 kV. 

2. DiscussIon 
\Ve shall consider nondiscriminatory access to Illean that 

similarly situated carriers n\Ust be provided the opportunity to gain access to the 

ROWand support structures o! the incumbent utilities under iplpartiaUy applied 

terms cmd conditions on a first-come, first-sen'ed basis. Nondiscriminatory 

access does not nlean that the incumbent utility is div('sted of all of the benefits or 

relieved of the obligations of o\vnership. The utility must maintain the ability to 

mallage its assets. No part)' may altachto the ROW or support structures of 

another utility without the express written authorization irom the utility. 

Nondiscrin\inatory access does mean, however, that the 

incumbent utility cannot ~eny access sin\ply to impede the development oi a 

competitive market and to retain its competitive advantage over new entrants. 

The incumbent utility Ii:\ay only restrict access to a particular facility or nlay place 

conditions on access for specified reasons relating to safety ot engineering 

reliability. \Ve discuss these conditions below in Section VII. We also discuss 

below in Section VII the restrictions 01\ third parties' access to space which the 

incumbent utility seeks to reserve for its own iuture growth needs. In situations 

where there is no available space (or an additional attachment, the incumbent 

utility is obliged to negotiate \vith the carrier seeking access to attempt to find 

sonlC alternative solution such as rearrangentent or modification of the existing 

space to aCCOIl'ln\odate the latter carrier'S needs. In the event that the Commission 

must resolve disputes over ac::ccss rights, the ~urden shall be OIl the incumbent to 

justify any claims asserted in defense of its refusal to pern\it a(':cess. 
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D. Renegotiation of Existing Agreements to Conform to 
CommIssion Rules 

1. Parties' Positions 
The Coalition proposes that existing contr,lets between utilities 

and CLCs be subject to renegotiation, with Commission review pursuant to 

Gener"l Order (GO) 96-A, jf the results of sueh negotiations yielded 

anticonlpctitivc tcrms and conditions based on the rules adopted by this 
decision. 

GTEC beHeves that allY rules which the Commission n\ay 
adopt relative to RO\V and access be applicable to all users of those facilities, 

regardless of whether a party has art existing agreement entered into during the 

era of n-0I1competltive telecommunications providers. Existing agreenlcnts {or 

pole attachn\ents and access are subject to the Commission's continuing 

jurisdiction, and typically include c1auses that make them subject to renegotiation 

or modification in view of an appHcable Conlmission ruling. 

Edison and SOC&E disagree with any attempt to n'quiTt' 

renegotiation or to unilater~llIy change the terms of eXisting access agreenlents 

with ele<tric utilities that were negotiated between the parties to these 

agree-ments. Edison questions how an eXist:ng contract would be found 

"anticompetitive" under the Coalition's proposal. Edison argues that GO 96-A 

does not provide a basis for non-consensual modUicatioll of eXisting access 

agreements, but only relates to contracts "for the furnishing of any public utility 

service." Edison contends that the access to electric utility facilities provided by 

eXisting access contracts is 1101 public utility service and therefore is not governed 

h}t GO 96-A. Edison argues that the ConUl,ission has a long history of I'espeding 

freely-negotiated contracts, even when ol'\e of the parties to an agreement later 

expresses dissatisfactiol\ with some of the terms. 
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2. Discussion 

\Ve shaH not require parties to renegotiate preexisting 

contr\\cts to conform with the rules adopted in this decision in the cases where 

the contract does not prescribe that it is subjeCt to renegotiation to conform to any 

subsequent Conlmission r'ules. Parties mutUally negotiated such contracts baSed 

upon iniorn\atiol\ available to each side at the time. We rcspect the mutual 

obligations and rights of parties to entet into, and to bind each other to, such 
contracts_ 

In cases where contracts contain provisions requiring 

renegotiation in the event t~,at subsequently adoptedCon\mission rules come 

into conflict with the preeXisting-contract, however, parties to such contracts may 
seek renegotiation consistent ,,~ith their prior agreement. If llarties to such 

{enegotiatioI' efforts are tillable t6 agree on revised contract terms, they may seek 

a remooy through the dispute resolution procedures we adopt e1sewhere in this 

order. 

On a prospective basis, our adopted rules shall serve as 

lip referred outcomes" to guide parties in negotiatingne\v ROW agreements 

subsequent to the effective date of this order. 

E. Applicability of Rules to Cable Companies 
In its comments on the revised draft decision filed July 24, 1998, 

CeTA noted that the draft rules n\ake reference only to "telecon\rnunications 

carriers." Yel, CCfA believes that the draft rules were intended to incorporate 

the Commission's jurisdiction over both cable and telecommunications 

providers, in accordance with SectiOl1224 01 the Act. CCTA argues that 'Section 

224 of the Act proVides {or State preemption of both cable and 

teJ~ommunicatior\s services vis a v{s lights of W~\y, but requite a State to issue 

effective rules and regulations implcn\enting the State's authority. To remove 
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any ambiguity as to the intent or scope of the rules, CeTA proposes that the 

dedsion be amended to explicitly stt'\tc that the nll('s shall appl}' to cable 

corpor,ltions, as well as to CLCs. Otherwise, CCfA is concerned that ct'\ble 

corpOftltions will be faced with sepamtcly litigating each and every rule before 

the Conunission to ensure their applicability to c~\ble video, internet, and data 

services. 

The incumbent utilities object to including cable corporations within 

the scope of the adopted rules. GTEC argues that the stated purpose of the 

proceeding is to adopt rules to open to competition the local exchange market-

not the well-established cable market. GTEC argues that because the proceeding 

has not pertained to providers of solely cable service, the COnlrnissiOl\ cannot 

simply appl}' these rules to that very different industry without any evidence or 

analysis. GTEC proposes that if the CeTA wanls the COlllmission to consider 
, . 

adopting RO\V rules designed to address iss'ues relating to the cable television 

market, CCfA should ask the Con'ln\ission (0 open a proceeding to do so. GTEC 

objeds to any IIJast·minute clarification" to a proceeding intended to address 

rules for local exchange competition. 

1. Discussion 
The question of the applicability of our rules to cable 

corporations shan be addressed in three cOlllponents: first, the rights of cable 

corpor .. ltions to come under the protections offered by the rules; second, the 

obligations of cable corporations to o[(er nondiscriminatory access to 

telecomnumications carriers under the rules; and third, the reach of our 

jurisdiction into the dealings between n'mnicipalitics that grant franchises to 

providers of cable TV services and those ptoviders~ plans to extend facilities to 

prOVide cable TV. \Ve conclude that it is appropriate to requite the IlEes and 

electric utilities to extend the same rates and terms of access offered to CLCs 
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under the rules to cover c\lble corpor,1Uons, as well. \Vhile we agree wUh GTEC 

that the focus of this ptoceeding is on promothlg coinpetition in the local 

exchange tclcconul\unic,1Uons nlarket, we must sin\UU,lncously consider the 

interrelationship between the 10c,)1 exchange and cable industries in seeking to 

promote a competiti\'c infrastructure, As we expJain below in our discussion of 

pole att,lchmenl rates, various cable corpor,ltions have in rCC'ent years have 

become certificated as CLCs, and now offer telecomn\unicalions services over the 

same connections previously used only for cable services. Fot the same reasons 

that we have detern\ined to apply uniform pole attachn\ent rates for both (\lblc 

and telecomnlullications servicesl we conclude that the rules governing other 

terms and conditions of access should likewise apply uniformly. Byapplyirtgour 

nlles uni(ornlly both to c,lhle corporations and tclecon\nlttnkations carriers, we 

wi1l avoid potential disputes over Whether o1.lr adopted rules apply to a 

particular sen'icc offered over an attachn\ent used to provide n\ultiple services. 

B)' applying our rules in this 1I1aTmer, we seck to Il\inimize potential litigation 

which lila), threaten to impede the growth of the local exchange competitive 

infr.lstructure. In the succeedhlg sections of this deCision addressing the 

applicability of our rules, references to CLCs shall therefore be understood to 

include cable con\panies, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

\Ve shall not at this tin\e, however, require cable companies to 

offer reciprocal terms and conditions of access to telecomn\tmications carriers, as 

we have done for CLCs. Cable conlpani~s are not public utilities as defined in 

Section 216 (a) of the PU Code, but are separatel~' defined in Section 215.5 of the 

I>U Code. This Commission#s jurisdiction is limited to the regulation of puhHc 

utilities. Since cable cOlllpanies arc not public utilities, they are not subje(t to this 

Comn\lssion's jurisdiction with respect to the rates Or terms of servicc which they 

offer. 111('refore, we shaH not impose upon cable companies the obligations to 
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provide access to telecommunications carriers. Similarly, we shall not require 

CLCs to provide aCtX'ss to c~"\ble companies. \Ve shall thus limit the obligations to 

provide access to cable companies to the ILECs and electric utilities until we 

obtain additional evidence in this proceeding. 

Further, we will not at this Hnle intervene in the relationship 

between nlunidpalities that grant cable franchises and those same franchisees 

inasnluch as those franchisees acc not telecommunicilt1ons carri:fS certified by 

this Commission. It a cable franchisee is looking to expand its facilities for the 

provision of cable TV only, therithe procedural avenues described below to 

address disputes between carriers and citi~ will not be available. \Ve win seek 

further comment on whether we have jurisdiction in this area and how this 

jurisdiction, if it exists, should be exercised. 

F. Applicability of Rules to Commercial Mobile Radio service 
(CMRS) 

1. Parties' Positions 
A \VS argues that under the nondiscrin\ination principles of 

the Act, incumbcllt utilities Jl\ust prOVide an telecommunications carriers, 

including commercial mobile radio service (CfvIRS) providers, the sall\e type of 

access they would afford thenlseivesl regardless of the technology the 

telecomn\uniccltions carrier employs. A\VS states that C~tRS providers will be 

using poles and other utility facilities in ways perhaps not contemplated by 

traditional land-line providers, and that any rules adopted by the Commission 

nlust be able to acconU1i.odate innovative pole uses required by lle\V technologies. 

An\ong other things, in implementing its OWll new technology 

plans, A \VS will s~k to: (1) place -micro-cell devkes on top of existing poles; 

(2) replace some existing poles with taller poles in order to improve signal 

reception; and (3) us-e poles similar to those of a traditionalland-Une 
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telecommunica.tions cMrier, tr"nsporting and carrying the (",11 through telephone 

lines aUltched to cxisting poles, to A \VS's switch. 

Tr,tditionally, CLCs ha\'c not sought access to the tops of 

poles, nor have they sought pole "change outs," or replacements, purely to 

inlpro\'c signal reception. A \\'$ argues that any rules adopted by the 

Comnlission should accomnlodate CMRS providers' need for taller poles and 

access to the top of poles. 

TeHgent is a CLC which utilizcs radio spedrun\ and 

point-to-multipoint microwave technology to provide local service. Teligent is 

thus a "fixed-wireless ClC" in contrast t() Cl\1RS providers which provide 

ubiquitous 1l1obile wireless service and which are not certificated by this 

Conlmission to provide local exchange service. Teligent argues that while fixed 

wireless CLCs rely heavily upon the innovative lise of radi() spectntJl\ for their 

infrastructure, they also use conventionalwireline facilities. Unlike Cl\1RS 

providers, fixed wireless CLCs such as Teligent do not seek to place any 
aUachn\ents on top of utility poles, nor to place large towers in the pubHc ROW. 

111e fLEes and electric utilities oppose the inclusion of CMRS 

providers within the scope of rules adopted in this proceeding. Pacific argues 

that the proposed rules have been developed with traditional facilities in mind, 

and that there is not a sufficient record to apply the rules to incorporate the 

unique safety, reliability, and space allOC,ltion issues (or wireless attachments. 

PG&E also highlights safety concerns regarding C~1RS pr()viders' attempts to 

access taller poles or the tops of utility poles. 

2. Discussion 
\Ve agree that under the Section 224(f)(1) provisions of the 

Act, Cl\·IRSproviders should not be subjected to unfair'discrill'lillation. Yet, the 

prinlary focus of this proceeding has been on wlreHne 10('(\1 exchange service, not 
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C~1RS. Th~ tN"hno!ogic,,1 and market dynamics of the C~1RS industry arc 

distinct fronl those of the local exchange nltuket. The r"Uonale underlying the 

pole att,1Chnlent r,ltes and access requirements we adopt with respect to loce11 

exchange sC'fvicc may not nccessarily apply in the ("lse of Cl\'tRS service. The 

regulation of CMRS providers has been addressed in a separ,lte docket 

(I.93-12-007) based upon specific characteristics peculiar to the ChlRS industry. 

Likewise, Cl"tRS carriers have different space requirements than do CLCs with 

respect to RO\Vaccess. For example, Cl\1RS prOViders request access to the tops 

of existing utility poles to install communications deVices. The work involved in 

pole-top access r<lises special safety concerns. \Vhile we do not minimize the 

import,lnce of RO\V access rights (or Cl\1RS carriers, we believe that a further 

record needs to be deve10ped regarding safety, reliability and special access 

needs before we detern\ine the applicability of our adopted RO\V access rules to 

the CMRS industry. Accordingl)', we shall defer consideration of the 

applicability of our rules to Cr.-iRS carriers to a later phase of the proceeding. 

In contrast to C~1RS pro\'iders are "fixed wiretess" CLCs such 

as Teligent. Unlike C~iRS systems, fixed wireless providers, such as Teligent, are 

certificated to provide local service as a CLC. TeHgent and other fixed wireless 

providers use a different technology (rmn CMRS carriers by providing customers 

with point-to-n'\ultipoint transn\ission service at fixed locations, rather than 

ubiquitous nlobile service. As a result, fixed wireless providers require fewer 

antennas to be deployed in order to provide the necessary service cO\'er<lge than 
do Cl\1RS providers. 

For the sake of consistency in the treatment among CLCs, we 

shall apply the adopted rules to include those CLCs which utilize fiXed. wireless 

technOlogy. Nonetheless, we remain concerned that the radio spedrmn and 

microwave technologies used by fixed wireless carriers entail different safety and 
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heallh issues than do Ihe tC'Chnologies of conventional wirdine CLCs. l1l('fefore, 

with resped to negotiations (or access involving fixed wireless CLCs, we shall 

permit the incumbent utility the discretion to pc('scribe restrictions it deems 

n~essar)' to safeguard public or employee he'llth and safety. 

G. Applicability of Rules to Municipalities and Governmental 
Agencies 

1. Parties' Positions 
The Coalition argues that the Commission's full's (or 

mandath'lg access to utility ROWand support structures should apply equally to 

numicipaHy owned utilities and in\'cslor ownoo utilities in order to prornote a 

competitive market The Coalition argues that local governmental agencies and 

nUlnidpally owned utilities n\ust be required to n\ilke their RO\V and support 

structures accessible to CLCs on a l\ondisccin\inatory basis if aU California 

residents are to benefit from a competitive telecon\ll\unic.,tions Jl\arket. 

PU Code § 767.5(a)(l) excludes "publicly owned public 

utilities" from the definition of "publlc utility," such that the Com.m.ission does 

not have jurisdiction to set the pole atlachn1.ent r,'tes paid by cable television 

coq}or<\tions to n\unidpal utilities. In contrast, PU Code § 767 does not specif}; 

any such exclusion (or "publicly owned public utilities." The Coalition infers 

therefore that the Commission has jurisdiction under § 767 to order "publicly 

owned" (i.e., municipal) public utilities to provide access to their ROW to 

telecommunications couriers, and to regulate the rates paid (or such attachnlents, 

where public convenience and ncc('ssit}' so require. 

The Coalition states that CLCs have encountered particular 

difficulty in attempting to gain access to RO\V controlled by the California 

Department of Transportation (CaITrans), a state governmental agency which 

controls many of the most important RO\V corridors (including major highways 
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and '1>ottleneck" facilities like the &"m Fr,lncisco-Oakland Ua}' Bridge). The 

Coalition claims that CalTrans s~n\s to have little or no awareness of the public 

utility status, rights, and needs of ClCs, or of the ad\'erse imp<lcts of delays in 
responding to CLC requests for information and access which can cause CLCs to 

lose potenthil customers. Streets and Highways Code § 671.5 requires CalTrans 

to either approve or deny an application for an encroachment permit within 60 

days of receiving a completed application. Yet, the Coalition claims that 

CalTrans freq:uently fails to meet this time limit. 

The Coalition asks the Commission to coordinate with the 

Governor's Office to urge CalTrans to respond, whenever possible, both sooner 

and more favorably withit\ no n10te than 60 days to CLC requests for access to 

RO\V, and to urge CalTrans to adopt a basic "working rule" or presumption that 

ClC requests foraccess to its ROW will be granted ul\l~ there is, in fact, 

inadequate space or unless public &1fety coneenlS require the request for access 

to be denied. 

CCfA argues that the COIl\n\ission is required b}' the 

California Constitution to exercise its jurisdiction consistent with federalla\ .... as 

provided in the COillnlUnications Act of 19341 as an\ended by the 1996 Act. 

(Cal. Const., art.lIf, § 1.) CCfA contends that § 253 of the Act requires a 

municipal government to manage the use of its public RO\\' by 

telecommunications providers on a competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory 

basis. 

CCfA asks the Commission to render conclusions of law in 

this proceeding concerning limitations on fees that municipal ot other 

governmental entities may charge for the access to their RO\V and facilities by 

CLCs. CerA asks the COI'nil\ission to prohibit governments trom attempting to 

circumvent the limitations on fees which a state or tocal governmental agency 
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may charge undcr Articlc XIII A of the California Constitution. Enacted through 

Proposition 13, this provision restricts the ability of shlte and local govcnul\cntal 

agencics to enact t(lxes without a two· thirds vote of the state lcgislature. CCfA 

asks the Con'lmission not to permit local go\'crnmcnts to attcmpt to 

"masqucrade" a tax by labeling it a "fre." The Coalition argucs that state law 

limits govcrnmental feesto cost for access to the government's own RO\V. If the 

fre charged exceeds actual cost, CCTA argues, the lee is (OllSid~red to be a tax as 

a matter of law, and is subject to the cost limits of Article XIII A. 

Regulatory fees cOVer the cost attributable to the government 

acth;rity regulating the payor. Charges "levied for unrelated re\'cnue purposes" 

or which exceed the cost of the regulatory activity are not fees but 

revenue-raising devices and hen-ce taxes~ according t6 ccr A (Beaumont 165 Cal. 

App. 3d at 234; United BusineSs Corum. 91 Cal. App. 3d at 165). -

Also excluded from special taxcs ate "user fees" which are 

charged for a service prOVided by the goverml\ent to the fee payor. Typical 

examples include IIdevelopers' fees" charged as a condition of issuance of a 

building permit to cover costs of providing government benefits to the developed 

property.' (Garrick Development Co. v. Hayward Unified Schoo) District (l992) 

3 Cal. App~ 4th 320 ("Garrick") (school facilities fee]; Bixel 216 Cal. App. 3d at 

1216 (fire h}'dratlt fee]; Beaun\ont 165 Cal. App. 3d at 231 [water system facility 
"hook-up" fee].) 

CCT A argues that for exemption from Proposition 13, a user 
or development fec, like a regulatory fec, 

7 (Bixel, supra, 216 Cal. App. 3d at 12:18, emphasis added.) 
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"n\ust not exceed the reasonable cost of p-roviding the 
service for which the fee is charged, and the basis for 
dctern,ining the amount of fee allocated to the 
developcr must bear a fair and reasonabJe relationship 
to the devclopcrts benefit fron\ the fee." 

P,lcific argues that while investor-owned utilities n,ust 

provide access to any tele<:ommunicatkms carrier or cable telcvision operator 

under § 224(f), n\unidpal electric utilities are not included within the definition of 
. 

uutilitiestl and thetefore have no federal statutor}' duty to prOVide aC(ess at 

reasonable rates, terms, and conditions. Likewise, Pacific docs not believe that 

municipal eledric utilities are subject to the state statute governing attachments 

by c<lb!etelevision operators (PU Code § 767.5), or the statute requiring access to 

the facilities of 01\e public utility by another public utilit}' (PU Code § 767). 

Under the current legal and regulatory frail\ework, therefore, Pacific claims that 

n\unidpal electric utilities are free to deny access, or to impose onerous terms 

and cortditiol\s. 

GTEC believes that both n\unicipal and investor-owned 

electric utilities have the Imn\cdiate potentia) to be formidable conlpetitois in the 

telecomnlUnic,\tions tl\arkct. In addition, municipal utilities rna)' enjoy other 

benefits not available to non~govetnmental prOViders such as the ability to raise 

capital tax-free in the public sector and the potential in some instances to regulate 

advantages for themselves over private utility ('ornpeHtors. Thus, GTEC argues 

that the rules that arc established for the LEe/CLC relationship should be 

consistently applied to Inunicipal and investor-owned electriC utilities as well. 

Comments were filed jointly by the League of California 

Cities, the Cities of Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Carlos, San Jose, Santa Monica, 
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the City and Count}' of San Fr,lncisco, and the San l\1atco County 

Telecommunications Authority ("the Cities").' 

111e Cities argue that the Commission docs not ha\'e 

jurisdiction over the nlanagement of public RO\V owned or controlled by local 

governmental bodies. As OWners of lee title to ulany of their streets and 

highways, the Cities argue that the}' have an interest in any de\'e)opn\ent that 

increases the costs of maintaining their property or the intensity. of its use by 

investor-owned utilities. The Cities dainl that attempts of this Commission to 

assert RO\V jurisdiction OVer them would interfere with their power to adopt and 

enforce regulatioI\s that balance the legitinlate interests of utilities, COnSUrllCrS, 

property owners, and the traveling public. 

The Cities deny that any PU Code Section can be cited to show 

that the Commission has any jurisdiction over local governments with respect 10 

access 10 public ROW. The Cities argue, for example, that while certain limited 

authority is granted to telephone corporations under SectiOll 7901 to construct 

facilities along public RO\V subjccllo regulation by the cities, this authority docs 

110t confer any jurisdiction on the Commission. Likewise the Cities note that the 

siting authority granted to the Commission in SeetioI\ 762 is itl reference 10 

public utilities, I\ot local governmental bodies. 

The Cities argue that the California Constitution expressly 

excludes froll\ Commission jurisdiction, and ~xpressly reserves to charter cities 

jurisdiction o\'er n\unicipal affairs relating to public utilities. Article XII, 

, The above-referenced parties "(coHecti\'ely, "the Cities") concurrently flied a n'Olion seeking to 
inter\'ene as parties to the proceeding. The Cities seek to become p.uties to address their 
con«'rns regarding ISSues raised in the revised draft decision as to jurisdiction ovcr local 
go\'ernmenlal ROW access matters. There is no opposition to thc molion, and it shall be 
granted. 
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S<xtion 8 states that a city "may not regulate mallers over which the legislature 

gr,lnts regulator}' power 10 the Commission." However, this section "does not 

af(ect power over pubJic utilities relating to the making and enforcement of 

police, sanitary and other regulations concerning municipal affairs pursuant to a 
city charter eXisting on October 10, 1911. ... " (Cal. Const. Art. XII, Sec. 8.) The 

Cities argue that power to regulate the n'tanner of the usc of city streets, such as 

access to public RO\V, has traditiona1ly fallen within the scope ~f cities' power 

over nlunicipal affairs. (Sec, c.g., Cit)' of Walnut Creek Y. Silveira (1957) 47 

Cal.2d 804, 812; City of San Jose Y. Lynch (1935) 4 Cal.2d 760, 764; Byrne v. Drain 

(1900) 127 Cal. 663,667.} 

The Cities further argue that the legislature has specified that 

a city may not surrender to the Comnlission. 

"(I)ts powers of control to supervise and regulate the 
relatiOl'lShip between a public utility and the genrcal 
public in mailers a/fi'clillg tlte health, (ollvt'llieIlU, alld 
safely of tile gt'llual pUblic, iucluding mafias SlIcll as lite lise 
ami rt'pair of pul,Ut struts by allY ptlMic utility, IIle location 
of IIle poles, WiTt'S, maillS, or conduits of allY public utility, 
Oll, mrdt'r, or abtwe auy public studs, and the speed of 
COIlln\on carriers operating within the linlits of the 
11lunicipal corporation." (PU Code § 2902 (emphasis 
added); see also I'U Code § 2906.) 

Thus, the Cities argue that they exclusively retain regulator}' power O\,er access 

to public RO\V. 

2. DIscussion 
\Ve shall address separately the RO\V access issues re1ated to 

municipal utilities and to other local go\'enllllCntal bodies. \Ve conclude that it is 

beyond the authority of this Commission to regulate n\lmicipally-owiled utilities 

with respect to nondiscrin\inatory access to their polcs, ducts, conduits, and 

RO\V. In County of InfO v. Pub. Util. Comnl'n, 26 Cal.3d 154, 166 (1980), the 
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Cillifornia Suprel1\e Court stated that under cstablished doctrine, "(i}n the 

"bsence of legislation otherwise providing. the Commission's jurisdiction to 

regulate public utilities extends only to the regulation of privatelr-owned 

utilities.1I (citation omitted) "The con\mission has no jurisdiction OYcr 

lllunicipally-ownoo utilities unless expressly provided by statute." Id. An-long 

other things, the court construed § 216" defining a upublic utilit}," and § 241, 

defining a IIwa ler corporation" as not cnconlpassing a nlunicip~lIy-owned utility. 

In light of County- of Inyo, § 767 of the PU Code - - which 

provides that, subject to certain conditions" the comnussion ma}' require that a 

public utility provide access toils conduits, poles, and otherfaciHties that are on, 

o\'ec, or under any street or highway, to another public utility - - pertains only to 

a privately-owned utility. 

In § 767.5(a) (1), a. IIpubJic utility" is specifically defined to 

lIinc1ude () any person" firm, or corporation, except a publicly owned public 

utility" which owns or controls, or in combination jointly owns or conlTols, 

support structures or rights-of-way used or useful, in whole or in partl foc wire 

communications." The purpose of § 767.5 ,vas to codify existing pr,lctice and to 

require inveslor·owlled utilities to nlake available, as a public utilit}t service to 

cable television corporations, the eXcess capacity or surplus space on their 

facilities for pole attachnlent. The Comnlission, in turn, was authorized to 

regulate the terms and conditions of such public utility service. The Legislature 

was careful not to broaden the scope of the Con\mission's then existing 

jurisdiction oVer public utilities, and so explicitly exempted publicly-owned 

public utilities frOtH the scope of § 767.5. 

In 1994, the Legislature enacted § 767.7 recognizing that the 

requiI'ement that publiC utilities make available the excess capaCity and surplus 

space on their facilities should apply not just to cable television corporations but 
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to all telccommunic<,Uons corpOf,,\Uons. In explaining the purpose and intent of 

§ 767.7, the legislature distinguishes in § 767.7 (a)(2), between privately and 

pubJicly-owned utilities in discussing the pt41Ctices of each, ilnd recognizes that 

SOJ.lle utilities that have dcdi(\ltcd space on their support structures arc unoi 

under the jurisdiction of the conlnlission." 

In § 767.7 (a)(3), the Legislatute (ontinues to distinguish 

between IIpublic utility" and "publicly owned utility" support s.tructures, and to 

note that the use of the latter facilities by those seeking to jostaH fiber optic cable 

is with the IIvoluntary permission of the publicly owned utility," Simi1arl}', in . 

§ 767.7 (a)(4), the Legislature distinguishes lIelectric public utilities" and "pubJicly 

owned utilities" and finds that both types of utilities may access the fiber optic 

cables installed by tele(onlnlltnications corporations to better serve their electric 

customers. 

In § 767.70-», the Legislature states its intent that "public 

utilities and publicly owned utilities be fairly and adequately compensated for 

the use of their rights of \Va)' and easements for the installation of fiber optic 

cable" and that electric utilities and publicly owned utilities have access to fiber 

optic cables for their own use. \Vhile sonlC parties may read §§ 767.5 and 767.7 as 

an intent by the legislature to narrow the col'nmission's jurisdiction as if it 

previousl)' extended to both publicly-owned and privately-owned utilities, in fact 

the opposite is true. In these sections, the Legislature has simply clarified that the 

Commission's pre\'iously-te~ognized jurisdiction with respect to only 
privately-owned facilities continues to apply. 

Hence, the Commission lacks authority oVer a publicly-owned 

public utility'S provision of ac(:ess to its support structures or RO\V to a 

teleCommunications carrier. The publidy-owned public utility, however, I1\ust 

set just and reasonable teflllS for such access. A party that believes that the terms 
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ilrc not just and re,lsonable ma}' pursue whatever rcn\rotes ilrc available under 

laws directly governing publicly-owned public utilities. No ren\ooy, however, 

appe.us to be a\'aHable under federal Jaw, which expressly exempts 

public1}'-ownoo public utilities fronl the FCC's jurisdiction. t 

The Coalition argues that we can exert jurisdiction over 

publicly-owned n\unidpaJ utilities by regulating the joint pole associations to 

which so1'ne 1l1Ullicipal utilities belong. We believe that the relationships 

between joint pole association members and their ac<:ess agreements (or pole 

attachments warrant further scrutiny within the framework of our jurisdiction 

over the various rnembers of such associations. We shall direct the At) to soBdt 

further comn,ents cOllceming the implications of joint pote associations· 

attachment agreen\ents as they relate to nondiscriminatory access. 

The obligations of a city, county or other poJitical 

subdivision's to provide access to RO\V undet its control is addressed under Part 

3 of the PU Code. The legislature has expressly recognized the dltties and 

responsibilities of a "municipal corporation", and the ability of a municipal 

corporation to retain or surrender control of sonle of its powers to the 

Commission. ~{unidpal corporations are expressly authorized not to surrender 

the power to supervise and regulate the relationship between such public utilities 

and the general public "in nlalters affecting the health, convenience, and safety 6f 

the general public, includia\g matters such as the use and repair of public streets 

, Se<tion 703(6) of the Act amended § 224 of the COrllmunications Act of 1934 to require, 
among other things, that the poles, ducts, conduits and RO\V owned or controlled by 
utilities are made a\'(lilable on reasonable tern\s and conditions to all 
telecommunications ~arrieis. Section 224(a)(I), however, limits the definition of utility 
to investor-owned public utilities. 
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by any public utility, the location of the poJ£'S, wires, "lains, or conduits of an}' 

public utilit}', OIl, under, or above any public streets .... " (Sedion 2902.) 

In § 7901.1(a), the Legislature has further stated its intent, 

howc\'er, for local govcrnn\ental bodies not to abuse their discretiOll or to 

arbitraril}' or unfairly deny requests for access, but that "municipalities shaH have 

the right to exercise reasonable control as to the time, place, and manner in which 

roads, highways, and waterways arc accessed." Under § 7901.1.(b), the "control, 

to be reasonable, shall, at a minimunl, beappHed to aU entities in an equivalent 

manner.1I Under § 7901.1(c), "[n]othing in this section shaH add to or subtract 

from any existing authority with respe<:tto the hnposition of lees by 

llumicipalities." Article XI, § 9 of the CalilorniaConstitution expressly 

fecognizes the authority of a City to prescribe regulations governing persons or 

corporations that provide public utility service: 

\Vhile local governments· thus may regulate the time, location, 

and manner of installation of telephone facilities in public streets, they nlay not 

arbitmrily deny requests for access b}t public utilities in public roads or highways 

that are located within the rights of way. The PU Code recognizes the rights of 

telecommunications carriers to obtain reasonable access to public lands and RO\\' 

to engage in rt~essary construction. PU Code § 7901 states: 

"Telegraph or telephone corporations may construct 
lines of telegraph or telephone lines along and upon any 
public road or highway, along or across any of the 
w"ters or lands within this State, and may erect poles, 
posts, piers, or abutments for supporting the insulators, 
""ires, and other necessary fixtures of their lines, in such 
manner and at such points as not to inCOllln\ode the 
public use of the road or highway or interrupt the 
navigation of the \\'aters.'" 

In addressing the Comnussion's fole in relation t6 that of l()(al 

govenlmenfs with respe<:t to RO\V access, we believe it is appropriate to consider 
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the g(\nCfal appro,lch adopted in Gener,l} Order ("GO") 159-A, (0.96-05-035), 

revising rules rdating to the construction of cellular radiotelephone facilities in 

California. Recognizing loc<11 government's interest in cell siting loc"ltions and 

land usc policic-s as well as the Commission's interest in promoting development 

of wireless technologies (tnd its duty to protect ratepayers, the Conuuission 

ceded regulatory jurisdiction in circumstances where the focal agency has a 

specific interest, yet recognized this Commission's obligation to protect the 

overriding state interests. GO 159-A, acknowledges that primary authority 

regarding een siting issues belongs to local authorities. Local authorities continue 

to issue pernlits, oversee the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") 

compliante, and adopt and implement notidng and public comment 

fCtluirements, if any. In like manner, local agencies have an interest in managing 

local RO\V and requiring compensation (or the use of public RO\V. The 

Commission, on the other hand, has an interest in removing barriers to open and 

competitive nlarkets and in ensuring that there is recourse for actions which may 

violate slate and federal laws regarding nondiscriminatory access and fair and 

reasonable conlpensation. l\ioreover, PU Code § 762 also authorizes this 

Commission to order the erection and to fix the site of facilities of a public utility 

where found ne<essary lito prolllote the security or convenience of its employees 

or the pubHc .. .to secure adequate service or facilities .... '" 

The statewide interest in prollloting competition and the 

removal of barriers to enlry and tlondiscrimirlation are equally important with 

respect to both investor-owned utilities and nlunicipally-owned RO\V access 

rights. This is particularly true to the extent that lllany l1\unicipalities are 

thernselves offering, or intending to offer, communications and cable television 

serviU's, and thus, are or will become competitors to other providers of those 

services. Acconiingl}'1 the Conlnlission shall intervene in disputes over 
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municipal RO\V acccss only when a part}' sccking RO\V access contends that 

IOC,ll action impedes st,1tcwide goals, or when 10('<11 agencies contend that a 

("curier's clctions are Crustrating local interests. In this manner, the Conlmission 

resen'cs jurisdiction in thosc n,,,Hers which arc inconsistent with the over,l11 

stt1tcwide proconlpetitive objectiv('$, and ensure that individual local government 

decisions do not advcrsely impact such statewide interests. 

The CommIssion's authority shall be exerd~ in the 

following nlanncr. In the event that a telecommunications carrier is unable to 

satisfactorily resolve a dispute with a local governmental body over the terms 

and conditions of acccss to a public RO\V, we shall dire(t the carrier to file an 
application with this Commission seeking a certificate of public convenience c'uld 

necessit}' for specific siting authority to gain a(('5S to the public RO\V pursuant 

to Chapter 5 of the PU Code, "Certific,ltes of Public Convenience and Necessity." 

\Ve shall require that, prior to nlaking such filing, the tclecon\t'nunical1ons ('arrier 

first m.ake a good-faith effort to obtain aU neccssar}' local permits and to 

negotiate rnutually acceptable terms of access with the local governmental body. 

In order to be processed, the application must provide a demonstration showing 

that this requirement has been met. \Ve intend to limit Our inquiry in such 

applications only to a consideration of whether the actions of the lotal 

governmental body impedes a statewide interest in the development of a 

competitive n\arket. \Ve shall require a showing as to what spcdfic terms or 

conditions of ac~ess the eLC c1ain'ls ~onstitutes such an impediment, and what 

aitern"tive the eLC proposes to remedy the n\atter. 

\Ve shaH rule upon the requested authority sought in the 

application following iln opportunity for interested parties, including the local 

govcrnnlental body, to respond or protest. In ruling upon such an application, 

any orders issued will be directed toward the teleconul\Ullic,ltions ('arrier 
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pursuant to our jurisdiction o\'er public utilities. We recognize that the 

Commission lacks the jurisdiction to dircctl)' order a local goverruncntal body to 

grant access. In the event that we grant the siting authority sought in the 

<lpplicc"lUon, it will be the responsibility of the teleronln\unications carrier to 

notify the loe,ll governmental body of the Conlnlission's order. In the event that 

we grant such an applic .. ltion, and the loca) governmental body still refuses to 

gr,"lnt access in accordance with the Commission order, the tele~onlmunications 

carrier's recourse shall be to file a lawsuit in the appropriate court of civil 

jurisdiction seeking resolution of the dispute OVer access. The 

telecommunications cc.urier nlay Use the Commission's order authorizing access 

in support of its case in ch,j} court. \Ve conclude that this procedure 

appropriately recondles the respective roles of the Comrnissiot\ in relation to the 

cities in ternlS of resolving disputes with teletofnn'lunications carrters over accesS 

to public RO\\'. 

\\'e, here also acknowledge parties' conCerns over RO\V access 

difficulties with state agencies such as Cal Trans. \Ve shall seek to pronlote 

greater awareness by CalTr,lns 01 the importan~e of CLCs' accessibility to 

esselltial state-controlled ROW in the interests of California's legislative mandate 

to prolllOte the de\'elopment of a competitive telecommunications market and 

shall infornl Cal Trans that CLCs are telephone corporations with all the rights of 

the incunlbent LEes. To that end, \'le shall serve a copy of this order on 

CalTrillls. 

H. Reciprocity of Rights-of-Way Access Between Incumbents and 
CLCs 

1. Parties' Positions 
As amended by the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 224(f)(1), tequires a utility 

to grant telecolllnlltnications carriers and cable operators nondiscriminatory 
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,1(C('SS to all poles, ducts, conduits, and RO\V owned or controlled by the utilit},. 

A utiHty's rights under § 224(0(1), ho\\'c"cr, do not extend to ILEes. fLECs are 

excluded frolll the definition of "telecollununic,1lions c<uriers" under 47 U.S.C. 

§ 224(a)(5) which "oper,'\tcs to prcdude the incumbent LEe fronl oht'1ining access 

to the facilitfes of other LECs." FCC Interconnection Order 1,11157. The 

Coalition argues that therefore, under the Act, ILEes do not have a reciprocal 

right of access to the RO\V and support structures of the CLCs, ~nd that the 

Con\mission should adopt the same policy in interpreting California PU Code 

§ 767. The Coalition claims that an lLEC's requests for reciprocal access rights 

could be the product of anticompetitive motives, made soleI}' to disrupt the 

operations of a new market entrant that may not ha\'e the SaIlle ral\ge of 

alternative facilities as an incumbent utility has. Until the date when ClCs have 

extensive ROWand support structures of their own, the Coalition argues that the 

ConlmissiOn should not require a reciprocal ac<:ess policy. 

Pacific contends that this exclusion could lead to irrational and 

unfair results, and that the ConlmissiOl\ should continue to require reciprocal 

access in California. Under both federal and st,lte law, investor-owned electric 

utilities are required to provide access to their facilities. Section 224, howevet, 

excludes the ILEe from the definition of "teleconlnumications carrief," and 

therefore permits an electric utility to unilaterally deny access to the ILEC, Of 

charge unreasonable mtes. Pacific views this policy as illogical and inequitable, 

and asks the Commission to continue to require all utilities to provide access 

under reasonable terms and conditions. 

Pacific argues that reciprocal ac<:ess amollg all utilities has 

long been required in Califonlia under PU Code § 767. Sc<:tion 767 provides that, 

if public convenience and n~essit}' requires the use of the conduits and other 
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(aciliti~s of one public utility by anolh(,f public utility, the Commission nlay 

order it and estclbJish reasonable compensation. 

GTEC disagrC('s with the Coalition's interpretation of Section 

224(a)(5) of the Act. \Vhile Section 224(a)(5) excludes fLECs (ronl the definition o( 

a teleconlmunications carrier (or purposes of this Section, GTEC argues, this 

simply means that the nondiscrimination provision does not apply to ILECs. 

GTEC does not interpret it to mean that flEes can con\pletel)' ~e denied access to 

CLC facilities and RO\V, for this would be at odds with the requirernents of 

Section 25 1 (b) (4). 

GfEC notes that Section 251(b)(4) states that aU LEes, not 

merely incumbent LEes, have the duty to afford access to the poles, ducts, 

conduits, and RO\V of such carriers to competing providers of 

teleCOnlnlUnications service on {("\les, terms, and conditions that are consistent 

with Section 224. 

2. DIscussiOn 
As a practical matter, we expect that CLCs will need acceSS to 

the support structures and RO\V of incumbent utilities on a much greater scale 

than incunlbents will need access to eLC facilities. Nonetheless, the general 

provisions of pO Code § 767 relating to reciprocal access of utility support 

structures and RO\Vapply to all public utilities, independentl}i of any reciprocal 

requirements under the Act. Consistent with the requirements of PU Code § 767, 

a CLC or an ele<trlc utilit}' nlay not arbitrarily den)' an ILECJs request for access 

to its facilities or engage in discrimination among carriers. \Ve believe that the 

rules (or access which we adopt herein should be applied evenhandedly among 

the fLEes and CLCs, and shall make our RO\V access rules reciprocal. 

Nonetheless, we expect any requests (or access by an incumbent utility to be 
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made in good faith, and to take into account the limited fesources of new CLCs to 

acconlmodate requests for acccss to their own facilities. 

IV. Pricing Issues 

A. Parties' Positions 
Parties disagree concerning the manner in which prices for 

third-party attachments to facilities of utilities should be determined. Pricing 

includes (1) the one-time charge (Of any necessary rearrangement of facilities 

performed by the utility to accommodate the additional attachnlent of the 

requesting telecommunications carrier and (2) an annual recurring fee for the cost 

of providing the ongoing attachment to poles, supporting anchors, or other 

support structures of the utility. In addition, utmties' charges may also inclUde 

out-of-pocket costs associated with allY work done by the utility to respond to 

third-part}' requests concerning the availability of space for an att~lchment. 

Parties generally agree on the pricing for the one~time costs of rearr,lngements 

based on actual out-pocket expenses incurred. Parties' pricing disputes focus 

principally on the proper basis for the pricing of the recurring charge (or 

attachment to poles and other support structures of the utility. 

The Coalition argues that att,lChments to poles, anchors, and other 

support structures (or tclccomn\unitations services should be priced on the basis 

of historic or embedded costs of the utility less ac(uOlulated depredation, under 

the same fornlula as is required for c~lble services under PU Code § 767.5(c)(2) in 

order to ensure nondiscriminatory treatment among an telecommunications 

carriers. 

PU Code § 767 (\\·hich generally covers all public utilitles) prescribes 

no spedfic formula for fixing the annual recurring lee for pole attachments for 

telecommunications services such as is found in PU Code § 767.5(c)(2) (\vhich 

covers only cable corporations). Section 767 generally authorizes the 
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Commission onl}' to "pr~scribe a r~asonable comp~nsation and reasonable terms 

and conditions (or the joint usell of facilities in the c\'cnt parties (ail to negotiate 

an agreement. The Coalition belie"es, hO\\'c"~r, that there is no legislati\·c 

prohibition on the Conlmission's adopting the c<1ble television rornnda (when it 

acts pursuant to § 767) (or fixing the rate for pole attachments gener<llly by all 

telecommunic<1t1ons carriers. ~10roover, the Coalition argues that such an 

approach is mandated by nondiscrimination principles. Since t~e Commission 

cannotl by statute, vary fron, the pricing formula set forth in PU Code 

§ 767.5 (c) (2) I) when it sets pole attachment rates applicable to cable television 

s}'stems, the Coalition argues that all teleconmuulications carriers, including 

those that arc not c<lble operators, must be given the same nondiscriminator}' rate 

treatment. The Coalition claims that access to utilit), support structures and 

RO\V for teleconlll\unications carriers must therefore be set at the same rales, and 

on the same ternlS and conditions, as arc afforded to cable companies pursuant to 

PU Code § 767.5. The Coalition claims that competition would be severely 

to Under Section 767.5(c)(2)1 the annual recurring fee is computed as fo)Jows: 

i. For each pole and supporting anchor actually used b}' cable television operator, the 
annual fcc shan be two dollars and filty cents ($2.50) or 7.4 pen~ent of the public 
utility's annual cost of ownership tor the pole and supporting anchor, whichever is 
greater, except that if a public utility applies for l'Stablishmcnt of a fee in exCess of 
two dollars and fift}' cents ($2.50) under this nile, the annual fee shall be 7.4 percent -
of the public utility's annual cost of ownership for the pole and supporting anchor. 

ii. For support structures used b}' the cabJe television operator, other than poles or 
anchors, a percentage of the annuall-"'Osl of ownership for the support structure, 
computed by dividing the volume or capacity rendered unusabJe by the 
telecommunications carrier's equipment by the total usable volume or capadty. As 
used in this paragraph, Ulota1 usable volume or capacityll means aU volume or 
capacity in which the public utility's line, plant, or system could legally be located, 
including the voluni.e or capacity rendered unusable by the telecommunications 
carrier's equipinent. 
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skewed if one type of tclccommunic't'llions provider, (i.f. (\lblc companies or their 

affiliates acting as tclecommunications carriers) enjoyed access to utility RO\\' 

and support structures on more fa\'or(lble ((ltes, (erms, and conditions than other 

teleconlnlunicclUons carriers. 

The Coalition denies that any dec'lT distinctions can be made between 

the services of a cable provider which arc considered cable-only \'ersus those 

which arc considered telecommunic~'\tions. The Coalition argues that cable 

oper,ltors are ftlpidly expanding their use of coaxial cables, optical fibers and 

other facilities attached to utility structures to offer both telecomnlurtications and 

traditional cable (video) services. The Coalition dailils that cable operators (or 

their telecomntunications carrier affiliates) already arc or soon will be using their 

pole attachn\ent rights, originally obtained for the purpose of dis5enlinating cable 

television progralllll1ing, for provision of competitive telecommunications 

services. Therefore, the Coalition does not bclie\'c it is valid to charge cable 

television operators different rates for pole attachments depending on what 

sen' ices they offer. 

Pacific objects 10 the use of the stalutory formula in § 767.5 (or 

pricing of tcleCOlllllumications carrier pole attachments and beJieves that the 

Comlnission is under no obligation to apply the statutory formula for cable 

television services to all attachll\ents by telecommunications carriers in order to 

ensure nondiscriminatory access. Pacific claims that § 2~4(e)(1) of the Act 

prescribes a different pricing foroulla to be used to develop [,lIes for attachments 

by telecomnlunications carriers and cable companies providing 

telecommunication services than the one currently used for cable-only 

attachn\ents. 

PaCific proposes that any pricing n\cthOOology prescribed by the 

Commission should pernlit use of forward-looking costs, consistent with the 
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methodology approved for pricing Pacific's other services in the Open Access 

and Network Architectural Dc\re1opment (OANAD) proceeding. Pacific has 

used Total Ser"ice Long Run Incrementlll Cost (rsLRIC) to cosllhe RO\V and 

support structures within its own retail services, and argues that access to RO'" 
and support structures by telecommunications carriers should be priced to at 

least recover TSLRIC. Pacific proposes that the Commission consider using the 

formula found in §§ 224(e)(2)artd (3) of the Act, which requires attaching parties 

to pay their share of the costs of the common portion of any support structures. 

GTEC argues that the current rate for cable television attachments 

has no applicability to CLCs generally, and that its cutrent tariffed access c~lte of 

$2.9i for cable television attachments is below cost and cannot be sustained for 

CLCs. GTEC believes this cable access cate was established solely for cable 

television serviCe prior to the entry of CLCs to reflect policy goals of an earlier er.l 

to foster cable television attachments and correspondirigly, the Viability of that 

industry. GTEC states that once its cost studies are adjudicated through an 

arbitrationl nondiscriminatory treatment of carriers will result in a llniforn\ rate 

(or pole athlchment for all carriers. It is only the n'take-ready costs, which must 

take into account the specific circutl\stanccs of poles and the surrounding terr,lin, 

which will vary depending on the particular poles to which a c,1rrier desires to 
attach. 

GTEC notes that in the pastl Pacific has negotiatcd attachn'tent rates 

with cable television and other carriersl resulting in a rate that Was several 

dollars higher than GTEC's tate. ScctiOll 252{a) of the Ad provides (ot such 

negotiation of attachment and access rates, and GTEC states that it is clirrentl}' in 

the course of such negotiations with several carriers. Under § 252(b), it parties 

are unable to agree to a rate, thel'\ the COn\lhissioJ\ n\ay determine the iate 

through arbitration. GTEC proposes that the rental rates for pole aJ\d 
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conduit/duct space should be based on TSLRIC plus a contribution to common 

costs. AU other charges for provision of space (e.g. n'ake-re(ld)', audits, fi('ld 

surveys, record check) should be reimbursed h}' the requesfing eLC based on the 

ac~uallabor and material costs incurred, according to GTEC. 

Edison believes that the pricing of acc('ss should be n,arket-bascd as 

detcrnlinoo through negotiations between the parties. As long as the utility's 

(ost structure can support a negotiated rate lower than the cost .for the carrier to 

construct an altNnate path, Edison argues, both will have ar\ incentive to 

negotiate a mutually agreeable acccss prke. In those instances where the nl"rket 

is unable to support (\ negotiated rate greater than or equal to the utility's cost, 

Edison proposes that the utility's after-tax cost should become the price. Edison 

argues that a floor price of the utilityts after-tax cost \."till protect the utility fronl 

subsidizing the (ommunications industry. Edison believes utilities should 

recover the fully alloc<lted costs associated with pern\itting, implcmrnti.'g¥ and 

maintaining attachments, and costs associated with fadlit}, modification or 

make-ready work. In sOn\e cases, there are also subsequent costs incurred due to 

temporar}' or permanent relocation of third party facilities as a result of 

mandatory rcconfigurations of the electric utility system to meet safety and 

reliability needs or changing rules and regulations. Edison believes the costs of 
these necessary activities should be borne entirely by the parties seeking access to 

the facilities. Edison also argues that the utilit}, should be allowed to 

contractually require tcleconuuunications carriers (and their contractors or 

sub-contre:lctors) to nlaintain appropriate insurance and to indenmify the utilit}' 

from all costs due to dan)age or injury to persons or property resulting from the 

carriers' insttlllation, maintenance or operation of tclecomnllmicalions 

equipnlcnt. 
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PC&H likewise argues that the (able television fornmla (,litS to 

provide f(lir and just compensation for teleCOJllnHmications carrier's access to its 

distribution poles." PG&E opposes the usc of historic embedded cost pricing. 

arguing that such pricing does not r€Xognize the utility's ongoing financial 

obligation to kccp the distribution poles fit for servire. PG&B advocates the use 

of market-based pricing through negotiation, but believes that principles such as 

replacement cost new less depredation should be incorporated !nto the 

development of distribution pole pricing if market-based pricing is not allowed. 

At a minimum, PG&E ~ks to recover fully aHocated costs for the use of its RO\\' 

support structures. Anything less would raise serious constitutional questions, in 

PG&E's view, including the taking of property without just compensation. 

B. Discussion 
Utilities should be allowed 10 recover their actual costs for make-

read}' rearrangements performed at the request of a tclecon'lll'l.unkations carrier, 

and their actual costs for responding to requests for space availa.bility and 

requests for access, including preparation of studies, maps, drawings, and plans 

for attachment to or use of support structures. \Ve recognize that such types of 

costs are specific to th~ demands of a particular attachil\ent and cannot be Set at 

any standard tate. We shall therefore prescribe that telCCOJnnlunic<1tions carriers 

reintburse the utility for such reasona.ble costs based on actual expenses incurred. 

The telecommunications carrier shan also pa}' for the costs of 

required engineering studies. The carrier should not, however, be required to 

It Since its current effective cable television attachment rate \\"as established in a 
contract which was developed more than ten years ago, PG&E argues that the present 
rate would need to be updated to determine what the § 767.5 formula would produce 
based on current data. 
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pay for redundant, or unnecessary studies. \Vhere a request (or access includes 

an engin('('ring review that has been perforo\ed by qualified CLC personnel, stich 

a review does not nero to be completely ie-performed by the electric utilit), or 

ILEC personnel, but nlcrely checked for accuracy. To protect CLCs (rom being 

forced to incur unnecessary expenses, the Coalition proposes that the 

Commission (a) require electric uti1ities and ILECs to publish in advance the 

criteria by which they would determine Whether a CLC's engin~ring study has 

been performed by professional engineering personnel and (b) specify that 

electric utilities and ILECs shou1d not require CLCs to pay for redundant 

engineering studies where a check (ot "ccuracy discloses no errors. \Ve find 

these measures reasonable, and shall adopt then\ in order to avoid duplicati\·c 

costly engineerhlg analyses which could undermine theeconomk advantages of 

building a carriees oWn facilities. 

\Ve shall dlrect the electric utHities and JLECs to publish objective 

guidelines within 180 days of its order, so that CLC personne.l or third-part}' 

contractors used by CLCs can quickly and efficiently establish their engineering 

qualifications to do pole loading and sjzing calculations. An}' part}' seeking 

access should be aUowedto employ its own workers which meet criteria 

established by the utility. In secured areas where safety or systenl reliability 

concerns atc an issue, however, the utility should retain the discretion to require 

its own escort to supervise the work of CLC agents. \-Vhen working in public, 

unsecured areas of a utility, the CLC should not be charged for a utility escort. 

By contrast, the basic cost of attachment per pole or per linear foot of 

conduit usage are examples of charges which can be Itlore readily standardized 

based upon the costs of each incunlbent utility. \Ve shall prescribe standards (or 

the pricing of overhead pole and underground conduit as set forth below. As 

previously noted, we will not require the tariffing of thrse charges. Our 
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prescribed standards arc not intended to create a disincentivc for parties to 

negotiate their own arrangen\ents tailored to individual drcUn\st,loces, but r,lther 

arc intended to provide default prices and teTlns in the evcnt parties fail to reach 

agreement. Por example, a carrier may agree to pay a higher atMchment rale if 

acceptable conccs~ions arc nlade in the other terms and conditions offered 

through negotiations. 

The parties' principal controversy over pricing cen!ers around the 

rates which should be charged for attachments to poles and other support 

structures. The beginning pOint for resolving the dispute over pricing principles 

applicable to utility pole attachments and support structures is to identify the 

underlying rights, interests, and obligations of the respective parties. The 

incumbent utilities have a right to be fairly corn~ensated (or the use of their 

property. Their interest is in obtaining: the n'lost (avorable rates and ternlS 

possible in order to maximize the wealth of the firm. Their obligation is to 

prOVide access to their poles and support strllctures at reasonable terms and 

prices. 

The CLCs have a right to obtain access to utility poles and support 

structures at reasonable terms and prkes which do not hnpose a barrier to 

competition. \Vithin the bounds of what rna}' be considered fair terms, the 

incumbents will seek the highest prkes and the CLCs will seck to pay as little as 

possible. In a competith'e ll'larket setting, the relative bargaining between a 

willing buyer and willing seller produces a nlarket dearing price which is 

acceptable to both sid~s. \Ve nlust therefore consider whether the relative 

bargaining power of the incumbent utilities is balanced in relation to CLCs. \Vc 

conclude, that by virtue of their incunlbent status altd control over essential RO\V 

and bottlenffk facilities, the local exchange carriers (LEes) and electric utilities 

have a significant bargaining advantage in con"lpatisotl to the eLC with respect to 
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RO\V acc~ss. \\'hUe thcorcticall)' the CLC could scek an alternative to attachment 

to utility support structures, the practical alternatives arc frequently lin\itcd or 

cost prohibiti\'e. For example, numicipaJities often resist the installation of an)' 

additional utility poles on public strcets. The numidpaUties also arc often 

unreceptive to repeated reopening of street surfaces (or installation of new 

conduit systems. In stich instances, ClCs would be forced to deal with the 

incumbent utilities for acccss to the utilities' fadUties and woul~ not be readily 

able to seek an alternative j( the incumbents proposed unreasonable terms. 

Once {acHilies-based competition becomes more established, the 

RO\V infrastructure 11light evolve to where the present incumbent utilities will 

not be in control of bottleneck facilities. Yet, since we ate only in the nascent 

stages of f~,cilities-based competition, a truly competitive market (or prOViding 

alternative nleans of access to support structures (or CLCs does not yet exist. 

Therefore, we caotlOl presently rely exclusively on the negotiation process to 

necessarily produce reasonable priCes (or ROW access. Given the inherent 

bargaining advantage of incumbents, the next question is what pricing basis will 

pronlote a nlore cOlnpetitively neutral outcome. 

In considering the proper compensation (or pole attachmentsl we 

address the dispute oVer whether the statutory formula (or pole attachment rates 

in § 767.5 for cable television corporations applies to all services for which the 

pole attachnlent is used, including telC(ommunications services. CCfA argu(>s 

that the sl,ltute dictates that cable television corporations are, by law, entitled to 

the san\e pole attachment rate whether the atta.chnlent is used for 

telecon\nnmications or cable television service. The statute defines "pole 

attachnlent" as /Ian}' attachment to surplus space ... by a cable television 

corporation tor a wireline con\munications system .. . ," The defining 

characteristic of the statute, however, is that it applies to wire communications 
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used by a "(",ble tele\'ision corporation." the c,lble pole attachment st,ltute was 

enacted in 1980, years before the tclcconUllunications markets were opened to 

cOfllpetition. No provision in the statute nor clscwhrre in the PU Code indicates 

that the mte for pole attachments was intended to apply without lin\itatioh to any 

future serviCe that a cable corporation might conceivably offet, other than cable 

television ptogl'anlmiI\g. Instead, PU Code $e(tion 215.5 defines a IIcable 

television corporation" as "an}' corporation or firn' which trans!I'its television 

programs by cable to subscribers (or a fee." \Ve find no basis to read into the 

statutory definition additional.provisions which ate not there. 

Although § 767.5 does not legally requite that the pole attachment 

formula prescribed for cable television service must be extended to every other 

service which may be offered by a cable corporation, neither does it prohibit the 

Conlmission from exercising discretion to apply the sanle pole attachment rate to 

other regulated services offered by a cable corpor"lion, where appropriate, based 

upon public policy considerations. For the reasons discussed below, we conclude 

that such a policy is the nlost appropriate one, and we shall adopt such a policy. 

\Ve acknowledge thal the FCC has prescribed a phased-in mte 

differential for cable operators' pole attachments based upon whether or not they 

also offer telecommunications services in its implementation of the prOVisions of 

the Act. 

In reference to applicable rates for pole attachments, § 224(d)(3) of 

the Act states that: 

"This subsection shall apply to any pole attachment used by a 
cable television system solely to provide cable service. Until 
the ef((,ctive date of the regulations requited under subsection 
(e), this subsection shall also apply to the rate for allY pole 
attachment used by a cable systenl or any telecommunications 
carrier (to the extent such carrier is not a party to a pole 
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aUi1chment agreement) to provide any telccon\munic~lttons 
service." 

Under Subsection 224(e), the FCC is to prescribe new rcgulations 

within two years after enactment of the Act for pole attachnlents for cMriers 

offering telccomn\tmications services. These new regulations, however, would 

not apply to pole attachments used by cable operators exclusively offering cable 

television sCfvice. Therefore, in implementing § 224 (e) of the Act, the FCC 
. 

explicitly applies different rate provisions to cable operators depending on 

whether they offer cable television service exclusively or whether they also offer 

telecommunications services. 

Notwithstanding these federal actions, we are not bound by these 

FCC rules. r-.1orco\'cr, we find no convincing rationale justifying the adoption of 
dif(erellt pole attachment rates for cable operators depending 00 whether or not 

they offer telecommunications scrvic~s. 
Since the opel\ing of the local exchange market to competition, 

various cable corporations now offer telecomn\unications services over those 

same connections used for cable television service. lhetc is generally no 

difference in the physical connection to the poles or conduits attributable to the 

particular service involved. Itl Jllany cases, a cable operator may not be able to 

delineate exactly what particular services are being provided to a customer at a 

given time because the customer can use the connection (or various services, 

depending on the equipnlent attached to the connection at the customer's 

premises. In such instances, it would be diffiCult and impractical to police how a 

given pole attachn\ent is used to provide sep,'nate services offered over the same 

pole connection, or to deHneate what portion of the usage was attributable to 

telecommunications versus other services offered by a cable corporation. Yet, 

under § 767.5, the statutory formula must apply, at least to the extent that the 
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pole attc1chment is used (or cable tele\'ision service. Accordingly, to avoid the 

-
problems in\'oh'ed in scpar"tcly measuring different t}'pes of data transn\lssion 

services o\'er the same connection, we conclude that the rate prescribed h)J the 

§ 767.5 for c .. ,ble tele\'ision pole attachments should apply where a c<lble 

corporation uses its pole attachment to provide telecommunications services. By 

applying a consistent rate for use of cable attachments, including provision of 

telecomnlunications services, we will a\'oid protracted disputes_over how 

particular aUachn\cnts are being used or how separate rates may be ptorated 

based on different volumes of transrnissions over the same connection. 

lvforrovef, such an approach promotes the incentive for facilities-based local 

exchange competition through the expansion of existing cable services. 

Having concluded that the statutory rate tor cable attachments shall 

apply to telecommunications services offered by the cable operator, we Inllst next 

consider whether this same rate should be also be appHed to other CLCs, 

including those not owned b}' or affiliated with a cable corporation. Since we are 

committed to ensuring that all telecomnlunications carriers gain access to utility 

attachments under nondiscriminatory rates, tern\s, and conditions, we conclude 

that an CLCs should be entitled to comparable pole attachment rates as are 

available to those CLCs affiliated or owned by a cable corp{)ration. The use of the 

existing cable pole attachment rates for all CLCs will also avoid the need for 

further protracted proceedings to prepare cost studies and to adjudicate default 

mtes. Accordingl)', we will direct that the same polc aUachn\cnt rate provisions 

applicable to cable opemtors providing telecommunications services be extended 

to all CLCs, including those not owned by or affiliated \vith a cable corporation. 

To be consistent with our treatnlent of pole attachnlcnts, the same 

principle ofembcdded cost pricing should apply to ut'lderground facilities. \Ve 

shall accordingly adopt thc provisions of § 767.5(c)(2)(B) which prescribe that the 



r,lle (or att,lchments to support structures other than poles or anchors shall be 

equal to a percentage of the annual cost of ownership for the support structure. 

The percenhlge is to be computed by dh'iding the volume or ('apacity of duct 

space rendered unusable b)' the tclC<'on\munications (,(lrrier's equipment by the 

total usable duct volume or capadty. 

\Ve conclude that the adoption of attachment nltes based on the 

§ 767.5 fornlula provides reasonable compensation to the utility.owner, and there 

is no basis to find that the utility would be linlawfully deprived of any property 

rights. &xtion 767.5 provides that the pote attachment rates will be based on the 

utilities' annual cost of ownership, including historic depreciated capital costs 

and annual operating expenses. TI1US, the r(lte corresponds to the costs incurred 

b}' the utility to provide the attachment. Under the statutor}' pole attachment 

formula, the utility is allowed a rate equal to 7.4% of its annual cost of ownership. 

The 7.40/0 factor represents portion of the total pole space used to support the one 

foot for comnnmic<ltiOl\S space, as typically used by an attaching party. Since the 

7.4% allocation applies to the cost of the ('ntire pole, it f(,SUUS in a fair cost 

apportionment in deriving attachment rates, for either «)bIe or 

telecomnllulic(ltions services. 

The usc of th~ § 767.5 formlda constrains the default amount that 

may be charged for pole and conduit attachments, and to that extent, promotes 

the ('n\ergence of a competitive local exchange market. \Vhile the revenues that 

the utility realizes frolll pole attachments under the § 767.5 fornnda inay be less 

than the amount that could be extracted purely through negotiations, there is no 

reason to conclude that the reduced revenues constitute an unlawful taking of 

property. The § 767.5 formula has never been found to be confiscatory with 

respect to pole attachments (or cable operators. As preViously found by the 

courts, "[r]ates which enable (a) company to operate successfully, to Inaintain its 
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financial integrity, to attr,lct C'lpit~l), and 10 compensate its investors for risk 

assumed cert~linl}' c,lnnol be condenmcd as invalid, ('\'en though they mighl 

produce only a meager return on the so c,llled 'fair value' r,lte basc," 

(FPC v. Hope Natufe'll Gas Co. (1944) 320 u. § 591.) Ukewisc, there is no reason 

to find that the fale would be confis(,(ltor}' nlerely by extending its application to 

the provision of telecommunications services over the same pole attachment. 

Further, the (orn\u}a does not result in a subsidy si!lce the formula is 

based upon the costs of the utility. A subsidy \'{ould require that the rate be set 

below cost. The fact that the r,lte is below the l1\(\ximuJ\\ amount that the utility 

could extract for its pole attachn'lent through market power absent Commission 

intervention does not constitute a subsidy. The embedded cost [ofll\ula 

prescribed in § 767.5 applies to capital costs, net of accumulated depredation, 

and also allows for reCovery of the annual operating expenses of the utility's 

poles and support structures. This formula will therefore reasonably conlpensate 

incumbent utilities for their ongoing operating expenses related to pro\'iding 

access to their support structures. L,stly, the ilpplication of the formula as 

prescribed herein is re<1sonable since we have detefillinoo that CLCs are in a 

weaker bargaining position vis-a-vis incumbent utilities. It is our purpose as a 

regulator of pubHc utilities to protect against anlicompetitive pricing by utilities. 

The pricing standards we prescribe under our rules should only be 

triggered, however, ill cases where the respective parties fail to negotiate a 

nlutually agreeable pole attachment rate on their own. Parties shall be free to 

negotiate pole attachment rates which deviate fronl the standards prescribed 

under our rules. (( they arc unable to reach agreement and submit the dispute to 

the Conmlission for resolution, we shall apply the rate SltUldards in out rules as 

the default ratc, based upon historicalentbedded costs, and straight-line 

depreciation atcounting consistent with our findings in C.97-03-019 (CCTA vs. 
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seE) unless the incumbent ulilil), C(ln show that the (,'\cHilies being inst,lllcd 

OCCUP)' ntore pole space, or otherwise en('umbcr the properly, nlore than do 

cable television (acilities. 

V. Obligations to Respond to Requests Concerning Facility AvallabHity 
and Requests for Access 

A. Parties' Positions 
The parties arc in dispute o\'er how quickly the inc.umbent utility 

should respolld (1) to initial inquiries fronl CLCs concerning the availability of 

. space for attachments and (2) to foHow·up requests seeking specific attachments. 

The Coalition believes that standard time (rames should be impoSed 

for requiring ILECs and electric utilities to provide responses to a eLC inquiring 

about the availability of conduit or poles. The Coalition proposes that the time 

frames which were previously incorpor<lted into an agreen'ent between Pacific 

and AT&T should be applied as a genera) rule for all parties. Under the terll\sof 

this agreement, the ILEC or electric utility would provide information regarding 

the availability of conduit or poles within 10 business days of receiving a written 

request. And within 20 husitless days, if a field-based survey of availability is 

required. 

If the written request sought information about the availability of 

more than five Illites of conduit, or more than 500 poles, the incumbent utility 

would (1) provide an initial r('sponse within 10 business days; (2) use reasonable 

best efforts to (onlplcte its response within 30 business days; and (3) if the parties 

were unable to agree upon a longer time period for response, the incumbent 

utility would hire outside contractors, at the expense of the requesting part}'. 

Before proceeding with such outside hiring, however, the irtcumbent utility 

would notif}t the requesting party of the contractor's expected charge. J( the 

incumbent utility provided an affirmative response to the request for space, 
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access would esscntiall}' be gr,lntoo immediately. If, howevcr, "makc-re.,dy 

work" U were l1C«'ssar)" the incumbent utility would complete the Inakc-re.,dy 

work at a reasonable (ost, generally within 30 business days. If a IOllgcr time 

p~riod were required, the parties could either agree upon such longer period, Of, 

failing that, the outside contractors would be hired b)' the requesting party at its 

expense. 
The Coalition believes that the time aHotted to an i_"cumbent utility 

for granting access to a CLC should not exceed 45 calendar da)'s (alternatively, 30 

business days). The Coalition proposes that nlake-ready work be required to 

(OnlmCncc within no n\ore than 15 days after a utility has deternlincd that 

additional attachments can be accomil\odated through rearrangements of 

existing facilities, and to be completed within 30 days, absent special 

circumstances. \\'here unusually extensivc nlake-ready work is required, the 

Coalition beJie\'es that the attaching and utility parties should bc able to agree on 

an appropriate period (or completing all make-ready work, not to exceed 60 days 
unless parties agree otherwise. If the attaching·party and utility·party could not 

agree on the amount of time or cost required for nlake-ready work, the 

attaching-part}' would be allowed to use a qualified third·party contractor to do 

the nlake-ready work, subject to utility supervision, if the attaching-party is 

satisfied with the (Ontr~lctor"s estimates of the timc required and the cost of the 

projtXt. 

n "Make-ready work" is the work r~uircd (generally rearrangement and/or transfers 
of existing facilities) to accommodate the facilities of the party requesting space. This 
work may be performed by the owner of the facility or by the requesting party through 
appro\'ed contractors. 
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Pacific is willing to provide information (or gener,)l planning 

purposes, but believes the amount of information requested at one time should 

be lin\itcd. In most C,lses, Pacific bcHcves it would be an inefficient use of 

resources to require responses within 10 or 20 days for general r\X}l1ests (or 

information" ~1orcover, in some cases the information is also available from 

public sources such as the County Assessor's office. Pacific seeks flexibility to 

negotiate a reasonable response time with each requesting partr on a 

casc-by~casc basis, and expresses concern about its ability to comply with rigid 

response time frames in light of the possibilit}, of simultaneous requests by 

nlultiple parties. 

GTEC believes that no particular tinle period should be established 

(or responding to a request because the amount of time required to respond to an 

applicant's inquiry will vary widely based on numerous factors. As an 

alternative to a set response time for all requests, GTEC proposes to provide the 

requesting carrier with a status report as to the availability, if certain information 

cannot be supplied in less than 45 days, with completion of the request or further 

status update within 15 days thereafter. To facilitate a shortened response time, 

GTEC states that a eLC's request should be framed to generate information (or a 

specific point-to-point location, rather than general requests. 

Depending on the required an\ount of "n\ake-ready" and 

rearrangement work, GTEC believes that 30-to-60 additional days may be 

required after availabilit}' is confirm.cd. for releasing the requested space to a eLC 

so that it n\ay install its facilities. GTEC docs not believe that response times 

should be differentiated based merely on whether a project involves nlOre than 

five nlites or SOO poles, but that other factors, sllch as the placement of poles on 

private or inaccessible property, may be Butch more significant in detern\ining 

the tin'e required for review. If space is available, no nuke-ready \vork is 
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required, and the rcquesting eLC is next on the first·conlc-first·scr\,ed list for the 

space in question, then GTEC agrees to grant ac('css immediately. 

GlEC st,ltes that the requesting ctC should also complete a "Pote 

Attachn\ent Request and/or a Conduit Occupancy Rcqucsl" in order to establish 

the CLC on a first·come-first-sen'oo list for the iacilitics in qucstion. CLCs and 

GTEC would need to negotiate an agreenlent spedfying the ternlS and conditions 

of the pole attachment or ('onduit occupancy. Once an agrccm~nt is entered into, 

its terms and ('onditions would automatically apply to all future requests, unless 

othen\'ise agreed. 

PG&B reconlmends that the Commission not adopt any specific Hnle 

limit for responding to an applicant's request lor information about space 

availability because of the diversity of requests in\·olvcd. PG&H proposes that a 

request for access not be deemed made untH the t~lecoI1\munications carrier has 

provided a specific request, identifying each'support structure it wishes to 

connect to and providing complete field information for the ~tru(tute and 

accurate, complete engineering studi£'S for the telccomnumicalions faciHties on 

the structure, Including wind loading, \'erticalloading and bending monlent. 

PG&E argues that the utility not be obligated to respond to the request for access 

until the teleconlmunications carrier has made advance payment for the utility's 

engineering work. 

PG&E sees no reason to burden an electric utilit}' with requirements 

to respond to general requests for information by tclccOnln1tmications carriers. 

PG&E believes telecommunication requests should in no case be given priority 

ahead of other types of essential electric utility work or go\'ernnlental work such 

as municipal street widening projects. 

Based upon their experience in processing ac('css requests, Edison 

and SDG&E clainlthe utilit}t needs at least 45 days to review draWings and 
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specifications and complete a field survey to determine space availability. If the 

utility must also detern\ine if existing property rights are sufficient to permit 

third-party access (which son'tctimes involves locating records a century old), 

Ed.ison and SDG&E argue that the utility needs additional Hille for review, with 

the flexibility to extend the processing time if an emergency condition exists, if 
the request is unusuall}' large or complex, or if the volume of requests exceeds 

normal workload leve1s. Edison and SDG&E also oppose a req~iremcnt that aU 

make-ready work be completed within 30 days 01 an access request, argUing that 

the amount of work to be done to make facilities ready will vary depending on 

the t}'pe/ location, and number of affected facilities. 

B. Discussion 
\~e agree that, ghten the varying degrees of complexity and 

geographic coverage involved in requests fot information, there is no single 

standard length of tinle for responses which will fit all situations. The rigid 

enfor~ement of response times which bear no relationship to the scope or 

complexity of a given request could impose unreasonable burdens or inefficient 

use of resoUrces on the incumbent utility. On the other hand, if no standard for 

response tin'tes is imposed, there wiU be little incentive for incumbent utilities to 

provide timely information. The eLC could be laced with unreasonable delays 

in re('ehring information if the utilit}"s response time obligations were 

open-ended, and there were no performance standards against which to hold the 

utility responsible. Such delay could impede the ability of the eLC to enter the 

market or expand its operations to compete efficiently. 

Given our findings above that the incumbent utilities hold an 

advantage in negotiations, it is, therefore, appropriate to adopt statldards for 

response times to be used as ~guide1ines in negotiations. \VhUe the incumbent 

utilities objected to setting stat'ldard deadlines (or responding to r~uests (or 
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information, the adoption of such guidelines will help to promote greater parity 
in the bargaining power of CLCs relative to incumbents. At this time, we shall 

prescribe standard response times onl}' for the two large ILECs, P,ldfic, and 

GTEC, since the record is insufficient to apply a specified response time to other 

utilities. \Ve r('sen'e the right to prescribe standardized response tinles for 

electric or other utilities at a later time based upon further development of the 

record. In the interim, we shall direct that all utiliHes must pro~ide responses on 

a good faith basis as promptly as the conditions of each request pernlit. The 

ILECs' response time shaH be considered presumptively reasonable if it falls 

within our adopted sltlndard. 

These guidelines (or response times are not intended to preclude the 

parties from exercising flexibitit), in negotiations to tailor the time frames tor 

prOViding requested information. and confirn\ing availability of access to the 

specific demands of each situation. Rather, the purpose of the gUidelines is to 

discipline the negotiation process and promote more equal bargaining strength 

between incumbent utilities and CLCs. In the event of a dispute brought to us 

for resolution, we shall consider these guidelines as a starting point for 

evaluating parties' claims. The response time guidelines are to be used in good 

faith in the negotiation process. Where it is clear that the response time 

guidelines are not realistic for a particular situation, we expect the parties to 

negotiate their own nlulually agreeable response tinles. In particular cases, either 

a shorter or a longer response tiole may be appropriate. The guidelines are not to 

be used as a license to demand unreasonable or unrealistic response tinles. \Ve 

shall take a dhu view of any such behavior in adjudicating any disputes that 

come before us. We n\ay consider modifying or refining these adopted response 

time gUidelines at a later date if subsequent experience of l\egotiations or 

resolved disputes provide a basis to do so. 
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As a prc1iminar}1 step bl preparing an initial inquiry regarding the 
availability of spare, the CLC should meet and confer with the incun\benl utility 

to help clarify and focus the scope of the request in order to nlake the nlost 

efficient use of the hlcunlbent's time and resources in responding to the request. 

In some cases, a CLC may find it nlore efficient to obtain certain information 

from public sources instead of relying on the incumbent utility. In the event that 

parties are unable to agree on the tenns for response time for information 

requested of the utility, they nlay bring the dispute before the Comnlission using 

the dispute resolution procedure outlined belo\\'. The incumbent utility shall 

have the burden of proving in such disputes why it cannot nleet the requested 

response time, and of showing what time frame fOr a response is appropriate. It 

shall not be sufficient for the incumbent utility r"crely to argue (or an open-
ended period to respond, with no established deadline. 

In setting a deadline for Pacific's and GTEC's respondh\g to CLC 
general requests (or inforo\ation concerning RO\V acceSs, we shan adopt as 

guidelines the tin'le fr<ln'les proposed by the Coalition and CCfA. The Coalition's 

and CerA's proposed time frames reflect the actual time fr<1mes which were 

mutually agreed to by Pacific and AT&T as reasonable and workable between 

themselves. \Ve find no reason wh}' these time frames should not be applied 
generally (or Pacific and GTEC. 

\Ve shall adopt the following guidelines (or response time for Pacific 

and GTEC based OIl the previously referenced Pacific/AT&T agreenlent. For 

initial requests concerning the general availability o( space shall not exceed 

10 business days if no field survey is required, and shall not exceed 20 business 

days jf a field-based survey of support structures is required. In the event that 

more than 500 poles or 5 1l1ites of conduit are involved, the response time shan be 

subject to negotiations between the carriers invol\red. We fC(ognize that there 
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mil}' be situations involving fewer than SOO poles or 5 miles of conduit which still 

involve considerable complexity and require more time than provided (or in the 

adopted guidelines. \Ve expect parties to take into a('({)unt the time and 

complex it)' in\,oh'cd in negotiating response times. In the evcnt parties c~'\nnot 

agree, they fllay submit the matter to the Commission for resolution. 

In the event that a tehxommunications carrier decides after the 

initial response concerning availability that it wishes to use the ,incumbent 

utilit)"s space, the teleromlnunkations carrier must so notify the incumbent in 

writing. The telccomn\unications carrier must provide sufficient detail to 

identify each support structure to which it wishes to conncct. In order to finalize 

its written request, the telecommunications carrier should contact the incumbent 

utility to arrange for completion of any necessary preliminary engineering 

shtdies for the telccomn\llflications facilities on the structure, including 

windloading, vertical loading, and bending mon\ent. Pacific and GTEC will be 

reqUired to respond to the teleconlnlunications carrier within 45 days after 

receipt of the wriUen request, with a list of the rearrangements or changes 

required to accommodate the carrier's ft'lcHities, and an estimate of the utility'S 

portion of the rearrangements or changes. 

\Vc agree that the electric utilities should not compror11ise their 

prinlary obligations to serve their own customers in the process of (omptying 

with teleCOmn\lmications carriers' requests for infornlation or for RO\¥ access. In 

the event a carriers and an electric utilities cannot agree to a response date and 

the dispute is submitted to the Con\rn.ission for reso)ution, the burden shaH be on 

the electric utility, to identify an}' alleged essential utilil}' work which it dain\s as 

the C,lUse of its deJay in responding. 
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VI. Treatment of Confidential Information 

A. Parties' Positions 
The Coalition seeks a rule prohibiting both ILECs and incumbent 

electric utilities from disclosing CLCs' requests for information and requests (or 

access to their RO\V and support structures. The Coalition argues such 

information should be available onl}' to persons with an actual, verifiable "need 
to know" for the purposes of responding to such requests, and proposes that 

violation of such regulations should be visited with harsh sanctions by the 

Commission, acconlpanied by findings of fact that violation of such regulations 

by IlECs are a breach of the duty to fulfill the requirenlents of §§ 251(b) and 251 

(c) of the Act, to negotiate for interconnection, in good faith. 

The Coalition proposes use of a standard nondisclosure agreement 

to protect the confidetHiality of requests for information concerning the 

a\'ailabiJity of space on utility support structures, or requests for access to 

available space, as well as any (naps, plans, drawings or other information that 

discloses a competitor's plalls (or where it intends to conlpete against incurnbctlt 
utilities. 

Pacific objects to the Coalition's proposed treatment of the eLC's 

confidential information as overly broad and one-sided lvith no reciprocal duty 

not to disclose the utility's proprietary information. Pacific believes in nlost 

cases, a request for access should not be considered proprietal)', and a utility 

should not be required to erect the "Great \Vall of China" around employees 

responsible for responding to requests for access. 

Pacific proposed nleasures to protect the confidentiality of its own 

information, requiring the party requesting competitively sensitive information 

to sign a nondisclosure agreement. Pacific believes the party providing the 

information should have the right to redact an}' infoTlllation that is non-vital to 
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the rcqu('sting parly. Edison asserts that its pole data and irwenlory maps arc 

confidential and competith'cly sensitive, and that utilities should be pernlitted to 

require telecommunic~'tions carriers to execute the utility's nondisclosure 

agreements before receiving comp('titively sensitive pole data and nlapping 

information. 

8. DiscussIon 
'\Fe recognize that various sorts of data exchanged between parties 

in negotiating access rights olay contain conu1'l.ercially sensitive information, and 

c~i(h party should be permitted to request that certain data be kept confidential. 

As con\petition for telecommunications services becomes more pervasive, the 

nero to protect conHnerdally sensitive information (ron\ conlpetitOI'S rna)' 

become l110re of an issue. The standard lor protection of confidential data should 

not be ()ne-sided, but should equally apply to CLCs, incumbent utilities, and any 

other party to an access agrcen\enl. TIle dissemination of information which a 

part}' has identified as cOlllmercially sensitive should be subject to reciprocal 

protective orders and limited only to those persons who need the inforlnation in 

order to respond to or pr()cess an inquiry concerning access. Parties prOViding 

confidential information should be permitted to redact nonessential data and 

require that nondiscl()sure agreements be signed by those individuals who are 

provided access to such materials. 

VII. Restrictions on ACcess to Utility Capacity 

A. Safety and Reliability Issues 

1. Parties' Positions 
Parties expressed differing views concerning the extent to 

which an incumbent utility may deny or limit access to its facilities based on 

safety and reliability (onsiderations. Parties generally agree that the facilities of 
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clectric utilities pose grCc'ltef and more complex safcty concerns that those of the 
lLECs. 

Edison and SDG&E seck the discretion to refuse or limit all 

cturiers' access to facilities where, in the utility's best judgillent, ac(ess would 

create safety concerns or pose a risk to the electric systen,'s reliability or stability. 

In particular, Edison and SDG&E scck to c<l!egoricaHy exempt facilities that are in 

direct proximit}' to primary energized voltage conductors from .any mandatory 

access reqUirements," arguing that the potential harm to worker safety, public 

safety and systen\ reliability outweigh the benefit of access to these facilities. 

PG&E argues that the Commission's rules need to distinguish 
betwccn nondiscrimh\atory a ('(essto telecommunications facilities as opposed to 

electric utility facilities to avoid detrimental consequences to a safe, reliable, and 

efficient electric s},sten\. Electric utilities are in"a.completely di(feient business 

which requires different technical, engIneering, and s~(ety standards (((lll' 

telecommunications. 

PG&E seeks to preserve the option of electric utilities to deny 

telecommunications carriers acceSS based on safety, reliability, and other 

reasonable terms. PG&E argues that applicable GO rules need to be strictly 

followed, especially for underground installations, to protect the safety of its 

work force and the reliable and safe installationl operation and 

repair/replacemellt of power cables. The reliability of PG&E's transmission 

facilities is fUfthet governed by the \Vestem Systen's Coordinating COUllcil 

opemting guidelines which prescribe ho\\t PG&E will operate its translnission 

facilities to maintain the reliability of the \Vestern regional United States 

U Primary energized voltage Conductors lIate electric distribution conductors that are 
energized at 600 volts or greater/I 
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tr,lllsmission grid system. Once an independent systenl operator clssumes 
opertlUonal control of PG&E's tr,lnsmission system, additional requirenlents 

above and bc)'ond GOs 95 and J 28 may be established. PG&E further argues that 

differences in legal and regulator), requirements may raise issues which arc 

unique to Electric utilities. For example, Elcctric Tariff Rules 15 and 16 go\'cm 

elcctric line and service extensions, while PU Code § 783 places procedural 

requirements on changes to line extension rules. PG&E also arguE's that any rules 

adopted providing for access to electric distribution facilities should not be 

allowed to create conflicts with electric industry restructuring. 

Edison argues that no third party should install or n\odif}' an 

attachment without providing prior notke to, ahd receiving approval from, the 

utility. For instance, changing the size or type of any attachment, or increasing 

the size or amount of ~.,ble support by an attachincnt (including overJashing 

eXisting cable with fiber optic cable) has safety and reliability implications that 

the utilit}' mllst e\'aluate before work begins. Edison and SOC&E argue that the 

telecommunication providers should comply with at least the same safety 

pr~lctices as trained and experienced electric utilit}' workers When working on an 

electric utility facilities or RO\V to avoid exposing the public to grave danger and 

potentially fatal injuries. Further, Edison believes that utilities must receive 

advance notice and supen'ise all facility installations and modifications to ensure 

adherence to appropriate design and safety standards. 

EdisOll believes that the Commission's GO 95 and the 

provision of the California OUice of Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (CAL-OSHA) Title 8 adequately address the safety issues that 

arise froln third-party access to the utility's overhead distribution fadUties. GO 

95 prescribes uniform requirements lor overhead e1ectrkalline construction to 

ensure safety of workers and the general public as well as reliability. Edison 
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. 
expresses resClvations, however, about allowing tclcrommunicc'ltions carrier 

access to underground eJectric~,1 facilities without strictly-obser\'ed notification 

and utility super\'ision rcquirell\('nts that supplement GO 128 and CAL-OSHA 

Title 8, because ot the (()nfinoo space in underground electric facilities (e.g., 

underground vaults) and the associated increased safety concerns. GO 128 

requires separation between the underground facilities of telecommunications 

c,uriers and those of eleclTic utilities and prohibits the coUocation of 

telecommunications carriers fa'dlities in the conduit systems o( electric utilities 

except unaer certain specific conditions. Edison states that each utility has' 

developed unique operating practices tailored to the type of ~lectric equipment 

contained in a particular structure and, in some cases, the type of structure itsetf. 

Installation, repairs, and maintenance performed by workers who are unfamiliar 

with the eXisting systenl and its unique charaCteristics create the danger of 

accidents, personal injury, damage to property, and sen'iC'e interruptions. 

PG&E notes that installation and construction sonlctimes need 

to be done at a level slightly above the published GO standards, and that GO 95 

and 128 should be viewed as the minimum. standards which the utility must 

meet. At times, safety needs will arise from other laws or standards. In addition, 

PG&H believes that because not all situations can be anticipated in the GOs or 

other rules, eledric utilities should be allowed to exercise their judgment if they 

determine that something is required (or safety or reliability reasons. 

PG&E states that, to determine if poles have adequate space 

and strength to ac<:ommodate a new or reconstructed attachment, the 

telecomnlunications carrier requesting the attachment should be required to give 
the ele<:tric utility a complete and accurate engineeritlg analysis for each pole or 

anchor location. The analysis would show the loading on the pole (a) (rom 

existing telccomnlunications equipment, and (b) from all telecommunications 
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equipment after the att,1chn\ent, and would consider windloading, bending 

moment, and verlicalloading to determine if the pole(s) are or will be overloaded 

and overstressed. PG&E argues that, until the engineering analysis is done and 

th~ pole (s) either is found to have sufficient space and strength for the new 

alt,lchn\ent, or is upgr'1dcd as needed, the telecommunications c,urier should not 

make its attachment. If there are potentially serious or costly consequences for 

allowing use of electric facilities to provide telecommunications, PG&E argues 

that the electric utility should not have to allow that access at its peril. 

PG&E argtles that the RO\V access issues in this proceeding 

o\'erlap to a consider,lble extent with issues before the Commission in 

Application (A.).9-l-12-005/Investigation (I.) 95-0i-015, regarding PG&E's 

response to the se\'ere storn\s of December 1995. During the evidentiary 

proceedings reviewing PG&Eis response to the December 1995 storn~, the 

Comn\ission staff questioned the adequacy of the windloa"ding requirements in 

GO 95 for wood power poles. The Division of Ratepayel' Advocates (now the 

Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA» and the Utilities Safely Branch (USB) 

sponsored tcstin'lony in that proceeding, expressing concern that: 

"increasing numbers of joint-use wood power line poles 
have been found to be structur~llly overstressed by 
excessive loading of electrical and communication wires 
and equipn\ent under the main electrical conductors." 
(A.94·12-oo5, Exhibit 510, p.5-1.) 

ORA reconlmended a complete inspection of PG&E's entire 

pole inventory (or overstressed poles (which would span several years), and the 

improvement of communications among utilities utilizing the poles. ORA and 

PG&E disagreed oVer the interpretation of GO 95 as applied to loading capacity 

of wire attachments to wood power line poles. ORA's interpretation \\'ould 

increase the threshold at which the existing poles require upgrades and 
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replacemcnts to nleet GO 9S st'lndards before any additional ("dUties could be 

attached to the pole. PG&E anticipates that under ORA's interpretation, a large 

percent,lgc of power poles would need to be replaced with stronger grade poles 

before any additional attachnlents could safel)' be nlade by CLCs. In that 

proceeding, ·PG&E, the ORA, and the USB filed joint testimony (Exhibit 517) 

proposing that the Commission establish an Order Instituting Investigation (OIl) 

to review, amOllg other things, GO 95 design shlndards on woo,d pole loading 

requirements. A Commission decision is pending in A.94-12-oo5, PG&B believes 

that there is considerable tension between the requirements and goals in 

A.94-12-005 and the demands by CLCs in this case for pronlptl immediate acce&s 

to poles, and that the potential (or extensive buildout and reconstruction by CLCs 

complicate and aggravate the probleto of overloading and overstressing the 

poles. 

l>adfic believcs that for jointly owned poles, the standards 

agreed to by the owners in conjunction with GO 95 and national tequiren\ents 

adequately address safety concerns. \\'ith an itlcreasro number ot parties 

seeking attachm('nts, however, Pacific believes that the owners should coordinate 

attachments by third parties in order to ensure the continuing safety and 

reliability of the facilities. 

The Coalition acknowledges the need for utilities to provide 

for the safety and reliability of their facilities - so long as the safety and reliability 

concerns are gelluine and have not been manufactured as excuses for a pll\inly 

discrinlinatory access policy. The Coalition argues that any utiUty that contends 

that safet}t and reliability concerns preclude additional attachments should bear 

the burden of demonstrating that such concerns have not been fabricated as an 

excuse of denying access. 
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2. Dlscusston 
\Vc gener,11ly agree that the incumbent utility, particularly 

electric utilities, should be pcrnlittcd to impose restrictions and conditions which 

arc necessary to ensure the safety and engineering rdiability of its facilities. In 

the interest of public health and ~lfcty, the utility must be able to exercise 

necessary control o\'er access to its facilities to avoid creating conditions which 

could risk accident or injury to workers or the public. The utility n\ust also be 

permitted to impoSe necessary restrictions to protect the engineering reliability 

and integrity of its facilities. 

Tdeconlmunications carriers must obtain express wriUen 

authorization from the incumbent utility and must cornply with applicable 

notification and safety lules before attempting to n\ake a new attachn'lent or 

modifying eXisting attachrl'lents. Any unauthorized new attachments or 

n'\odific.:ltions of existing attachments are strictly prohibited. Before an 

attachment to a utility polc or support structure is nlade, we shall require 

successful completion of a fully executed contr,lCt. 

Itt order to provide carriers with a strong economic 

disincentive to attach to poles or occupy conduit without a fully signed contr,lct 

and authorization to proceed, any carrier found to have engaged in such action, 

or which has performed an unauthorized nl0dification, shall pay a penalty fee. 

GTEC has proposed a penalty of five times the recurring monthly rate for each 

nlonth of the violation. Edison, PG&E, and SDG&E agree that a penalty fee is 

warranted, but believe that GTEC's proposed penalty is too small to deter 

unauthorized attachm.ents~ Edison argues that many attaching parties n'lay 

believe such a small penalt)' is an acceptable risk for unauthorized attachment 

rather than to incur the costs for negotiating and adn\inistering an acceSs request. 

PG&E and SDG&E propose a $100 fee as an adequately large penalty to 
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discolu,lge unauthorized aU,lchm~nts while Edison proposes a $500 fcc. \Ve 

shall impose an automatic penalt}' of $500 per violation for unauthorized 

attachments, based on the proposal of Edison. For purposes of applying the $500 

p~nalt)', each unauthorized pole attachment shall constitute a separate violation. 

TIle setting of the penalty level at $500 is consistent with PU Code Section 2107 

which prescribes default penalties for violations of Comn\ission orders of not less 

than $500, or nlore than $20,000, (or each offense. If violations continue to occur 

despite the imposition of this penalty, we may consider increasing the amount of 

the penalty at a future time. 

\Ve shall not adopt specific detailed rules addressing a 

('ornprehensive set of safety and reliability requirements given the complexity 

and diversity of the tcchnical issues involved. Histork,llly, the COJi\1'l\ission's 

GO 95 and GO 128 have dealt with safety requirements fot deamnces and 

separ~ltion between conductors 01\ poles or in (OnlmOn trenches. 1hese rules 

have beconte accepted industry practice and parties agreed generally that they 

should continue to be enforced. At a mininUlIl), partles must comply with GOs 

95 and 128, as well as other applicable local, state, and federal safely regulations 

including those prescribed by Cal/0SHA Title 8. Attachments to wood poles 

may be iI'l'pacted by any rules or restrictions which we subsequently adopt in 

response to the recomutendations made by parties in A.94-12-005/1.95-02-015 

regarding PG&E's design standards for utility , ... 'ood pole loading requirements. 

\\'e agree \vith PG&E that pending the resolution of the 

parties' dispute over the safely factor for pole attachment loading standards in 

A.94-12-005/1.95-02-015, an interim safety factor should be adopted. The higher 

the safety factor is rated, the greater the number of poles which nlUst be replaced 

before an attachment ('an be made. The adoption of an interim mininuin) safety 
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f<lctor for pole loadings will help i\\'old delays in negotiations over pole 

attachments rdating to dain\s of pole overloading. 
PG&E proposes that an intcrin\ wind loading safety factor of 

2.67 (or Grade A poles be adopted in this proceeding as a minimum standard 

until the Conlmission reaches a final resolution in A.95·12-005/I.9S-02-o15. The 

Coalition concurs in PG&E's proposal to use the 2..67 windloading factor as an 

interim measure. The basis for the 2.67 windloading factor wa~ explained in the 

report subnlitted by the Conlmission's Utility Safety Br,lnch (USB) in 

A.94-12-005/1.9S-oi-015: 

"USB believcs that due to pole deterioration, G.O. 95 allows the 
nlinimUln Safety factor to be reduced. Section 44.2 modifies the 
miniInum safety (actor by reducing it «(or Grade A an~ B 
construction) to not less than 2/3. As stated in this section, a 
reduction is allowcd for idelcrioratiori or changes in construction 
arrangen'tcnt or othcrconditioh subsequent to installation.' As an 
example, a safety factor of 4 can be reduced to 2.67 as aJlowcd by 
Section 44.2." 

Exhibit 511, USB Report, at 32 

\Vhile the Conlmission's USB accepted PG&E's interpretation 

in the PG&E ptocecdin~ ORA did not. PG&E subsequently agreed with ORA 

and USB in Exhibit. 507 of the PG&E proceroing to not allow facilities to be 

added to Grade A poles such that the Safety factor would be reduced below 4.0 

until an 011 on GO 95 was con'tplcted. 

\Ve shall adopt an interim safety factor for utility wood pole 

loading requirements to equal to 2.67, based upon the proposal by PG&E and 

USB in A.94·12-005/1.95-02-015. This interim factor shall be subjed to revision 

pending further action in A.94·12-005/I.95-02-015. Once a decision has been 

issued in that proceeding, we shall solicit comnlcnts fcomparties to this 
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proceeding concerning the general applki\biHty in this docket of any 
requirements adopted in the PG&B proceeding. 

\Vc rc<ognize that electric utilit}' underground ftlcilities pose 
particular safct}, hazards. A single mistake in an underground (clcilit)' could 

result in fatal injuries to the worker and expose the public to gra\'e danger. 

Teleconlnllmication providers shall therefore be required to comply with all of 

the same safety practices as trained and experienced electric workers use in 

underground facilities. Any utility operating practice that the utility requires of 

its own employees shan be conclusively presulned to be reasonable and 

justifiable. 

Telecomn'lUnications providers shall comply with utility 

notice, supervision, and inspection requirements for all installation, repair and 

maintenali.Ce activities, but especially work in underground facilities, (ronl entry 

to procedures for sc<:urhlg the facility when work is completed. These 

requireni.ents wiH help ensure that work can be appropriately sUl'ervised and 
inspected, altd that it wm not interfere with pJanned electric utility repairs or 

work being done by other telecorilmunications carriers. 

In the event of an emergency (e.g. a downed pole or poles, an 

earthquake or power outage) electric utility repairs shall take precedence over 

telecommunications repairs, to the extent the electric utility determines that both 

types of repairs cannot occur at the same time. In an emergency situation such as 

downed pole, if the electric utility determines that it n\t1st disconnect, remove or 

repair teleconlmunications equipment for safety or reliability reasons, these rules 
permit the electric utility to do so. 

We expc<:t parties to resolve n10st issues relating to safety and 
reliability restrictions no'1 explicitly covered in our rutes through Il\utual 

negotiation an\ong theni.selves. In the event that parties Cdllnot resol\'~ disputes 
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among themseh'cs o\'er whether a particular restriction or denial of access is 

necessary in order to protect public safety or ensure the engineering reliablHt}, of 

the syslenl, an)' part}' to the negotiation l11ay request Con,n,ission intervention 

under the dispute resolution procedures we adopt below. In the event of such 

dispute, the burden of proof shall be on the incumbent utility to justify that its 

proposed restrictions or denials are necessary to address vaJid salet}' or reliability 

concerns and are J\ot unduly discriminatory or anticon\petitive: 

B. Reservations of Capacity 
Parties' PositiOns 

The parties generally agree that acceSs to finite capacity 

should be granted on a first-come, first-serve basis, but disagree concerning 

whether or to what extent access to facilities may be denied based on the 

incun\bent utility's right to reserve currently unused capacity for its Own future 

growth needs. 

Pacifit and GTEC each argue that the ILEC, as a provider of 

last resort; nlust have the ability to reserve capacity for future gro\\·th of its o\\'n 

loop network to serve <ill customers. Pacific's current practice is to COllstruct its 

conduit and pole lines \vith sufficient capacity to meet anticipated needs based 
--

onl}' on the information available at the time of construction. PacifiC does not, 

however, install all of the cables in all of the ducts at the tin\e of the conduit 

construction. Upon a request for access, Pacific's forec,lsts are re\·iewed atld 

updated to determine current availability. If the original forecast is no longer 

valid, Pacific will make available the reserved duct fot lise by third parties. If 
Pacific is unable to reserve space (or future use, it will be forced either to install 

all of its cables at the time of construction, build additional conduit to meet its 

service needs, or evict users of the needed dud space under GO 69-C. GO 69-C 

permits a utility to grant easements, licenses or perruits for the use of its 
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oper,lting property without spedal authorization by the Commission as long as 

the utility retains the right to redafn\ its property if ncccssar}' to serve its 

customers. As GO 69-C promotes both redprocal access and a utility's 

continuing abilit}' to provide servicc upon demand, Padfic believes it is 

applicable to these proceedings. 

Pacific proposes that, at a minimun\, fLEes and other 

attaching carriers be allowed to reser\'c space for "imminent usc" if the flEC has 

a construction plan in place which reqUires the installation of the fLEC's facilities 

within six months of a request for access (or within 18 months if construction will 

pe delayed ~s a result of an action by a third party such as a permitting body). In 

such cases, Pacific proposes that the ILEC be permitted to deny the request (or 

space. 

Pacific and GTEC both contend that a con .. plete prohibition 

against their ability to reserve capacity, particularly when that capadty has been 

reserved for a future usc, is a laking of properl}' within the n\ealling of the Filth 

Amendnlent. hi Federal Communications CommisSion v. Florida Power 

Corporation. (1986) 480 U. S. 245, the United States Supreme Court held that the 

prior requirements of § 224, which applied only to cable companies, did not effect 

an unconstitutional taking, since utility con\panies were neither required to 

permanently give cable companies space on utility poles nor prohibited from 

refusing to enter into attachment agreements! IISince the Act dearly 

conten\plates voluntar}' con\mercialleases rather than forced governmental 

licensing, it nlerely regulates the econOIuic relations of utility company landlords 

and cable company tenants, which regulation is not a per se taking/' Id. at 2-50. 

PacifiC notes that the Supreme Court, however, was not 

deciding what the outcome would be if the FCC in the (uture required utilities to 

enter into, renew or refrain from terminating Jlole attachment agreements. 
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"(Property) Jaw has long protected an owner's 
cxpectation that he will be relatively undisturbed at 
}t'ast in the possession of his property. To r"<tulrc, as 
well, that the ownt'r permit another to exerdse complete 
dominion liter<llly adds insult to injury. Furthcrmorc, 
such an occupation is qualitati\'ely mOTe sevcre than a 
regulation of the use of property, evcn a regulation that 
imposes affiill\ati"c duties on the owner, since the 
owner may have no control Over the timin~ extent, or 
nature of the innovatioris." Id. at 252 quoting Loretto v. 
Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corporation. (1982) 
458 U.S. 419, 436~ 

Pacific and GTEC c1aim' that denial of their right to reserve 

space would permit a third party to exercise dominion OVer the LEe's property, 

thereby triggering Fifth Anlendment scrutiny. At the very least, Pacific argues, 

the Commission should permit an LEe to rec1aiJn space previously prOVided to a 

third party that is necessary for llSC by the LHC to ll\eet its own service needs . 

. GTEC argues that it must be able to satisf}' both its current 

needs as well its future space requirements relative to the poles and conduits 

which it owns, places, and maintains. GTEC forecasts its future space 

requirements OJl the basis of a five-year horizon. In order to ensure continued 

investment in facilities infrastructure, GTEC argues that facilities owners nlust be 

allowed correspondingly to reserve reasonable space for (uture use, while 

treating aU competitors equally. GTEC argues that depriving it of the ability to 

nlaintain reserved capacity wOlild impair service to the public, cause an 

extraordinar}' cost increase, and have a significant adverse effect on GTEC's 

future investment in poles and conduits. If GTEC cannot reserve space in its own 

facilities, it argues, there is no incentive to construct facilities sufficient to satisfy 

future needs, with a· resulting loss o( economic and effident investment; with 

long-range strategic planning rendered impossible. 
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GTEC objects to the FCC's interpretation of § 224(0(1) as 

prohibiting GTEC from reserving space on its own facilities lor its own future 

nC\."'<fs. GTEe argut's that this interpretation conflicts with § 224{O(1), which 

applies the nondiscrinlination rc-quircilwnt only to those lor whon\ 1;lCCCSS nmst 

be "provided," not to the owner, whose "accessu is synonymous with its 

ownership right. GTEC contends that the (oncept of unondiscriminatory access" 

d(){'s not mean that its rights as an oWner of poles and conduits.must be relegated 

to the status of a mere licensee occupant, but only that GTEC n\ust treat equally 

all companies seeking access. 

GTEC further argues that if the Conlo\ission were to adopt the 

FCC's interpretation of the tern\ "nondiscriminatory access" (as used in 47 U.S.C. 

§ 224(i) (1» precluding an ILEC fronl reserving space on its own facilities fO,r its 

OW(\ needs, the C(nnmission would effect an un-c~nstitutional taking of GTEC's 

propert}'. GTEe contends that such a restriCtIon would interfere with its 

"investn\ent-backed expectations" and "eviscerate" a "critical expectation of 
, -

GTE" that "additional space would be available as needed in the future." 

The Coalition disputes GTEC's arguJl\ent, noting that § 767.5 

onl}' pernlits attachn\cnts in "vacant space" or "excess capacityll on or in utility 

support structures, and that the statute requires that: 

II ••• the cable television corporation shall either (1) pay 
all (:osts for re-arrangements necessary to maintain the 
pole attachment or (2) remove its cable television 
equipment at its own expense." (PU Code § 767.5(d).) 

Thus, the Coalition argues, a utility has no need to reserve 

\'aC~lnt space or excess capacity and keep it, as it were, "lying lallow" until such 

time as it may need it since the utility can reclaim vacant spac~ j( needed. 

CCTA riotes that the FCC Interconnection Order does allow an 

electric utility to reserve space for its future usc, but only if it is in accordance 
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with a "bona fide development plan" for the delivery of eredricit}' through 

specific projects. H CCfA argues that for purposes of I)roviding any 

communic(1Uons services, an elc<tric utility should be on equal terms with other 

telecomnllll1ications companies and the reservation of space for communications 

would not qualify as a "bona fide development plan." The electric utility must 

allow the space to be used until it has an actual need for it. 

Edison and SDG&E propose that the amoun~ of capacity made 

available for access be limited to only what is expe<:ted to be needed by the 

tclecomlllunications carrier within a specified time period. Any capacity that the 

tc1econ\nlUnk,ltions provider does not use within that period \\'ould revert to the 

electric utility and become available fot another telecommunications provider's 

use. I>G&E also states that the electric utility should be allowed to call back 

capadt}, that a telecommunications carrier has utilized i~ the interim when the 

need materializes. 

PG&E/s present practice is to allow telC('on\muilitations 

providers access to overhead distribution facilitIes until PG&E needs the capacity 

for electric service. Each lelecon\n\unkatioil provider thereby decides between 

incurring the upgrade costs at the outset, or deferring upgrade until the electric 

utility's need nlaterializes. PG&E argues that this approach (nakes sense because 

future electric distribution capacity needs usually are planned on an area basis, 

and not on a specific pole/line basis. 

II In the l\1atter of ImpJen\erttation of the lO<'al Competition Provisions in the 
Te!etommunications Act of 1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, and Interconrtedion between 
LECs and Cotnmerdall\.fobile RadiO Service providers, First Report and Order, CC 
Docket No. 95-185, FCC 96-325, ,1170 (August 8, 1996) ("Interconnection Order"). 
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PG&E also proposes that the following n'atlers should be 
completed before a first-come-first-servoo access authorization is appJied in a 

particular situation: (a) successful completion of negotiatioI\S with a fully 

executed contract; (b) identification of the specific RO\V support structures for 

which atl attachn\ent is requested; and (e) paynlent of the attachment fee in 

accordance with the executed contract. (PG&H Comments, p. 27.) 

The Coalition believes that the Commission ~hould not permit 
reservations of capacity Of, if allowed at aU, that the}' should be strongly 

disfavored, and permitted only for electrit utilities that can demonstrate there is 

no other feasible solution and that they had a bona fide developn\cnt plan prior 
to the request justifying the reservation. The Coalition argues that adoption of 

such a polk}' is critical to the vigorous development of fadlities-based 

competition in California. The Coalition argues that pernlitting reservations of 

capacity for an incumbent's own use enables the incurnbent to discriminate 

against all carriers as long as it has treated then\ aU in an equally harsh and 
equally discrin\inatory n)anner. 

Edison and SDG&E oppose the Coalition's proposal requiring 
the electric utility to demonstrate it has a "bona fide development plan" prior to 

requesting a reservation of capacity. Edison and SDG&E argue that electric 

utilities' obligation to provide safe and reliable electric service can only be met if 

the utilities can reserve capacity (or future use or take back the capacity when 
needed (or electric utility I'urposes. 

Both Edison and SDG&E conduct their capacity planning 
based on five-year forecasts of the need for additional capacity within different 

parts of the systenl. Detailed pJanning that identifies the spedfic fad Ii ties 

affected by the need to provide additional capacity usually does not occur until 
shortly before the need for additional capacity arises. Edison and SDG&E argue 
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that it would bc time-consuming and expcnsive (or the utility to make detailed 

anmhll c\lpacit)' forecasts for cvcry facility within its service territory. ~iorco\'cr, 

cvcn if there is no anticipated. need for additional capacity at a spedfic facility 

within a particular onc-.ye\u period, there will frequently be occasions when there 

is a need for· the capadt}' after the ol'tc-year window. Edison and SDG&E believe 

"takc-back" provisions are essential for meeting these future needs; the utility 

must either have the ability to "reclaim" such space, or be entitled to construct 

additional space at the eXpense of the carrier(s) that otherwise would be 

"displ,\ced" to nlake additional room (or the utility. 

Discussion 

\Ve must balance two opposing interests in resolving the 

dispute over reservations of capacity for future Use, those of the incumbent 

utilities and those of the CLCs. On the one hand, incumbent "utilities need to be 

able to exercise reasonable control over acc:ess to their facilities in order to meet 

thdl' obligation to provide reliable service to their custonlers oVer tinte and plan 

for capacity needs to accommodate future custon\er growth. On the other hand, 

CLCs need to be able to gain access to the RO\V a.nd support structures of the 

incumbent utilities in order to provide local exchange service on a 

nondiscriminatory basis. \Ve shall separately discuss the obligations of lLECs 

and electric utilities. 

The ILEC's reservation of capacity (or its own future needs 

could conflict with the nondiscriinination provisions in § 224(i)(1) of the Act 

which prohibit a utility from favoritlg itself or affiliates over competitors with 

respect to the provision of telccomnluniCations and video sen'kes. If the ILEC 

were permitted to deny access to CLCs by reserving capacity for its OWn needs 

under more favorable tern\s than are of(ered to the CLCs, the ability of CLCs to 

compete effectively with the incumbent could be significantly compronlised. By 
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virtue of the-ir previous St,ltus as monopoly providers of utility service, ILECs 

have signific<lnt control of bottleneck «,cHilies. New competitors lack the 

advant,lges of incumbCilC)', and must build and interconnect their s},sten'ls. The 

ILECs could use the resen'ation-o(-c<lpacity defense as a meanS of staving off 

competitors and perpetuating their competitive ad\·antage over CLCs. 

Accordingl}', we shall not permit the ILECs to deny access to other 

telecomn'lunications carrier based on general claims that capacity must be 

reserved for their own future needs. 

\Vhile we shall not permit ILECs to deny requests for access 

based on the need to resen'e capaCity for extended periods, we recognize that 

ILECs should maintain control over their facilities to plan for their own future 

growth and to provide (or sufficient capacity to serve future customers in a 

reliable manner. Likewise, CLCs also may require a certain lead time for the 

actual utilization of spate beyond the date at which an access agreement is 

executed with an incunlbent utility. 

Just as ILEes should not be pern\ittcd to (avor themselves in 

reSErving capacity at the expense of CLCs, likewise, CLCs should not be 

permitted nlore favorable ternlS in their ability to reserve capacity than are the 

ILECs. Thus, CLCs should not-be permitted to engage in indefinite delay in the 

utilization of pole space or conduit capacity foHowing the execution of an 

agreement with an ILEe authorizing access. We rccognize that both fLECs and 

CLCs ma)' require a certain inten'al between the time a deternlinalion is made 

that space is needed and the actual use of that space to serve custon\ers. In the 

interests of nondiscriminatory treatnlent for both the ILECs and CLCs, we shall 

impose on them all the same requirements with respect to the tinle interval for 

reserving capacity. 
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'Ve shall require that once CLCs have been granted access, 

these carriers O'lUst make use of the capacity thal they leased, within a specified 

period, or the c,'pacily will revert for use by other carriers. Such a t('(}uirement is 

necessary so that particular carriers do not "bank" capacity, and permit it to be 

idle while it could be used by other carriers to ptovide service. GlEC has 

proposed a period of nine months, beginning from the date on which a CLC 

recei\'es its access authorization from the ILI!C, within which the CLC must 

either place facilities in usc and att<lch to poles or the facilities will revert to the 

ILEC. \Ve find the nine-n\onth period reasOnable (or CLCs' use of capacity of an 

ILEC and will adopt it for that purpose. This period will aUow for the 

uncertainties of customer service deil\tmds and weather limitations in scheduling 

attachments or installations for Il.EC facilities. 

Since we are placing this nine-month tinle Iinlitation on the 

CLCs with respect to the utilization of capacity, a similar time limitation should 

likewise apply to the lLECs' utilization of their own capacity in order to assure 

nondiscriminatory treatment among telcconununkatlons carriers. OUf guiding 

principle is that any discretion ILECs have to resen'e c<\p(\cit}' be no greater, nor 

lesser, than that provided to the CLCs. \Ve shall therefore aHow both ILEes and 

CLCs the same ninc-month period within which to utilize capacity which is 

subject to a request for access froIl\ competing carriers. In the case of an ILEC, 

the nine n'\onths shall count from the date of any denial of a request submitted by 

a CLC for a specific attachment to pole space or conduit capacity. 

To justify denial of access to a CLC, the ILEC nlust 

demonstr,lte that plans arc in place for aelltal Illilization or (oilsl,uelioll to begin 

within nine months. The ILEC I'l\ust verify that ('onstruction is actually 

imminent, and not merely "contenlplated." Ilsubstan'tial tonstrudioh activity is 

not commenced within nine nlonths, the party rcquestit\g access must be allowed 
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access to the pole or other support structure forthwith, ahead of the ILEC or 

other requesting pMt}', unless the delay is denlonstrt,bly attributable to 

severely itlctenlent weather or the delay of" government agene)' in issuing a 

needed construction or similar permit. In the latter (\\S(', Ihe IlEC nlay be able to 

reserve the capacity for a1\ additional period not to exceed nine more months. 

This same provision shaH apply to eLCs. 

In the case of any telecommuJ\ications carrie~'s use of capacity 

of a electric utilit}', however we conclude that a deadline shorter than nine 

n'lonths is warranted. As noted by SDG&E, particularly in the case of electric 

utility distribution poles, conditions existitlg at the time access is granted do not 

reolain static (or long. The 1011ger the dela}' in a telcco),lUl\unicatioJ\s carrier's 

exercise of it access rights to poles or conduit, the more significM\t the potential 

for n'tajor changes to take place in those facilities that could affect the carrier's 

ability to attach or the safely al\d engineering aspects of the attachment. Based 

01\ review of both GTEC's and SDG&H's COmtllentsJ we conclude that a shorter 

duration for tclecomrnunications carriers to exercise their access rights may be 

1110re critic~ll il\ the case of electric utilities. We shall therefore adopt SDG&E's 

proposal to pernlit a period of no nlore than 90 days for i\ telecon\n\unicatioJ\s 

c~lfricr to exercise its access rights to the poles and conduits in the case of an 

electric utility. 

\Ve shall permit a sOJnewhat less restrictive policy regarding 

the el(>ctric utilities' ability to reserve c<lpacity for their own usc. Since electric 

utilities have traditionally been engaged in a separate industry froO'\ 

teleCOnm'tlll\ications, electric utilities have not been in direct competition with 

CLCs. Accordingly, the specific anlicompetitive concerns regarding ILECsl 

ability to favor themselves ttl the expense of CLCs have not applied in the case of 

electric utilities as 100lg as they applied only to corc ele<tric service. t\.forc 
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rcc(>nl1}r, hOWC\'Cf, at I~ast one elcctric utilit}' has sought entry into the local 
exchange markcl.u \VhiJe c)e<:tric utilities shall not unfairl}' discriminate against 

CLCs in rcsponding to CLCs requcsts (or a«ess to pole space or conduit 

c,lpadty, ele<:tric utilities do not violate the nondiscriminator)' ptovisions of the 

Act, but only so long as they arc giving preference to the needs of their own core 

ele<:tric (usfomers over the requests of CLCs. Consistent with the approach 

followed in the FCC First Report and Order (paragraph 1169), ~e wiUpermit an 

electric utility to reserve the space if such reservation is consistent with a bona 

fide development plan that reasonably and spedfically projects a need for that 

space in the provision oE its (ore electric utility service within one year. Each 

electric utility must permit use of its reserved space by teleCommunications 

carriers until such time as the utility has an actual need for that space. At that 

time, the utility may recover the reserved space Eor its OWn use per the rules in 

the next section of this order. 

In those situations wheteparties cannot agree on the tenns of 

acceSs due to a clainl by an electric utility asserting the need to reserve capacity 

for its own future needs, We shalt resolve such situations through our dispute 

resolution process. In order to justify its capacity reservation claim, the electric 

utility will be required to show that it had a bona fide development plan lor the 

use of the capacity prior to the request lor access, and that the reservation of 

capacity is needed (or the provision of its core utility services within one year of 

the date of the request for access. In cases where the capacity will be needed at a 

future date beyond one year, the electric ufilit)' may not assert the reservation of 

13 On August 19, 1998, SeE med a petition in this docket St."eking certifiC'ation asa facilities· 
based ClC. SCE's petilion is the first California electric utilit)' to competitive'seek entry into 
the local exchange teleoominunkations market. 
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('<lpadty claim as a b,lSis to deny acccss. As we ha\'c st,ltcd above, our preferred 

outcome for meeting future capadty needs is the expansion of facilities r~lth('f 

than n'd,lmation. 

\Ve conclude that the abo\'e poticy regarding reservatiOJ'lS of 

capacity in no wa)' constitutes an unlawful t'lking in violation of the incunlbent 

utilities' constitutional rights under the fifth amendment. The rules we establish 

nlerel}' constitute regu1ation of the ternlS under which parties n~ay negotiate for. 

access. The access policy we establish does not eliminate the incumbents· 

ownership of their property nor does it gh>c ClCs dominion over the 

incumbents' property. Property ownership rights, however, do not give 

incumbent utilities unlinlited discretion to deny access to telecommunications 

carriers unilaterally. As noted by the Coalition .. public utilities arc affccted with a 

public interest and arc therefore subject to regulation for the p~lblic gOOd. The 

incumbents still retain autonOJny over their planning and forecasting of future 

capacity requirenlents. Under the rules we establish, the incumbents still retain 

ultimate control over their property by virtue of their rights to require a signed 

contract expressly granting pcrnlission before third-parl}1 access may proceed. 

l\1oreover, third parties which elect to remain on the pole shall 

be required to pay (or the cost of any rearrangenlents to the extent they benefit 

there-from. as discussed below. 11lerefore, the incumbents arc fairly 

compensated. for the use of their property, and there is no unlawful taking. 

VIII. Capacity Expansion, and Modification, and Reclammation 

A. Parties' Positions 
An issue which is closely related to reservation of capacity is that of 

expansion or modification of eXisting capacity to dccotnmodate third party 

carriers' tequests for access or to ac(omn\orlate the incumbent utility'S needs for 

existing space which is being used by an attaching c,)rrier. H there is no available 
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space on a given utility facilit)' for which access is requested, it may become 

n'-Xcssary to expand or rearrange the existing facility to make room for a new 

attachment. The principle of nondiscrimination set forth in § 2i4(f)(I) requires 

that a utility (,1111101 simply deny rcquC'sts (or acxcss on the basis that no space is 

available without first seeking to acoommodate the request through modification 

of existing facilities or expansion of eXisting capacity for telC4.."Ommunications 

carriers just as it would to meet its own needs [or growth. 

Pacific and PG&E believe that the party or parties for whose benefit 

special modifications to facilities arc made should assume the cost of the 

nlodifications including the cost of rearranging the facilities of parties not 

participating in the 11lodification. GTEC believes the carriers which require the 

capacity should incur the expense of new (onstruction once capactt}' is 

exhausted. Because of the n'lany variables associated with expanding capacity, 

GTEC believes no minin\Unl time frames should be set for conlpletion of the 

expansion. Alternativel}', if n\inin\um Hnle frames are to be (,stablished, GTEC 

proposes that a eLC which desired 10 further expedite the process should be 

required to pay any extra charges associated with the esc~,lation. 

The Coalition proposes that the costs of support structure capacity 

expansion and other modifications, including joint trenching, be shared by 

parties attaching to utility support structures according to the principles set forth 

in the FCC Rules (First Report Sees. 1161-1164; 1193-1216). Under the FCC rules, 

parties must bear their proportionate share of the ~ost of a modification to the 

extent that the nlooification is made (or the specific benefit oE the participating 

parties. 

As a general principle, the Coalition believes that the proportionate 

share of cost assigned to each carrier should correspond to the proportion of tolal 

usable capacity used by that ~arri(>r. In the case of joint trenching costs, how~ver, 
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the Coalition argucs this approach may not always be appropriate in the case of 

electric utilities. Due to safety considerations, trenching ilnd inst,lllation of 

conduit for the placenlcnt of underground S,'lS pipelines and electric conductors 

is more elaborate than for direct burial or placement of conduit wire for 

comn\unic,ltions f'ldlities. A deeper and wider trench is required fot power 

utilities' conduits or pipelines. The different requirements (or underground 

placement of power utilities' facilities result in higher costs bei~g incurred than 

would be the case if only cornmunicatiot\s facilitics Were involved. The Coalition 

argues that tehXOn\IllllOkations carriers should not have to pay ",ore than the 

costs they would ha\'e incurred, based on an h\depCl\d('l\t bid, had they done 

their own trenching for their own facilities. 

Under the FCC rules, writtcn notific,'ltion of a modification is 

required at least 60 days prior to the commel\cement of the physic.ll modification 

itself, absel'lt a private agreenletlt to the contrary. The Coalition proposes this 

COJ'l'lIl)ission adopt the FCC notification requi['cn\ent. Notice is to be specific 

enough to apprise the redpicl'lt of the nature and scope of the plam\oo 

nlodification. The notice requirement would not apply if the nlodification 

involved an ernergeney situation. 

GTEC would support a type of simple voluntary notification plan, 

.. nueh like a docket service list, to notify con)panies of joint trcnch work, with 

most carriers agreeing to participate itl view of the cost saVings. GTEC does not 

believe ILECs should be placed in the POSitiOll of being the sole coordinators of 

such functions for the industry. 

B. Discussion 
In the interest of prOIl\oting a (ompetitive market, OUI' preferred 

approach to meeting needs for new capacit}' is through expansion or 

rearrdngement of existing capadty rather than through redanlation and eviction 
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of a ctC currcntl)' occupying space 01\ an atttlchnlCl\t or in conduit. \Vc shall 
require that the costs of capacity expansion and other modifications, including 

joint trenching, be shared among only those parties specifically benefiting from 

the modifications on a proportionate basis corresponding to the share of new 

usable space taken up b}' each benefiting carrier. In the event an energy utilit}' 

incurs additional costs for trenching and installation of conduit due to safety or 

reliability requirements which are nlore elaborate than a teleco~munications

only trench} the telecon\munkations carriers should not pa)' hlore than they 
would have incurred for their own independent (Tench. Likewise, eledric 

utilities should not bear the cost of modifications which benefit only 

telecommunications carriers. 
In the case where an incumbent utility (either ILEe or electric) has 

need of existing space which is being Occupied by. the equipment of attaching 
CLCs, we shaH require that the incunlbent utilit}, first give the option to the 

attaching CLCs to pay for the costs of rearrangen\ents or exp~nsions necessary to 
maintain their attachment. In order to justify a reclamation of existing spac~, the 

incumbent utility must justify that the space is reasonably and spedficall}t 

needed to serve its customers. Electric utilities must show the space is needed to 

serve core electric utility service. The incun'\bel\t utility must also show that there 

are no other cost effective feasible solutions to meet its needs, or there are no 

technological means of increasing capacity of the support structure for additional 

attachments. The incumbent utility nlust also show that it has attempted to 

negotiate a cooperative solution to the capacity problem in good faith with the 

party being evicted from the incun\bcnt's pole or conduit. 

\Ve shall pern\it incun'\bent utilities to rcclain\ space in cases where 

they have nlet the above conditions} and in addition where some or all of the 

attaching parties have refused to pay the costs of rearrangements necessary to 
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maintain their pole attachmcnt or usc of conduit. In the lattcr case, the attaching 

partics shall be required to pron\ptl}' remove their telecommunications 

cquipnlcnt (ron\ the attachment at their own expense subject to the restrictions 

dC$cribed below. This approach is consistent with prescriptions of PU Code § 

767.5 (d) with respect to the treatment of cable television attachments. 

\Ve remind CLCs, however, that all carriers have an obligation to 

complete the calls of their customers, e\'cn if they disagree with the underl}'ing 

interconnection arrangenlents, as prescribed in D.97-11-024. Therefore, cven in 

the event a etc is notified by the incumbent utility of its intention to reclaim 

space currently oC\:upied h}' the eLC's equipment, the CLC still has a primary 

obligation to ensure theservice continuity of its customers. If continuation of the 

usc of the incumbent's spa~e is no longer feasible, the CtC is obliged to find 

other Illeatls to provide uninterrupted service to its custon\ers before removing 

its equipn\ent from the incun,\bent's space. 

In the event of disputes over redanlation of space and displacement 

of a etC, We shall require that the incumbent shall not displace the CLC without 

first notifying thc Commission and obtaining authorization to do so. We shall 

perinit parties to lise our dispute resolution procedure to resolve disputes over 

CLC displacements due to reclamation of space. In resolving any dispute, we 

shall place the burden of proof on the ILEC or electric utility to show whether the 

incumbent has adequately satisfied the prerequisites for rcclamatiolll as 

described above. Nonethelessl irrespective of the disposition of any disputes 

concerning forced displacement of CLC equipment due to reclamation, the 

primary sen'ice obligation remains with the CLC whose customers arc 

potentially affected by a displacement. Any order of this Conlmission granting 

the incumbent utilit}' the tight to reclaim space must contain a plan for continued 

teleconu1)unicfltions service to affected end-users of the CLC. 
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\\'e sh<1n adopt <1ll advance notice requirement of at least 60 days 

prior to the comn\C'nccmcnt of a physical modification, except tn the case of 

emergencies where shorter notice ma}' be necessary. 

IX. Obtaining Third-Partv Access to Customer PremIses 

A. Parties' Posltlons 
During the RO\V workshops, various parties raised the issue of how 

the Commission (ould assist utilities seeking to obtain access to the full pathway 

up to arid including the minirrtllrrt point of entry (MPOE) to a customer's 

premises. 

PaciHc states that the pathway up to and hlduding the IvlPOE to a 

custoi)'lcr's prCli\ises usuall)' includes facilities in the pubHt RO\V and facilities 

on the property to be served. An LEC only (ontrols the supporting structure that 

is in the public way; the property owner provides and owns the supporting 

structure on his or her property. Pacific claims it cannot supercede the property 

rights of owners by permitting acceSS to third parties. If the utility is able to 

successfully negotiate access with the property owner, Pacific offers to provide 

access to its equipment romllS and other facilities as long as the security and 

safety of its equipment is not compronlised. 

In son\e casesthe property owner has determined that a single entity 

shall provide service to the premises. \Vhile acknowledging this c~'n create 

difficulties if a tellant desires service from a different carrier, Pacific claims this is 

an issue between the tell.al\t and the property ownerl and cannot be resolvC<.i by 

the carrier. 

Pacific beJie\'es that the Commission should require all utilities to 

permit nondiscrinlinatory access to lacillties on private property that they own or 

(00Ir01, but should not dictate to owners which carrieI' they must choose to 

prOVide service. Pacific proposes that the Conmlission consider limiting the 
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amount of access or rentt" fees a carrier is pcnniUed to pa}' a properly owner for 

access rights. 

GTEe agrees to provide access up to the ~1POE, to the extent that 

GTEe owns and there is availability on the poles, conduits, ducts, or the RO\V in 

lluestion. Since the propert}' owner is responsible for facilitics bc}'ond the 

l\lI>QE, however, GTEC opposes a Commission regulation that would abrogate 

private agreen\cnts between such property o\\iners and a carrie.T which would 

allow other carriers the ability to trespass on such property without negotiating 

their own agreenlent. 

\Vhile the Coalili()I\ acknowledges that this Commission lacks 

jurisdiction to require non-utility third parties to grant utilities access to their 

properties, the Coalition argues that there arc still in\portant actions the 

Commission can take to assist CLCs in this are~1. First, the Coalition asks the 

Comnlission to make findings o( lact regarding the hilportance of the 

devclopn\ent of a new tdecollltnunicalions infrastructure and deployn\ent of 

alternative facilities to customer premises by CLCs. The Coalition believes such 

findings would be useful in eminent don\ain proceedings to gain access to 

tenants' facilities. 

The Coalition further asks the COInmissiotl t'o require utilities that 

have vacant space (excess capacity) in existing entrance facilities (e.g., conduit) 

into c()nlmercial buildings to make such space available lip to the l\1POB so that 

competitors niay gain access to buHdh\g cellars, tclephone closets (or cages) and 

risers, network intercOIlnection devices and/or (ranles, and so forth, in such 

buildings. Further, the Coalition asks the COll'tIl\ission to require that ILECs 110t 

impede such access whcre it is requested by landlords on behalf of their tenants. 

Finally, the Coalition asks that ILECs and incumbent electric utilities be required 

to exercise their own powers of eminent dOltlain, just as they would on their own 
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behalr to obt,lin or expand an existing RO\V over private property, in order to 
accommodate a CLC's request for access. 

The Coalition argues that under no circumst,lnces should a building 

owner or manager be allowed to charge CLCs for use of its inside wire while 

allowing ILEes unlinlited use of the Sall\e facilities at 110 charge. The Coalition 

suggests that the Con\n\issiOn C<ll\ exercise its influence to pre\'enl such 
discrinlinatory treatnlenl in the following manner. Assuming that the 

Conlmission has the illithority to regulate building owners as "telephone 

corporations" as defined under PU Code § 234, the Coalition suggests that the 

Conlmission could dedare it will tefrain from such regulation if, but only if, the 

building owner makes access to inside-wire available to ILECs and CLCs alike on 
a nondiscriminatory basis. 

As a basis (or this recommendation, the Coalition cites the 
COInmission's "shared tenant servicesll ("SISII) decision, D.87-01-063.11 In the 

STS decision, the Con\mission adopted a set of guideJines aimed at ensuring that, 

among other things, tenants in buildings or campus-like settings where the 
landlord provides PBX services to tenants (via a PBX switch and inside wire 

owned by the landlord) continue to have options tor obtaining telephone services 

from the provider of their own choosing. The decision provided that landlords 

would not be regulated as a public utilities, even though they appeared to fit 

within the literal terms of PU Code §§ 233 and 234, if bit' only if, the}' (onlplied 

with the SIS guidelines. The ratiol~ale underlying the decision is that the 

Commission could have asserted jurisdiction, had it wanted to do so, over stich 

telcconlnlltnications services providers under the statutory definitions of a 

24 RI. Fl1cijic Ttlfplront (HId Tdt"gfl1l''' COIlt/Jjwy (D.87-01-063) 23 CPUC 2d 554, 1987 Cal. ruc 
LEX IS 838 (lithe srs dl'\.ision"). mOlfijitcl (D.87-o5-009) CPUC ~d 179,1987 Cal. PUC tEXIS 7i5. 
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"telephone line" in PU Code § 233 and of a "telephone corpor,ltionlt in PU Code 

§ 234. The Coalition d,lims that a similar sort of Commission allthorit}' should 

apply to any landlord who is charging certific,ltoo telephone corpor«ltions, ILECs 

and/or CLCs, (or aCcess to a building system or systems of entrance facilities, tie 

down blocks, (rames, wires, fibers, closets, conduits, risers, e,tc. 111e Coalition 

argues that the building owner or manager is not providing such service to 

Inumls, but to teleconlmunications carriers. The Coalition characterizes such as 

directly akin to a special access service through which situation, the building 

owner or nlanager is, or, if necessar}' in a given ('ase, certainly could be held to 

be, operating a "'telephone line/' and offeling service to the public or a portion 

thereof (i,e., to certified carriers) within the meaning of PU Code § 233. 

Edison and SDG&E argue that an electric utility must be allowed to 

deny access requests when its property rights do not allow uSe of the property by 

a third party. Edison and SDG&E also oppose being required to exercise their 

powers of eminent domain in order to accommodate a telecommunications 

providerls request for access, clainling that such an exercise of pOwers would go 

beyond the legally authorized Iinlits (or electric utilities. Edison argues that its 

powers of enlinent domain do not allow it to condenm property for the benefit of 

telecomnltmications prOViders. Edison believes that since certificated 

telecomnlunication providers have the power of eminent donlain, they should 

not depend upon the electric utilities to secure their access rights. 

Electric utilities also frt;quently obtain casements or licenses 

containing provisions that limit use of the property to operations directly related 

to the generation, transmission or distribution of electricity. Edison argues that it 

should not be obligated to negotiate broader easements or licenses to allow 

telecommunications carriers to access the property, since this would impose 

additional costs on the utility and its custon'lers and shareholders . 
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COInn\ents were Cllso filed jointly by a group known as the nReal 

Est<lte Coalition"u representing the interests of owners Clnd managers of 

multiunit real estate. The Real Estate Coalition concurrently filed a motion for 

le<)\'e to intcn'e)le and bE.'(ome a party in the proceeding. Separate comments 

were filed by the Building Owners and l\.1anagers Association of California 

(BO}'·fA) with a similar motion to intervene. There Is no opposition to either of 

the motions for Ica\'e to intervene, and the motions shall be gra~ted. Both parties 
represent VCI)' similar interests. 

The Real Estate Coalition argues that the Conunission lacks 

jurisdiction to regulate building owners, and opposes rules permitting 

tehxommunications carriers to enter the premises of nlultiuilit buildings and 

install facilities without the express consent of the undedying property oWner. 

The Real Estate Coalition believes forced access by telecommunications carriers 

would constitute an unlawful taking under Lortllo l'. TelePrompTer A1aulUltiall 

CATV COIl', 458,U5 420 (1982), because it would entail a physical occupation 
without the owner's consent. 

The Real Estate Coalition identifies it number of effects that are 

triggered by telecommunication carriers' access to bUildings, including firc and 

safety code compliance, tenant security, and the ability of building oWners to 
manage finite physical space needs. 

BO}'-fA argues that the Conlnlission should not atten\pt to regulate 

access issues between the telecomn\unications industry and private property 

16 The Real Estate Coalition is composed of the Building Owners and l\.1anagers 
Association Internatiollal, the Institute of Real Estate l\.1anagen\cnt, the National 
Apartment Association, the National Association of Real Estate Investment 
Trusts, the National Multihousing Council 
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own('lS in order to (l\'oid distorting an otherwise free and functioning market. 

nOMA argues that the fe(11 estate industr}' is highly COn\petitive, and building 

owners have a strong incentive to satisfy the felcroJttnlunications needs of their 

tenants, and have no incentive to ban or restrict tc1econlnlltnications service 

pro\,iders. BO~1A argues that building owners n\ust have the freedom and 

power to select and coordinate which telecomnmnications conlpanies have access 

to their buildings. 

B. Discussl6n 
\Ve recognize, that the development of a conlpetitivc 

telecoinmunications infrastructure and deployn\ent of alternative facilities to 

customers' prenlises by CLCs are important -to the health of California's 

econom),. The adoption of rules to fadUtate the CLCs' abilit}' to negotiate aCcess 

to cllstomer prenlises is consistent with our policy of opelling all 

telcconununicatiOlls markets to con\petition. To the extent that owners of 

buildings and their tenants are able to choose among multiple 

telecommunicatiOJls Cllrriers, the}' are likel}' to benefit fronl higher quality service 

at lower cost and with greater responsiveness to custon\crs' needs. 

\Ve agree that one wa}' to facilitate con\petition within the multi-unit 

buildings is to reqUire the opening of access up to the ~1POE of the building. 

Requiremellls for establishing demarcation points, or MPOEs, at 

nlulti-unit properties are governed by regulations adopted b}' this Commission 

and by the FCC. On June 14, 1990, the FCC released a report in CC Docket 

No. 88-57 establishing a new definition (or demarcation points. This Commission 

in Decision (D.) 90-10-064 and 0.92-01-023 added clarification to the demarcation 

point ruling, ittcluding approval of a Demarcation Scttlenlent Agreement among·· 

PaCific and other telephone carriers. The changes were to be('ome effective on 

August 8, 1993, and were intended to (oster competition by transferring 
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ownership and responsibility for certain telephone cable and inside wire to 

properl)' owners, who then more easily would be able to connect to the networks 
of rompetiti\·c telephone providers. 

For mulU·unit properties built or extensively remodeled after 

August 8, 1993, the rules generally required Pacific to estabHsh a single MPOE as 

dose as practical to the property line. The ~1POE became the physical location 

where the telephone company's regulated network facilities ert~ed and the point 
at which the building owner's responsibility for cable, wire, and equipment 

began. Generally speaking, EadHties On the building owner's side of the l\1POE 

are designated as Inttabuilding Network Cable (INC), which in all instances, was 
to be owned b)' the property owner. 

For eXisting buildIngs constrllcte~ before August 8, 1993, Padfic was 
required to convey to property OWners any cabling that was identified as INC on 

Pacific's books!' Pacific's investment in this transferred INC was to be recovered 

OVer a five·year amortization period (from August 1993 to August 1998) from the 
general rate base. 

Generally, Pacific's practice prior to 1993 was to inst,lll a loc(llioop 
demarc(ltion point at each building in a multi-unit complex. That meant that 

Pclcific maintained ownership (and responsibility) for INC that often ran 

hundreds of feet into nlulti·unit property until reaching an l\·1POE. It also nleant 

that con\petitlg telephone companies had no single point at which to 

11 The INmarcation Settlement Agreement defined INC as "sheathed cables located on utility's 
side of the current demarcation point inside buildings or between buildings on one customer1s 
continuous property." (See D.92--01-OiJ, Appendix A, p. 10.) The INC that the local carriers 
werc obligated to relinquish Was identified by their then~xisting spc<ified accounting 
treatmentl i.e., that which WciS booked to "Part 32 cc:lpilal account 2426 and expense account 
6426.1# lliL at p. 10.) 
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Cfoss-connect 10 the owner·s cabling in thesc properties. Otlwr cMriers were (rec, 

of coursc, to purchase and install their own cable at these properties. 

The Demarcation Sctt1£ment Agreen,cnt approved by the 

Commission in 0.92-01-023 provides that (or multi-unit properties built prior to 

August 8, 1993, the only network plant that was to be unbundled and conve)'ed 

to properly owners consisted of "INCwith~n building (riser and lateral) that was 
in place prior to August 8, 1993." (0.92-01·023, Attachli\ent B (I?loposed tariffs), 

at No. A2, 2.1.20(E)(3)(b).) Pacific was required to relinquish ownership of this 

embedded INC to the building ownet upon full recOvery of the utility's capital 

in\'estment. fu!. at No. AS, S.4.3(A)(3).) However, other utility-o\ ... ·ned network 

plant (described as "Non-INCII
) - and this included network cable stretching 

from a utility's central office to each l\1POE at individual bUildings -.. was not 

affected by the tariff or the Commission's order.u 

To facilitate the development of the competitive telecommunications 

infrastructure, we shall require that incumbents with vacant space in existing 

entr<lnce facilities (e.g., conduit) into conlmercial buildings make such space 

available to con'lpetitors up to the MPOE to the extent the incumbent has the 

right to assign its interest to another. This requirement will enable CLCs to gain 

access to building cellars, telephone closets, and network interconnection devices 

(NIDs) in such buildings. THE ~1POE shall be defined in accordance with the 

demarcation points as prescribed in 0.90-10-064 and D.92-01-023. 

\Ve shall also prohibit an carriers from entering into any type of 

arrangement with private property owners that has the effect of restricting the 

11 "Utilit). owned plant facilities (Non Ir\C) beh\'cen buildings on existing continuous 
properly" renlains the property of Pacific, but non-lr\C plant that is nO longer useful can be 
sold to property owners as set forth in Schedule Cal. P.U.C. No. A2.8. (See Taritl A2, 
2.1.20{EJ(3)(b)(1); 2.8.1(8}(1).) 
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access of other c.'\friers to the owners' properties or discriminating against the 

(acilities of other carriers such as ClCs. For example, an agreeo'tcnt which 

provides for the exclusive marketing of flEe senrkcs to building tenants Ina)' be 

improper if the agreement has the e(feel of preventing a CLC (rom accessing, and 

providing service to, a building bCCatlSe of the building owner's financial 

incenti\'cs under the nlarketing agreement. Similarly, a situation in which a 

building owner, either for convenience or by charging disparat~ rates (or access, 

fa\'ors the access of the ILEC to the detriment of a CLC will also be in violation of 

our rules herc~n. Such arrangcments conflict with our stated policy promoting 

nondiscrit'ninatory RO\\' access. 

On a prospective basis, we will prohibit all carriers fron\ entering 

into an}' kind of arrangement or sign any contract with bUilding owners that 

result in exclusive or discriIl\inatory access. Although we will not disturb any 

agreements pr('(iating the ef(edive date of this orderl We will permit any carrier 

to file a formal complaint against another carrier that the con'tplainant believes is 

benefiting (rom exclusive or discriminatory access to private property. The 

complainant carrier will have the burden of proving that the defendant carrier, 

either by its actions or the actions of the building owner, is the exclusive provider 

of service or the beneficiary of better tenns of access in violation of the policies of 

this order. If after he,uing the evidence we find that the agrt.."'ement or 

arrangement is unfairly discriminatory with respect to other carriers, we shaH 

direct that the agreement be renegotiated or use Commission authority under 

PU Code §§ 2107 and 2108 to impose a fine for continuing violations against the 

carrier for everyday that the agreement or arrangement is in effect. Such fine 

would be based on the number of lines served in the building l\\ultipJied by the 

number of days of violation/ and be I~\'ied in the range of $500 to $20,000 per day 
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per statut€.\ A cMrier will ha\'c 60 da}'s to renegotiatc a contrclct deemed 

discriminator}' by the CommissIon or else the fine will begin to accrue. 

This solution pern\its the Commission to cillploy its jurisdiction over 

tel<xommunications carriers to effectuate the desired policy for 

nondiscriminatory access to buildings without addressing our jurisdiction if any, 

over private property. 

\\'c recognize, howevcr, that the private property r!ghts of building 

owners nutst be observed. Building o\\'nN$ (nusl retain authority to supervise 

and coordinate on-pren\ise activities of seT\'ice providers within their building. 

Inst.lllation and maintenance of tclecomn\U11ications facilities within a building 

may disrupt tellants and residents, and could cause physical dan'tage to the 

building. Unauthorized entry into a private building by a third party whether an 

ILEC or a eLC could con\pron\isc the integrity of the safety and $ccltrit)' of 

occupants of the building. The building owner or nlanager is uniquely 

positioned to coordinate the conflicting needs of nlultiple tenants and multiple 

service providers. Telecommunications carriers' access to private buildings shall 

therefore be subject to the negotiation of terms of access with the building owner 

or manager. 

While building owners are entitled to exercise due discretion in 

Inanaging and controlling access to their prenlises for the protection and security 

of the buildhlg occupants, they may not abuse such discretion in a manner that 

would unfairly or c<lpriciousl}' discriminate against carriers seeking RO\V access 

in order to offer competitive loc.d exchange service. In the event a carrier is 

unable to re.lch a mutually satisfactory arrtlngement with a building owner for 

access to the building premises to serve custonlers, then the carrier may seek 

resolution of its dispute in the appropriate court of civil jurisdiction or file a 
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complaint as d~cribcd <,bove if the (Mrier bcHe\'es that another c,uricr is 

benefiting fronl exclusive or unfairly discrimin<'tor)' access. 

L1Stly, incumbent utilities shall not be required to exercise their 

powers of cn'linent domain to expand their existIng RO\V o\'er private property 

to accommodate a eLC's request for access. TheClC, as a telephone 

corporation, has independent authority sufficient to pursue its own eminent 

domain litigation, and there is no basis to require contracting fo~ such litigation 

through the incumbent. The erl\inent domain powers of a CLC are covered 

under PU Code § 616, which states that lIa telephone corporation may condemn 

any property necessary (or the construction and maintenance of its telephone 

system." 
\Ve will not at this time extend the requirements and procedural 

vehicles described abo\'c to electric-utility access t.o private property (or the 

purpose of providing e1celric service only. lVe may do so in a future order in this 

docket or on a case-by-case basis. 

X. ThIrd Party Access to Jointly-Owned Facilities 

A. PartIes' Positions 
Utility distribution poles and anchors have been traditionally owned 

under joint ownership agreements between two or n\ore entities with a need to 

have their lines or equipment strung on con\mon poles to reach customers 

throughout a given geographic area. JOint pole associations have traditionally 

fostered ac~ess to and the jOint ownership of pole facilities_ ~ie",bership is 

comprised ot IlECs, ClCs, wireless providers, rnunidpalities, and electric and 

\vater utilities. Pursuant to such joint pole associations, third parties ha\'e 

acquired access to jointly olvned poles as tenants of one of the owners. In their 

comments, parties addressoo the issue of \vhether existing joint pole associations 
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were an adequate vchicle 10 protect the interests of third parties seeking access to 

facilities. 

GTEC reconlmends that the existing process of access through joint 

PQle associations h"s worked. weB and should continue and not be supplanted 

with an untested method. Those third parties \\'ho are non-members may apply 

to become members of the association. GTEC argues that it is not I\ece~~r}' for 

yet another organization to be established to protect the interes.t of third parties, 

as this would be incompatible with the cutrent joint pole association process, and 

would needlessly complicate a (urrently effective system. 

PG&B believes that provisions addreSsing the rights and 

responsibilities of a joint oWner are Ileeded when allowing third parties access to 

the jointly owned poles as tenants. PG&E argues that third party connections 

also I'nust compl)' with safety ahd reliability reqUirements, and sho\tld not take 

preceacnce ovcr the use of the pole by any joint owner for its current or future 

utility service. 

PG&E believes that, with the restructuring of the 

telccomn\unications and the electric h\dustry, the Commission needs to careful1}' 

COllsider how the obligations and compensation (or pole ownershi,l and/or use 

should be structured to provide a reasonable balance between responsibility for 

and benefits from the pole system. PG&E believes that ultimately all users will 

need to pay for their pole use in a manner that is either n\arket based or 

cconomicall}' equivalcnt to sharing fuHy the ownership costs and res~onsibilitics 

for facilities subject to shared ownership. 

PG&E argues that third party tenants' quality of acCess cannot 

exceed the access which their licensor or leasor enjoys under the Joint Pole 

Agreement, and that the joint owner must be able to prOVide for its OWn capacitY 

requirement beforc accommodating third part}' requests. PG&E suggests that a 
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telcconununications entity which docs not wish to join the Joint Pole Association, 

but still desires the S,1n\e quality of access as an owner, can negotiate a separ(\te 

joint ownership agrecment with the entH}' or entitles ho1ding ownrrship interests 
in the pole. 

The CoalitiOll states that new distributiol\ facilities constructed by a 

member of a joint pote organization will ordinarily be subject to the rules 

governing n\embers of that organization, whereas new distribu~ion facilities 

constructed by a party that is I\ot a nlen\bcr of a joint pole organization would 

not be subject to joint pole association rules. Since several of the members of the 

Coalition are also It\cmbers of jOint pole associations, the Coalition states it isnot 

in a position to COn\nlelU on whether a dUferellt vehide is I\eooed to protect the 
interests of third parties. 

Sh\ce such organizations are controlled by regulated utilities, they 

are agents of parties suhje<:t to the Comn\ission's jurisdiction. Even though jOint 

pole organizations are not themselvcs publiC utilities, the Coalition argues they 

are fully subject to COll\mission jurisdiction and control, through the operation of 

the ordinary principles of agellcy law. Therefore, the Coalition believes the 

CommissioI'l can t.lke whatever steps it deems neccssary to protfft the intercst of 

third parties. The Coalition further dain\s that the Con\mission has authority to 

provide for reciprocal access by privately-owned utilities to the RO\V and 

support structures owncd b}' local govcmn\ental agencies to the extent those 

agencies ate n\embers of joint pole associations and reCcl\'e benefits {ron\ such 
membership. 

The Coalition argues that the utility members of any joint pole 

organization Il'tUst not be pern\itted to degrade acccss to utili I}' support 

structures and ROW directly or indirectly, simply because an attaching party has 

chosen not to become a (ull mcrnbcr of such an organization. 
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B. Discussion 
Based 01\ parties' conunents, we find no nero at this time to make 

any further modific,ltions in the existing arrangements governing joint pole 

associations to ptotect third parties that do not belong to a joint pole association. 

Likewise, no party seeking ac('ess to a utility pole should be discriminated 

against nterdy because it is not a member of sltch an association. \Ve n\ay at a 

later lime consider the needs for additional rules to ptote<:t against unf,lir 

discriminatory trealnlent for ttonn\embers of joint pote associations. As we have 

stated previously, the ALJ shall solidt further comments concerning the 

implications ot joint pole associations as they relate to nondiscrin\inatory aCcess. 

XI. Expedited Dispute Resolution 

A. Partles' Positions 
Parties present differing vie,\'s regardhlg how the Comu'lission 

should facilitate the resolution of disputes il\ the cvent parties cannot reach 

agreement through negotiations over the terms and conditions of RO\V access. 

In its proposal, the Coalition distinguishes disputes over requests for 

initial access versus all other disputes over "(cess. The Coalition recomn\cnds 

that the Commission develop a new type of expedited and informal pro(eeding 

for resolving disputes concerning initial access t6 utility support structures, 

patterned after the Con\mission's existing Law and l\'Iotiott procedure for 

discovery dispute resolution. This new type of proceeding would be presided 

over by an ALJ, assisted by Telecon\municaHons Dh·jsion or the Safety and 

Enforcement Division staff with relevant c;(perience and knowledge of utility 

support structures. 11\e hearing would not be reported. The ALJ would hear the 

initial access dispute and resolve it, either at the hearing or within no more than 

three working days, employhig such lact finding techniques as necessary (or 

expeditious resolution of the initial access dispute. 
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The Coalition c1a'inls that the CoO'tmission's existing formal 

conlpJaint process is much too slow and cumbersome for resolution of such 

disputes. Absent an expedited dispute resolution prO(cdurc, the Coalition 

argues, the CLC nlllst either conlply with the terms of acc('ss, which lll<ty be 

difficult, expensive and titne-consun\ing, or file a complaint for relief at this 

Commission, which may be an equall}' diffiCult, ex.pensh-e, and time-consuJ\\ing 

process, while, in the meantime, access is denied. 

For all other disputes between fLEes and telccon\munications 

carrier involving access to ILEC utility support structures (i.e., disputes 

concerning other thal\ initial access), the Coalition agrees that arbitration is a 

useful alternative to the use of the Commission's existing cotnplaint process. 

(See, Interconnection Order 1, 111227,1228; see also, Commission Resolution 

ALl·174 (adopting arbitration procedures (or resolution of interconnection 

agreement disputes}.) 

eCT A belie\'es that the process established by the Act and the FCC 

provide a good starting point for expedited resolution by this Comnlisslon of 

disputes involving denial of access. The FCC Order requires the requesting part}' 

to provide the RO\V or facility owner a written request for access. If access is not 

granted within 45 days of the request, the RO\V or facility owner must confirm 

the denial in writing by the 45th day. Upon the receipt of a denial notice from the 

ROlV or facility owner, the requesting party has 60 days to file its complaint with 

the FCC, and final decisions relating to access are to be resol\ted by the FCC 

expeditiously. (Interconnection Order 11225.) The requesting party also nlay 

seek arbitration pursuant to § 252 of the Act which govenls procedures (or the 

negotiation, arbitration, and approval of cert.1in agreements between ILECs and 

telecon\n\unications carriers. If arbitration is undesirable or proves unsuccessful, 

then court proceedings are an alternath-e. 
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CeTA proposes additional dispute resoJution procedufes fOf 

situations in which parties have already entered into ('onlr(1cls (or access to RO\V. 

Spedfic(llly, CeTA proposes that such disl1utes be negotiated by field personnel 

first. It the dispute remained after two days, it ('ould be forwarded to the 

supervisor of the field representative. After five days, it would go to the 

Engineering ~1anager, After five Jl\ore days, it WQuld go to the Utility 

l\1anager-General Agreements. If the dispute remained after fi~e n\ore days, it 
would go to arbitration. 

PaCific supports an expedited dispute resolution process, but argues 

that parties Jl\ust be required to attempt to resolve their differences in good faith 

before brInging them before the Comn\ission. Pacific proposes that if the 

Commission adopts a similar expedited review process as prescribed by the FCC, 

the ConlmissioIl should require the parties to first attenlpt to resolve any dispute 

then\sel\'es before going to the Commission. Pacific also argues that it filay take 

longer than 45 days to detern\ine availability for rilore conlplicated requests (or 
access. 

GTEC does not oppose an expedited process to resolve disputes 

concerning access to RO\V that arise out of negotiated or arbitrated ag['cen\ents, 

but asks the Con\nlission not to permit such a dispute resolution: process to 

improperly circumvent or replace of the negotiation process required b)' § 252 of 
the Act. 

Edison believes that the procedures prescribed in § 252 have the 

potential to distort the negotiating process and to impose a significant additional 

burden on the Conunission and its stMf, Rather than negotiating in earnest, 

Edison argues; parties may be tempted. to state their demands and thell insist that· 

the Conunission arbitrate a solution. Unless all parties to the negotiation request 

the Con\mission's assistance as nlediatof, EdisOIl argues, the Commission should 
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an agreement, Edison believes the Comnlission's role as arbitrator should be 

limited to imposing appropriate conditions to prevent discrimir\ation among 

compcting c~uriers and unreasonable restrictions to access, and the Conlmission 

should tiffiit inquiry to the two foHowing issues: 

1. Is the utility insisting on a prohibiti\.'e pricing arrangement as a. 
means of favoring one carrier oVer another? 

2. Are the non-pricing terms and conditions sought by the'utility 
reasonably related to legitimate concerns about safct}', linlitations 
on liability and sys~em reliability and stability, and are the}' being 
applied in a non~discriminatory nlanner to all sin'tilarly situated 
carriers? 

Edison argues that the carrier should have the burden of 

den\OIlstrating that the utility has discrhninated against that carrier Or sought to 

in'pose unreasonable restrictions to access. 

PG&E believes that to the extent a dispute involves expert 

engineering issues such as those relating to GO 95, responsibility and authority 

for hearing and resolving the dispute should be referred to 

Commission-designated experts whose edUClltiOn and training qualify then\ to 

decide engineering matters. Moreover, PG&E beJie\'es their interpretations 

should have precedential authorit}' for GO 95 purposes generally. PG&E 

therefore reconul\ends that the Conunission designate specific n\enlbers of its 

engineering staff experienced in GO 95 to be responsible for GO 95 interpretation 

and implenletltation" including resolution of disagreements about the application 

of GO 95 to any spedfk RO\V access dispute,lt to achieve technicaHy sound, 

at In making this suggestion, PG&E recognizes that the parties to the December storm 
proceeding have recommended an 011 into design standards in GO 95. Pending the 
resolution of the Oll proposal, hO\\'cvec, PG&E argues that users of poles nero a war to 

FoolplOle coIIUllut'd 011 JU.dll&lge 
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consistent and tin\cly interpretations. PG&B also recommends that the c-xpedited 

proceeding aHow for an evidentiary record to be trilnscribed. 

B. Discussion 
The rutes, guidelines, and performance standards adopted herein 

should reduce the extent of disputes and impasses among the parties in 

negotiating RO\V access agreemenls. Nonetheless, our adopted rules leave 

discretion to the parties to negotiate individual agreements, and leave the 

potential for disputes to arise. We shall therefore adopt an expedited procedure 

for resolving disputes relating to access to ROWand support structures as set 

forth below. \Ve expect parties to n\ake a good faith effort to resolve their 

disputes before bringing then\ befote the Commission. As a condition of the 

Commission's accepting a dispute tor resolution, the 1l1oving party must show 

that it has attempted in good faith to negotiate an arrangement which is 

consistent with the rutes and policies set forth in this decision. This showing 

must be included in the request for dispute resolution. The burden of proof shaH 

generally be on the party which asserts that a particular constraint exists 

preventing it from complying with the proposed terms for granting RO\V access. 

Earlier in this order, we have provided spedfic gUidelines regarding who will 

shoulder the burden of proof regarding certain RO\V disputes. 

111e following prerequisites must be satisfied as evidence of good 

faith negotiations prior to the COn1.mission's a(ceptancc of a request for 

resolution of a ROW dispute. The party seeking access nl\lst first subrnit its 

request to the utility in writing. As discussed previously, we arc establishing a 

resolve GO 95 questions which will result in sound engineering resultsl while also 
supporting construction of new telecommunication lineSl to the extent consistent with 
GO 95 and other applicable standards. 
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dd,lUlt deadline of 45 days for a utility to confirm or deny whether it has space 

a\',lilab!e to gr(lnt requests for access to its support structures or RO\V. If the 

request is denied, the utilit}, shall st,lte the reasons for the denial or why the 

requested space Is not ,wailab!e, and include all the relevant evidence supporting 

the deniaJ. 11\ the event of a denial, Step 1 of the dispute resolution process is 

invoked. \Ve shall expect the parties to escalate the dispute to the executive level 

\\'ithin each company to attempt to negotiate an alternative acce$S arr,lngerncnt 

to accomnlodate their n\utual needs. If the parties arc unable to reach a mutually 

agreeable solution aftet five days of good-faith efforts at negotiation .. any party to 

the negotiations may request the Commission to arbitrate the dispute. 

For purposes of arbitrating RO\V access disputes, we shall generally 

(oUow oUr arbitration rules preVio"usly adopted as Rule 3 of Resolution ALJ 174, 

effective JUlle 25, 1997. These rules were adopted to prOVide parties with 

gUidance concerning the Commissio}\'s prOCess for ll\ediating and arbitrating 

disputes involving interconnection agreements between ILECs al'ld CLCs 

pursuant to Section 251 and 252 of the Act. We conclude that those rules are 

likewise useful as a vehide (or Con\mission resolution of RO\V access disputes. 

\Ve shall modify the tin\e requirements prescribed under ALJ 174, as appropriate .. 

to accommodate the specific needs for ROW dispute resolution. Subsequent 

references to subsections of Rule 3 in the discussion below relate to Resolution 

AL] 174. In Appendix A of this decision, we have incorporated a separate section 

addressing detailed dispute resolution procedures for ROW access issues 

patterned after Resolution AL] 174. 

A request for arbitration nlay be $ubn\Uted at the end of the five-day 

period (or negotiations at the executive level within each company, as noted 

above. The request (or arbitration shall be filed in the form of an application, 

which shall be served on the other party or parties to the dispute not later than 
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the dale the Commission l('«eives the request. The request (or arbitr,ltion shall 

cont,lin the information prescribed in Rule 3.3 of the Resolution ALJ 174. 

An arbitrator shall be appointed as prescribed in Ihile 3.4 and 

discovery shaH proccc-d under Rule 3.5. Parlies shall have an opportunity to 

respond as set forth in Rule 3.6, except that the response shall be due within 

15 days (inste,ld of 25 da}'s) of the request for arbitration. \Vithin thiee days 

(instead of seven days) of receiving the response, the applicant and respondent 

shall file a re\'ised statement of unresolved issues, per Rule 3.7. 

"\'ithh\ seven days (instead of 10 days) after the rc\'ised statement is 

filed, the arbitration conference shall begin per Rule 3.9 The arbitration 

conference and hearings shall be limited to three days. \Vithin 15 days following 

the hearings, the Dr,,(t Arbitrator's Report shall be filed per Rule3. 17. Each 

party may file comments on the Draft Report within 10 days of its release. The 

arbitr,ltor shall file the Final Arbitrator's Report no later than 15 days after the 

filing dale for comments per Rule 3.19. A final Con'lmission decision on the 

Arbitr~ltor's Report shall be placed on the Commission's agenda 30 days 

thereafter. 

Based on the schedule outlined above, the following sequence of 

events may be sunlnlarize<i: 

Event 

Request for Arbitration is filed 
Responses are filed 
Revised Arbitration Staten'lent is filed 
Arbitrdtion hearings conducted 
Draft Arbitr<ltor's Report Issued 
ConUllcnts on Report filed 
Final Arbitmtor's Report Issued 
Agreement Reflecting ctrbitrator's report 
Commission Decision Placed on Agenda 
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A Con)mission decision resolving RO\V access disputes can be 

issued within approximately 100 days of the filing of a request (or arbitrtltion. 

\Vc believe this procedure will provide for expedited resolution of RO\\' disputes 

in the most efficient manner. 

Our norm"l rules of practice and procedures should be followed at 

all times during the dispute (esolution process. 

\Ve shall not adopt PG&E's request that only Commission-

designated experts with education and training in enginccring be assigned to 

resolve disputes involving engineering issues. \Ve shall continue to rely on the 

Commission's long established practice to use ALJs to adjudicate and to mediate 

contested procccdings which conle before the Commission. The ALI is 

specifically equipped to resolve contested issues deating with a variety of 

technical disputes as well as legal matters. The assigned ALJ routinely (onsults 

with technical slaff employed by the Commission with education and training in 

the area of expertise called for b}' the nature of the dispute as necessary to 

understand and resolve technically complex disputes. It would not be the best 

use of Commission resources to deviate from this successful practice by assigning 

a Comnlission st,lEf expert with training in engineering n\atters to be responsible 

for mediating or arbitrating such ('ontested issues. Therefore, all disputes 

regarding RO\\' accessl including those dealing with engineering or safety issues 

shall be referred to an ALI for resolution. TIle ALI shall (onsult with the 

Comn\ission's technical staff as appropriate to deal with engineering, safety, or 

other technically complex issues in dispute among the parties. 

Findings of Fact 
1. Under § 224 of the Telecon\nutnications Ad of 19961 both incumbent local 

exchange carriers and electric utilities have an obligation to provide atly 
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telerommunk,ltions ('"rrier with nondiscriminatory access to an)' pole, duct, 

('onduit, or right-of-way owned or cOIltrolled by it. 

2. Nondiscrinlinatory access to the incumbent utilities' poles, ducts, 

conduits, and rights of way is one of the essential requirements for 

facilities-based competition to succeed. 

3. Given the con\p1exities and -the diversity of RO\V access issues, it is not 

practical to craft uniform tariff rules which address every situation which may 

arise. 

4. The adoption of general guiding principles, and rninimum performance 

st,lndards concerning ROW access will promote a more level competitive playing 

field in which individual negotiations may take place. 

5. The general provisions of PUCode § 767 relating to reciprocal access of 

utility support structures and ROW apply to aU public utilities subject to the rules 

in Appendix A. 

6. On an interin\ basis, corporations prOViding solely cable TV services over 

their facilities will not be subject to the reciprocal acceSs provisions of § 767 

vis-a-vis incumbent telephone and electric utilities. 

7. On an interin\ basis, corporations prOViding solely cable TV services and 

CLCs will not be obligated to provide each other with reciprocal acceSs to ROW. 

8. CMRS providers will be using poles and other utility fa.cilities in ways 

perhaps not contemplated by traditional land-line providers. 

9. Exclusive reliance on the negotiation process \vill not necessarily produce 

fair prices for ROW access. 

10. Given the advances in technological capabilities of cable television 

network, it has become increasingly difficult to dearly delineate a cable television 

provider's offering of "cable" service as opposed to "tete<:ornmunications" 

service on the san\c wireHne comnumicatlons system. 
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l1.Cable tele\'ision corponltions' provision of different services on their 

wireline communication system docs not normall}' add any additional physiC(ll 

burden to the use of their facilities attached in the RO\\' of a. public utility 

company. 

12. PU Code § 767.5(a)(3) applies the term "pole attachment" to an}' 

attachment to surplus space, or use of excess capacity, by a cable television 

corporation Cor a wire communication system Oil Or in any supp·ort structure or 

RO\V of a public utility. 

13. Requiring tclecomnlunications carriers and cable operators that provide 

telecommunic'-ltions services to pay more (or pole and conduit attachments than 

cable opcr(Uors that do not provide telcton\n\unicati6ns services when their 

attachnlcnts arc made in the identical manner and occupy the same amount of 

space would subject such carriers and cable operators to prejudice and 

disad\'antagc1 would deter innovation and efficient use of scarce resources, and 

would harm the deVelopment of competition in California's telecommunications 

markets. 

14. Sections 224(d) and (e) of the Conul\unications Act of 1934, as amended by 

the TclffOn\n\unications Act of 199() (47 V.S.C. § 224(d) and (e», do not require 

states to provide (or different rate provisions for cable operators commencing 

February 8, 2001, depending on whether they offer cable television service 

exclusively or whether the)· also offer telecommunications services. Attempting 

to distinguish "cable television service" from "telecomnlUnications service'l 

would entangle the COTnmission in semantic disputes and would not represent 

the best usc of the Commission's resources. 

15. Since the enactment of the Teleconul\unications Act of 1996 on 

February 8,1996, the California Legislature has not amended California's pole 
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20. The terms of the Pacific/ AT&T agrccment regarding the time frame for 

responding to requ('sts about access to RO\V provide a reasonable b<lsis for 

formulating generic rules (or response Hnles (or Pacific and GTEC. 

21. It is in the interests of public health and &lfety for the utility to exercise 

necessary control over access to its facilities to avoid creating conditions which 

could risk aCddent or injury to workers or to the public. 

22. \Vhen working on an electric utility's fadlities or ROW, 

telecommunications providers' compliance with at least the same safety practices 

as trained and experienced electric utility workers is necessary to avoid exposing 

the public to grave danger and potentiaU}' fa~al injuries. 

23. Changing the size or type of an}' attachment, or increasing the size or 

amount of cable support b}' an attachment has ia(.ety. and reliability implications 

that the utility U\ust evaluate before work begins. 

24. Commission GO 95 and CAL-OSHA Title 8 generall}' address the safety 

issues that arise from third-party access to the utility's overhead distribution 

facilities. 

25. In addition to the requirements of GO 128 and CAL-OSHA Title 8, because 

of the (onfincd space in underground electric facilities (e.g., underground vaults) 

and the associated increased safety concerns, advance notification and utility 

supervision is required as conditions of granting telecommunications carriers 

access to underground electrical facilities. 

26. To determine if poles have adequate space and strength to accommodate a 

new or reconstructed attachment, an engineering analysis nlay be needed for 

each pole or anchor location to show the loading on the pole (a) fron\ ~xisting 

telecoll'ln\unh\ltions cquipn\ent, and (b) fron\ all telccomnlUl\ications equipment 
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after the attachment, a«'ounting for windloading, bending nlOlllent, and verlical 

loading. 

27. Any engineering analysis that is required by incumbent utilities must be 

rea'sollahl}' requiroo and actually necessary. If such engineering analysis is 

perforn\ed within reasonable written industry guidelines by qualified eLC 

engineers, it should bC' decn\cd acceptable unless a check for accuracy discloses 

errors. 

28. The RO\V access issues in this proceeding interrelate with issues before the 

Commission in Application (A.) 94~12-005/Investigation (I.) 95-02-015, regarding 

PG&E's response to the severe storms of December 1995. 

29. Partles in A.94·12-005 proposed that the Commission establish all Order 

Instituting Investigation (OIl) to review, anlong other things, the adequaC}' of 

GO 95 d(>sign standards on wood pole loadillg requiren\ents. 

30. Incumbent utililies need to be able to exercise reasonable control over 

access to th(>it facilities in order to meet their obHg~ltion to provide reliable 

service to their custon\ers over time and to plan for capacity needs to 

acconlmodate future customer demand. 

31. The incun\bents' reservation of capacity for their own future needs could 

conflict with the nondiscrinlination provisions in § 224(0(1) of the Act which 

prohibit a utility frotn favoring itself or affiliates over conlpetitors with respect to 

the provision of tC'Jeconlmunications and video services. 

32. Since electric utilities have not traditionally beel\ in direct competition with 

CLCs, but have been engaged in a separate industr}', the potential col\cerns over 

a reservation policy permitting diSCriminatory treatment of a competitor have not 

been as pronounced as compared with fLEes. 
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33. On August 19, 1998, SCE filed a petition in this docket as the first 

California electric utility seeking certification to become a facilities-based eLC 

offering loc,)l exchange senticc. 

34. The development of a new tcleconlmunicaHons infrastructure and 

deployment of alternative fadlities to customer premises by CLCs is important to 

the development of a competitive market. 

35. Unauthorized entry into a private building b}' a third party whether an 

ILEC or a etc could compromise the integrity of the safely and security of 

occupants of the building. 

36. The building owner or n'anager is uniquely positioned to coordinate the 

conflicting neros of n\ultiple tenants and n\ultiple service providers 

37. Utility distribution poles and anchors have been traditionally owned under 

joint ownership agreen\ents betweel\ two or nlorc entities with a need to have 

their lines or cquipmellt strung on conlmon poles to reach customers throughout 

a given geographic area. 

38. New distribut1o)\ fadlities cOl\structed by a n\ember of a joint pole 

organization, witl ordinarily be subject to the rules governing n\embers of that 

organization, whereas new distributiO}'l (acilities constructed by a party that is 

not a member of a joint pole organization, would not be subject to joint pole 

association rules. 

39. The Commission has th~ constitutiOilal mandate to insure the availability 

of public utility services throughout the State of California including within 

nlunicipali ties. 

40. The CommiSSIon has previously asserted jurisdiction over the placement of 

facilities within the rights of way of n\unicipalities in General Order 159. 
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4). There is a need (or an additional expeditc-d resolution process on RO\V 

issues where a limited number of facilities, or at least one customer, arc invoh'C'd. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. This Commission has jurisdiction under the Act to exercise reverse 

preemption regarding rules governing nondiscriminatory access to RO\V, and is 

not obligated necessarily to conform to the FCC rules. 

2. In order to establish its jurisdiction, the Commission n\ust satisfy the 

conditions of § 224(c)(2) and (3) which requires the state to certify to the FCC 

that: 

A. The rules herein that govern the rates", ter(l\S and conditions of 
access to incumbent utiHties' ROW should apply to cable TV 
companies rcgardlrss of whether they offer telecOnln)unciations 
services; and 

B. in so regulating, that it has the authority to consider and does 
consider the interests of the subscribers of the services offered via 
such attachn\ent, as well as the interests of the consumers of the 
utility service. 

3. The rules adopted in the instant order meet the requirenlents of 

§ 224(c)(2} and (3), and constitutes certification to the FCC of this Conunission's 

assertion of its jurisdiction. 

4. Consistent with the intent of Congress in enacting § 224(0, cable operators 

and teleconlmunications providers should be permitted to "piggyback" along 

distribution networks owned or controlled by utilities subject to the 

teleCOlllnlUnications provider having first obh\ined the necessary access and/or 

use rights (ron\ the underlying property owner(s) as opposed to having access to 

every piece of cquipn\ent or real property owned or controlled by the utilit},. 

5. No party may attach to the RO\V or support structure of a utilit}' without 

the eX'press written authorization from the utility. The incumbent utility may not 
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dellY access simply to in\pcde the devclopJllent of a rompetiti\'e market and to 

retain its competitive advantage ovcr new entrants. 

6. Telcconlnlunic,ltions carriers access to private buildings shall therefore be 

subject to the negotiation of terinS of access with the building owner or n\anager. 

7. Under the nondiscrimination principles of the Act, incumbent utilities 

must pro\'ide all teteconm\unications carriers, the same type of acress they would 

afford thenlselves. 

8. The rules herein that govern the rates, terms, and conditions of access to 

incumbent utilities' ROW should apply to cable tv cOmpanies regardless of 

whether the}' offer tcleeonlmunications services. 

9. 'C~1RS providers should not be covered by the RO\V rules adopted in this 

order, until ~he record is (urther developed regarding these providers' specific 

RO\Vneeds. 

10. \Vhile it is beyond the jurisdiction of this COIllmission to compel 

munidpaHy-owned utilities to prOVide access to their poles, the ll''tUnicipally-
owned utilities nUlst, by law, set just and reasonable tern)s of access. 

11. PU Code ScctiOil 7901 grants telephone corporations authority to 

construct telephone lines and erect poles and other support structures along and 

upon public highways, but to do so in a manner which docs not incontmode the 

public use of highways. 

t 2. In § 7901.1 (a), the California Legislature stated that "nlUnicipalities shall 

have the right to exercise reasonable control as to the tin\(', place, and manner in 

which roads, highwa}ts, and waterways are accessed,'" but under § 7901. 1 (b), the 

IIcontrol, to be reasonable, shall, at a minitnum, be applied to all entities in an 

equivalent manner." 

13. If a nlunidpal corporation fails to discharge its dUly to treat "all entities in 

an equivalent nlanner" when exercising its powers (§ 7901.1(b», then a carrier 
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should be able to invoke any available regulatory, administrclti\'e, and dvil 

remedies that govern allegedly unlawful actions h}' the municipality. 

14. PU Code Section 762 authorizes this Comnlission to order the erection and 

to fix the site of facilities of a public utility where necessary to srcurc adequate 

sen'ice or facilities. 

15. If a tclecon'ununications carrier cannot resoh'e a dispute with a local 

governmental body over access "to a pubHc RO\V, the carrier should file an 

application with this Comnlission (or a certificate of public convenience and 

n~essity (or specific siting authority to gain access to the public RO\\'. 

Consideration of such applications will be Jitnited to an inquiry of whether the 

actions of the local governmental body impede a statewide interest in the 

development of a competitive market. 

16. In the event an application is filed by a telecommunications carrier seeking 

specific siting authority within the jurisdiction of a given municipality or local 

government, the carrier should be required to show that it engaged in good·faith 

efforts to obtain all necessary permits fronl said n\unicipaHty or local 

govemnlent. 

17. In resolving such applications, the Comnlission's order shall be directed 

toward lhe telecommunications carrier, since the Conmlission does not regulate 

local governments. 

18. In the event that such an application is granted, and the local governmental 

body refuses to grant access in accordance with the Commission order, the 

tcleconununications carrier's recourse shall be to file a lawsuit in the appropriate 

court of dvil jurisdiction for resolution. The Conunission's order authorizing 

access rna}' be used in support of its case in civil court. 
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19. Parties to pre-existing arrangements (or acc('ss to utility RO\V and support 

struchu('s shall be bound h)' the terms of such arrangements even though they 

ma}' differ front the lltovisions of this decision, unless the RO\V contr,lcl 

expressly provides (or amendment or renegotiation to conform to subsequent 

Comnlission orders. 

20. Consistent with the requirements of PU Code § 767, a CLC nlay not 

arbitrarily deny an ILEC/s request for access to the eLC/s facilities or engage in 

discrimination al'r'long carriers. 

21. The intunlbent utilities have a right to be fairly compensated for providing 

third-party aCc('ss to their poles and support structures. 

22. B}' virtue of their incumbent status and control over essential ROWand 

bottleneck facilities, the local exchallge carriers (LECs) and electric utilities have a 

significant bMgaining advantage in comparison to the CtC with respect to 

negotiating the ternlS of RO\V access. 

23. The pricing fornlula prescribed in PU Code § 767.5(c) is applicable under 

the statute only tb cable television prOViders, but the stiltule does not prescribe 

any rate for the provisioJl of telccon'tmunkations services by cable operators. 

24. Apart (rom any statutory requirements, the pricing (orn"lUla prescribed in 

PU Code § 765.5 for pole attachments and (or use of conduits should be n'tade 

available to cablc operators providing telccomnlunications services, and to other 

telccommunicatiOlls carriers as a n\atter of public policy. 

25. Requiring teleconlmunications carriers and cable operators that provide 

telecomnulllications servkes to pay more than cable operators that do not 

provide telecommunications services when their pole attachments are identical in 

all relevant respects would subject such carriers and operators to prejudice and 
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disad\'ant\lgc, would bc unfair and discriminatory, and would violate the leiter 

and spirit of PU Codc § 453. 

26. Having certified to the Federal Comnumications Conlmission that it 

regulates pole attachments in compliance with 47 U.S.C. § 224(c), this 

Commission is not required to follow the provisions of the federal pole 

attachment statute, 47 U.S.C. § 2i4(e), that would require the application of a 
higher pOle attachment rate to teleconul\unications carriers and -cable operators 

that provide teleCommunications services than to cable operators that do not 

offer telecommunications services. 

27. Utilities should be allowed to recover t~eir actual expenses for make-ready 

rearrangements performed at the request of a tele<-onl.rUunications carrier, and 

their ilctual costs fot preparation of maps, drawings, and plans (or attachment to 
or usc of support structures. 

28. The Coalition's proposed n\easures to prc\'ent CLCs' paying for 

unnecessary up-front expenses, indudblg the incumbent utilities publishing of 

the criteria for evaluating engineering studies, should be adopted. 

29. Pricing principles applicable to pole and support structure attachment 

rafes should be determined in a manner which guards against all unbalanced 

bargaining position between incumbent utilities and telecommunications 

providers. 

30. Distinction in the rate treatnlcnt of cable versus telecommunications 

attachments based on the nature of the service that a cable operator or 

telecommunications carriers provides could be unfairly discrinlinatory to the 

extent there is no difference in the Inanner that a cable operator and a 

telecorrununications carrier attach their strand and cables (either copper, fiber, or 
coaxial) to a utility pole. 
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31. Utility pole att(lchments for tclcronlnnmications services priced on the 

b.1Sis of historic or embedded costs of the utility less accunlulatcd depredation 

will help ensure nondiscriminatory treatment anlong all tc1ccoo\n\unications 

carriers. 

32. Parties may negotiate pole attachn\ent rates which deviate from the cost 

standards prescribed under this orderl but, if having been unable to reach 

agreementl they submit the dispute to the COn\Ii\ission for resolution, the 

Comnlission's rules should apply as the default rate based upon the use 

historical em.bedded costs. 

33. Prices based on the recovery of operating expenses and embedded capital 

costs reasonably con'tpensate the utility fol' the provision of access to its poles and 

support structures. 

34. Enlbedded cost data used to derive attacho'lel\t rates shall be gathered fron\ 

publicly filed documents, and pole attaclunent rates shall be calculated pursuant 
to the COInmission/s Decision in 97-03-019. 

35. Given the varying degrees of coolplexit}, and of geographic coverage 

invoh'ed in requests for inforn'lation concerning facility availability and requests 

for access, there is no single standard length of tinle for utility responses which 

will fit all sihlations. 

36. The ClC could suffer unreasonable delays in receiving information 

concerning RO\V access inquiries if the utility's response time obligation was 

open-ended, with no periormance standards against which to hold the utility, 

thereby impeding the ability of the ClC to enter the market or to expal\d its 

operclti011s to compete efficiently. 

37. The major IlEes' gUideline for response time for initial requests concerning 

availability of space should not exceed 10 business days if no field survey is 
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required, aald should not exceed 20 business days if a field·based survey of 

support structures Is required. The corresponding response times for electric 

utilities and midsizcd ILECs should be subject to particsl negotiations. 

38. In the event that an initial inquiry to an iLEC involves more than 500 1)Oles 

or 5 miles of conduit, the respOnse time shall be subject to the negotiations of the 

parties invol\'oo. 

39. If an intulllbent utility is required to perform make-ready' work on its 

poles, ducts or conduit solCly to acconui'todate a catrier's request for access, the 

utilit)' shall perform such work at 'the carrier's sole expense within 60 business 

days of receipt of An advante payment for such \vork, except that this period will 
be subject to negotiation lor extraordinary conditions such. as storm-related 

serviCe_restoration. It the work involves more than 300 poles or conduit, the 

parties will negotiate a mutually satisfactory time frame to complete sttch make-

ready work. 

40. In the event that a telecommunications carrier decides after the initial 

response concernillg availability that it wishes to uSe the incumbent utility's 

space, the tCleconununitations carrier must so notify the incumbent in writing, 

providing the necessary identifying andloading inforIl'Iation and copies of 

pertinent documents showing the attacher's right to occupy the right of way. 

41. The work of a eLC to execute make ready work and the subsequent 

attachn\crit and h\stallatiol\ of the CLC's wire communication facilities on a 

utility's poles, conduits or rights-of-",ay in connection with a request (or access 

that has been gr~'nted, shall be deemed sufficient for purposes of the granting 

utilit)' if such personnel or third-party contractors n'teet an incumbent utility's 

published guidelines for qualified personnel. 
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42. The nlajor ILECs shall thell fespond to the te}('(onullunications carrier 

within 45 days, thereafter, with a list of the learrimgenlents or changes required 

to accommodate the carrier's facilities# and an estimate of the utility's portion of 

the rc,lrrclngen1ents or changcs# except as noted in the following COL. The 
response tinles tor electric utilities and nlidsizcd ILECs shall be subj('(t to 

negotiation. 

43. In the event that a request for space involves more than 500 poles Of 

5 nlneS of conduit# requires the calculation of pole loads by a joint owner, or the 

scope and con'tptexity of the request warrant longer deadlines, the response tin\e 

shall be subject to the negotiations of the parties involved. 

44. The standard (or protection of confidential data should not be one-sided, 

but should be equall)' applied to CLCs, incunlbent utilities, and any other party 

to a RO\V access agreement. 

45. 'nl(~ dissemination of information which has been identified as 

conlnlerciaUy sensitive should be limited only to those persons who l\eOO the 

information in order to respond to or to precess an inquiry concerning ac-:ess. 

46. The incumbent utility should be permitted to impose conditions on the 

granting of access which are necessary to ensure the safety and engineering 

reliability of its facilities. 

47. Te)ecomnlunications carriers seeking to attach to utility poles and support 

structures should comply with applicable Con\nlission GOs 95 and 128, and 

other applicable local, state# and federal safety regulations including those 

prescribed by Cal/OSHA. . 

48. TIle rules governing attachments to wood poles should be evaluated 

relative to any restrictions on access subsequently adopted in 

A.94-12-005/1.95-02-01S regarding design standards for utility wood pole loading 
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requirements s\lbjcct to the affected parties having an opportunity to (omment 

on the applicability such restrictions or st(lndards. 

49. Until the c\'aluation of design st(1ndards for utilit), wood pole loading 

requirements are conlpleted in A. 94·12·005/1.95-02-015 or other proceedings, 

incumbent utilities atc authorized to usc an interim designated safety factor of 

2.67 (or Grade A poles in accordance with GO 95. 
-

SO. A fine of $500 pcc each unauthorized pole attachment should be imposed 

on carriers that attach to such poles without a fully signed contract with the 

incumbent utility. 

51. In resolving disputes over RO\V ac(css, the burden of proof shall be on the 

incumbent utility to justify aoy proposed restrictions or denials of access which It 
claims are neccssar}' to addl'ess \'alid saiel}' ()r reliability concerns and to show 

they are not undul)' discriminatory Of anticompetitivc. 

52. AU other factors being equal, competing carriers' access to utility facilities 

should be granted on a first-con\e, first-served basis. 

53. The fLECs should not be permitted to deny access to other 

telcconlmunications carrier based on daiols that the capacity must be reserved 

for their own future needs, prOVided than ILEe may reserve space fOf immediate 

. need within nine months of the denial of an aCCess request. Likewise, CLCs must 

utilize space within nine n\onths the denial of cUl access by an ILEe. 

54. In the case of a grant of access by an electric utility, any 

telecommunications carrier, ' .... hether an ILEe or CLC must exercise its access 

rights within 90 days of a grant of aCCess. 
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55. The Commission's preferred approach for meeting new capacity needs is 

through new construction rather than the reclamation of existing space occupied 

by CI.Cs. 

56. In order to justif}' a capacity reservation claim, the electric utility should 

show that it had a bona fide development plan (or the usc of the capacity prior to 

the request (or access, and that the reservation of capacity is needed for the 

provision of its core utility services within one year of the date of the request for 

access. 

57. Because rearrangements for electric facilities can be substantially more 

expensive than for telecomn\unications ladli.ties, it may be nlote cost effective lor 

an electric utility to reserve capadt}t for sonlC defined period rather than to 

provide interim aCcess to a CLC ''lith subseqUellt evi.dion or to incur related costs 

for rearrangements. 

58. The restrictions regarding reservations of capacity adopted in this order in 

no way constitute an unlawful taking in violation of the incumbent utilities' 

constitutional rights, but merely constitute regulation of the ternlS under which 

parties nlay negotiate for aCcess. 

59. All costs of capacity expansion and other modifications, indudingjoint 

trenching, should be shared among the particular parties benefiting from the 

modifications on ~ proportionate basis corresponding to the share of usable space 

taken up by each benefiting party. 

60. In the event an energy utility incurs additional costs for h'ellChil1g and 

installation of conduit due to safety or reliability requirements which are more 

elaborate than a teleconlnlunications-only trench, the teleCommunications 

carriers should not pa}' nlore than they would have incurred (or their own 

independent trench. 
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61. An advclHcc notice should be given at least 60 days prior to the 

commencement of a physIc'l) modificcltion to a RO\V to apprise affected parties, 

exccpt in the case of cmergencies where shorter notice may be 1\C('cssary. 

62. In order to justify a reclamation of space being occupied by a eLC, the 

incumbent utility should be required first to permit the eLC the option of paying 

(or necessary rearrclngemcnts or expansions to maintain the attachment. The 

utility must also show that the space is reasonably and spccifically needed to 

serve its custonlcrs, and that there is no other cost effective solutions to meet its 

needs. 

63. In the e\'ent of disputes over redan\ation of space and displacement of a 

etC, the incumbent shall not displace the eLC without first notifying the 

Commisslonis Telccon\munications Division and obtaining Commission _ 

authorization to do so. 

64. Parties nla), usc our dispute resolution procedure to resoh'e disputes oVer 

elC displacements due to reclamation of space. 

65. The burden of proof in disputes over redanlation of space shall be on the 

incumbent utility to show that it has olet all the applicable requirements. 

66. Any order of this Commission granting an incumbent utility the right to 

reclaim space in its RO\V should contain a p1an (or continued 

telccOllmumic(ltions service to affected end-users of those services. 

67. Incumbent utilities with vacant space in existing entrance facilities 

(e.g., conduit) into conlotercial buildings should nlake such space available to 

competitors, subject to consent of the building OWner or manager, up to the 

nunimum point of entry to the extent the incumbent utility owns or controls such 

facilities. 
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68. The nlinimum point of entry. as defined it, D.90-10·064,ls the demarcation 

point in or about a customer's premise where the utility's inside wire stops and 

the customer's inside wire begins. 

69. As prescribed by 0.92-01-023, for multi-unit properties built or extensively 

remodeled after August 8, 1993, Pacific was to establish a single ~1POE as dose as 

practical to the property line of the multi-uilit building, and to transfer 

ownership and responsibility for certain telephone cable and inside wire to 

property owners. 

70. For n\ulll-unit properties built after prior to August 8,1993, the only 

network plant that was to be unbundled and conveyed to property owners 

consisted of IntrabuHding Network Cable \vithin the building that was atready in 

place. However, other utilily-owned network plant including network cable 

stretching (ron\ a utility's centr.d office to each MPOE at indiVIdual buildings -

was not affected by the tariff or the Commission's order. 

71. All carriers should be prohibited on a prospective basis fron\ entering into 

any type o( armngement with private property owners which has the effeet of 

restricting the access of other carriers to the owners' properties or discriminating 

against the facilities of other carriers such as CLCs. 

72. Any carrier may file a (ormal complaint against any other carrier with an 
access agreement with a private building owner, including any executed P!ior to 

the date of this decision, that allegedly has the effect of restricting access of other 

carriers or discriminating against the facilities of other carriers, such as CLCs. 

73. In the case of such con\plaints, the complainant will have the burden of 

proving that the defendant carrier is the exclusive provider of service or the 

beneficiary of better term.s of access in violation of the policies of this order. 
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74. If, "ftcr a hc\uing, we find that a c,"\rricrls agreement or arrangement with a 

private building owner is unfairl}' discriminatory with resped to other carriers, 

we shall dirC("t that within 60 days, the agrccnlent be renegotiated. F,1i1ing that, 

at the end of 60 days, a fine shall be imposed r,'lnging from $500 to $20,000 per 

day based on the number of lines served in the building until the agreen'lent is 

renegotiatoo to remove the discrimination. 

75. Incumbent utilities are not required to exetcise their powers ot eminent 

domain to expand the incumbent existing RO\V over private property to 

accommodate a telecommunications carrier's request for access. 

76. For purposes of resolving disputes betwccn telecommunications carriers 

and pure cable cornpanies and incumbent electric utilities or ILECs regarding 

RO\V accesses, the rules adopted in Appendix A of this order patterned after 

Resolution AL) 174, should generally apply. 

77. The arbitration rules previously adopted in Resolution ALJ 174, effective 

June 25, 1997, for mediating and arbitrating disputes involving interconnection 

agreements pursuant to Section 251 and 252 of the Act, are likewise useful as a 

vehicle (or COlnmission resolution o( RO\V access disputes. 

78. The time requirements prescribed under ALJ 174 should be modified as 

appropriate, to accommodate the specific needs for RO\V dispute resolution. 

79. Before the Comnussion will process a dispute resolution, the parties must 

sho",' they were unable to reach a n\utually agreeable solution consistent with the 

rules and policies set torth in this decision after good faith efforts at negotiation. 

80. The burden of proof should generally be on the party which asserts that a 

particular constr~,int exists which is preventing it fronl corrtplying with the 

proposed terms (or granting RO\V access. 
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81. Any party to a negotiation (or RO\V access cove roo under these rules Illa}' 

requl'st this Conl1nission to arbitr,lte the dispute pursuant to the process set forth 

in the Appendix A Rull's. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: -

1. The rull's set forth in Appendix A concerning the rights and obligations of 

the major electric utilities and incumbent local exchange c~rril'rs to provide 

access to telecOrlln'l.llnications carriers to their poles, ducts, conduits, and rights of 

wa}' arc hereb}' adopted. 

2. The assigned Administrative Law Judge shall solicit further con\ments 

concerning the outstanding issues raised in this decision. 

3. The rvtotion of the Real Estate Coalition and of the Building Owners and 

l\.1anagers Association of California, each tequesting to become a part}', is 

granted. 

4. TIle nlotion of the League of California Cities, the Cities of Los Angeles, 

Sacramento, San Carlos, San Jose, Santa Monica, the City and County of San 

Francisco, and the San Mateo County Telecon\1nunications Authority (Uthe 

Cities"), requesting to become parties is grllnted. 
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5. Pacific, GTEC, Pacific Gas & Electric, Southern California Edison, and 

San Diego Gas & Elcctric shall each publish objective guidelines within 180 days 
of its order, so that ClC personnel or third-party contractors used by ClCs can 

quickly and efficiently establish their engineering qualifications. 

Dated October 221 1998, at San Francisco, California .. 

I concur in part and dissent in part. 

/s/ HENRYM. DUQUE 
Commissioner 
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APPENDIX A 

COMMISSION-ADOPTED RULES GOVERNING ACCeSS 
TO RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND SUPPORT STRUCTURES OF 
INCUMBENT TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES 

I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF RULES 

11. DEFINITIONS 

111. REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION 

IV. REQUESTS FOR ACCESS TO RIGH1S OF WAY AND SUPPORT 

STRUcrURFS 

A. INFORr-.fATION REQUIREMENTS OF REQUESTS FOR ACCESS 

B. RESPONSES TO REQUESlS FOR ACCEsS 
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I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF RULES 

A. 111ese rules govern access to public utility rights·of-way and 
support structures by teleromrnunkations carriers and «('\ble TV 
companies in California, and are issued pursuant to the 
Con'lmission's jurisdiction over ac(ess to utility rights of way and 
support structures under the Federal Comn\Unic~'\tions Act, 47 
U.s.C. § 224(c)(t) and subject to California Public Utilities Code 
§§ 767, 767.5,767.7,768,768.5 and 8001 through 8057 .. These rules 
are to be applied as guidelines by parties in negotiating rights of 
way access agreements. Parties may mutuaUy agree on terms 
which deviate (rom these rules, but in the event of negotiating 
disputes submitted for Commission resolution, the adopted rules 
will be deemed presumptively reasonable. The burden of proof 
shall be on the party advocatltlg a deviation from the rules to 
show the deviation is reasonable, and is not unduly 
discriminatory or anticon'petitive. 

II. DEFINITIONS 
A. "public utility" or Itutilityll includes any person, fitnl or 

corpor,ltion, privately owned, that is an elcctric, or telephone 
utilit}' which owns 01' controls, or in combination jointly owns or 
controls, support structures ot rights-of-way used or useful, in 
whole or in part, for telc<on'lmunications purposes. 

B. "Support structureli includes, but is not linlited to, a utility 
distribution pole, anchor, duct, conduit, manhole, or handhole. 

C. upolc attachment" nlcans any attachment to surplus space, or usc 
of eXcess capacity, by a teJecomn\unications carrier for a 
communications systenl on or in an}' support structure owned, 
controlled, or used by a public utility. 

D. "Surplus space" n\eans that portion of the usable space on a 
utility pole \\'hich has the necessary dear~1nce (ron\ other pole 
us~rs, as required by the orders and regulations of the 
Commission, to allow its use by a lelecOlumunications carrier tor 
a pole attachment. 
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B. "Excess c(1pacity" n\cans volume or capacit}' in a duct, conduitl or 

support structure other than a utilit}' pole or anchor which can be 
used, pursuant to the orders and regulations of the Commission, 
for a pole attachll\ent. 

F. "Usable space" mcans the total distance betwccll the top of the 
utility pole and the lowest possible attachn\cnt point that 
provides the n\inin\Un\ allowable vertical clearance. 

G. "l\1inimum allowable vertical clearance" means the nljnimun\ 
clearance lor communication conductors along rights-of-way or 
other areas as specified in the orders and regulations of the 
Commission. 

H. "Rearrangements" nleans work performed l at the request of a 
teleconu'llunications carrier, to, 01\, or in an existil\g support 
structure to create such surplus space or eXcess capacity as is 
necessary to make it usable for a pole attachment. \Vhen an 
eXisting support structure does not contain adequate surplus 
space or excess capacity and cannot be so rearranged as to c(eate 
the required surplus space or eXcess capacity fot a pole 
aU.1chment, "rearrangem.ents" shall include replacenlent, at the 
request of a te1ecOlnrnunications carrier, of the support structure 
in order to provide adequate surplus space or eXcess capacity. 
This definition is not intended to lin'lit the circumstdllces where a 
telecommunications carrier may request replacement of an 
existing structure with a different or larger support structure. 

I. "Annual cost of ownershiptl means the sum of the annual capital 
costs and annual operation costs of the support structure which 
shall be the a\'erage costs of all sinlilar support structures owned 
by the public utility. 11le ~asis for con\putation of annual c,1pital 
costs shall be historical capital cost less depredation. The 
accounts upon which the historical capital costs are determined 
shall include a credit (or all reimbursed capital costs of the public 
utility. Depreciation shall be based upon the average service life 
of the support structure. As used in this definition, "annual cost 
of ownership" shall not include costs for any property not 
necessary for a pole attachment. 
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J. "Tclcrommunications carrier" generally rneans any provider of 
teJecomfflunications servIces that has been granted a certificate of 
public convenicnce and necessity by the CalifornIa Public Utilities 
Conlmi~ion. These rules, however, exclude ComJllcrdal ~-Iobile 
Radio service (CMRS) providers and interexchange carriers fronl 
the definition of "telecommunications carrier." 

K. "Cable TV coml'any" as used in these rules refers to a privately 
owned compan}', that provides cable service as dcfined in the PU 
Code and is not certified to provide teleconUl\unicatio~s service. 

L. IIRight of way" means- the right of competing providers to obtain 
access to the distribution poles, ducts, conduits, and other 
support structures of a utility which are necessary to reach 
customers for teleCommunications purposes. 

1\-1. "Make ready work" means the process of completing 
rearrangcments 01\ or in a support SITuctureto create such 
surplus space Or exccss capacity as is neCessary to make it usable· 
for a pole attachment. 

N. "Modifications" means the process of changing or modifying, in 
whole or in part, support structures or rights of way t6 
accommodate more or different pole attachments. 

O. ulncumbent local-exchange carrier'" refers to Pacific Bell and GTE 
California, Inc., Roseville Telephone Company, and Citizens 
Telecommunications Company of California, for purposes of 
these rules, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. 

Ill. REQUESTS FOR INFORl"IATION 

A. A utility shall promptly respond in writhlg to a written request 
for information ("request for information") fron\ a 
telecommunications carrier or cable TV company regardi'-lg the 
availability of surplu~ space or excess capacity on or in the 
utility's support structures and rights of way. The utility shalt 
respond to requests for iniormation as qukklyas possible . 
consistent with applicable legal, safety, and reliability 
requiremcnts, Which, in the case of Pacific or GTEC, shall not 
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excced. 10 business days if no field survey is required and shan 
not exceed 20 business days it a field·based survey of support 
structures is required. In the event the request involves more 
than 500 poles or 5 miles of conduit, the parties shall negotiate a 
mutually satisfactory longer response tin\c. 

B. \Vithin the applkable time limit set forth in paragraph UI.A and 
subject to execution of pertinent nondisclosure agreements, the 
utility shall provide access to maps, and cuttently avai1able 
records such as drawings, plans and any a-ther inf6rm{ltion which 
it uSes in its daily ttansaction of business necessary for evaluating 
the availability of surplus space or excess capacity on support 
structures and lor evaluating access to a specified area of the 
utility'S rights of way identified by the careLer. 

C. The utility may charge (or the actual costs incurred for copies and 
any preparation 6i maps, drawings orplat\s I\ecessary for 
evaluating the availability of surplus space or eXcess capacity on 
support structures and for evaluating access to a utility'S rights of 
way. 

D. Within 20 businesS days of a request, anyone who attaches to a 
utility·owned pole shall allow the pole OWner access to (napS, and 
any currently available records such as drawings, plans, and any 
other information which is used in the daily transaction of 
business necessary lor the owner to review attachments to its 
poles. 

E. The utility may request up·[r'ont payments of its estimated costs 
for any o( the work contemplated by Rule lite., Rule IV.A. and 
Rule IV.B. The utility'S estimate will be adjusted to reflect actual· 
cost upon completion o( t}:le requested tasks. 
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IV. REQUESTS FOR ACCESS TO RIGHTS OF \\' A Y AND SUPPORT 
STRUcrURFS 

A. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF REQUESTS FOR ACCESS 

The request for access shall contain the following: 

1. Inforn\ation for contacting the carrier or cable 1V company, 
including project engineer, 
and nanle and address of person to be billed. _ 

2. Loading infonnation, which indu'des grade and size of 
attachh\ent, size ot cable, average span length, wind loading of 
their equipment, vertical loading, and bending rnovement. 

3. Copy of property lease or right-oi-way document. 

B. RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR ACCESS·· . 

1. A utllit}' shan respond in wtiting to the written request of a 
telecommunications carrier or cable TV company tot access 
{"request (or access") to Its rights of way and support structures 
as quickl}' as possible, which, in the case of Pacific or GTEC, shall 
not exceed 45 days. The resjxmseshaU af(irrnatively state 
whether the utility will grant ~c(ess Of, it it intends to deny 
access, shall state all of the reasons why it is denying such access. 
Failuteof Pacific or GTEC to respond within 45 days shall be 
dccmed an acceptance of the request (OI'acceSs. 

2. If, pursuant to a request for access, the utility has notified the 
. telecomn\unication durier or cable TV COh\patly that both 
adequate space and strength are available for the attachment, and 
the entity seeking access advises the utility in writing that it 
wants to make the attachment, the utility shall provide this entity 
with a list of the rearrangements or changes required to 
accommodate the entity's ladliti~s and c'H\ estimate of the time 
required ar\d the cost to perform the utility'S portion of such 
rearrangements or changes. 
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3. If the ntHit}' does not own the property on which its support 
structures arc located, the tehxonununication carrier or c"ble TV 
company must obtain written pernlission front the owner of that 
property before attaching or installing its facilities. The 
telecommunication ('arrier 'or cable TV company by using such 
("cilities shall defend and indemnify the owner of the utility 
facilities, if its franchise or other rights to use the real property 
are challenged as a result of the telecommunication carrier's or 
the cable lV company's usc or attachment. 

B. TIME FOR COMPLETION OF MAKB READY WORK 

1. If a utility is required to perform make ready w()rk on its poles, 
ducts or ~onduit to accomn\odate a carrier's or a cable tv 
compan}"s request fot access, the utility shall perform. such work 
at the, requesting el\tity's sOle expense. Such work shall be 
coinpleted as quickly as possible consistent with applicable legal, 
safety, and reliability requirements, which, .n the-case Qf Pacific 
or GtEc shall occur within 30 business days of receipt of an. 
advan.ce payment for such work. If the work invol\'es lTIOre than 
500 poles or 5 miles of conduit, the parties will negotiate a 
n)utuaUy satisfactory longer time (tame to complete such rnak~ 
ready work. 

C. USE OF THIRD PARTY CONTRACTORS 

1. The ILEC shall maintain a list of contractors that are qualified to 
respond to requests for information and r~uests fot access, as 
well as to perform make ready work and attachment and 
installation of wire communiCations or cable TV facilities on the 
utility's support structures. This reqUirement shall not apply to 
electric utiliti('s. This requirement shall not affe~t the discretion 
of a utility to use its own employees. 

2. A telecommunications carrier accable TV companynlay use its 
OWn personnel to attach or install the carrier's con\muttications 
facilities in or on a utility's facilities, provided that in the utility's 
reasonable judgment, the carrier's or cable TV (:ompariis 
personnel or agents demonstrate that they are h"ained and 
qualified to "lork on Or in the utility's fadllties. To use its own 
personnel or contractors on electric utility poles, the 
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telC(ommunications carrier or cable TV ('Onlpany must give 
48 hours advance notice to the elccbic utility, unless an electrical 
shutdown Is required. If an electriCal shutdown is requirool the 
tclc-comn\unications carrier or cable TV con\pany must arrange a 
specific schedule with the electric utility. The 
te1econ\munications carrier or cable TV cOnlpany is responsible 
(or all costs associated with an electrical shutdown. The 
inspection will be paid for by the attaching entity. The 
telccommunications carrier or cable TV company must allow the 
electric utility, in the utility's discretion to inspect the 
telecommuniCation's attachment to the support structure~ This 
provision shall not apply to electric underground facilities 
containing energized electric supply cables. Work iuvolvir'lg 
electric underground fadlities containing energized electric 
supply cables or the rearr~u\ging of overhead electric facilities will 
be conducted as required by the electric utility at its sole 
discretion. lit no event shall the telecon\n\unkations or cable TV 
company or their respective contractor, interfere with the electric 
utility1s equipntent or service. 

3. Incumbent utilities should adopt written guidelines to ensure that 
telecornmunication carriers' and cable TV companies' personnel 
and third-party contractors arc qualified. These guidelines must 
be reasOnable and objective, and I'nust apply equally to the 
incumbent utility's own personnel or the incumbent utility's own 
third-party contractors. Incumbent utilities must seek industry 
input when dralting such guidelines. 

V. NONDISCLOSURE 

A. DU'I\' NOT TO DISCLOSE PROPRIETARY lNFOR~1ATION 

1. TIte utility and entities seeking access to poles or other support 
structures n\ay provide reciprocal standard nondisclosure 
agreements that pern\it either party to designate as proprietary 
information any portion of a request for information or a 
response thereto, regarding the availability of surplus space or 
eXcess capacity on 01' bl its support structures, or ol a request [or 
access to such surplus space or eX(ess c«lpattty, as well as any 
maps, plansl drawings or other information, including those that 
disclose the teleconununications carrier's or cable TV conlpany's 
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plans (or where it intends to competc against an incumbent 
telephone utility. Each party shall havc a duty not to disclose an)' 
information which the other contracting party has designated as 
proprietary except to pNsonnel within the utility that have an 
actual, verifiable "need to know" in order to respond to requests 
(or information or requests for access. 

B. SANCTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF NONDISCLOSURE AGREE~1ENTS 

1. Each part)' shall take every precaution necessary to prevent 
employees in its field offices or other offices responSible for 
nlaking or responding to requests for information or 
requests for access (rom disclosing any proprietary 
information of the other party. Under no drcun\slances 
nlaya party disclose such inforn\ation to marketing, sales 
or Cllstouler representative personnel. Proprietary 
inforn\utlon shall be disclosed only to personnel in the 
utility'S field offices or other offices responsible for Il\aking 
or responding to such requests who have ('\1\ actual, 
verifiable "need to knowlJ for purposes of responding to 
such requests. Such personnel shall be advised of their 
dut)' not to disclose such infornlation to any other person 
who does not have a "nC(X{ to know" such information. 
Violation of the duty not to disclose proprietary 
information shaH be cause for hnposition of such sanctions 
as, in the Commission's judgeIl\ent, are necessary to deter 
the party from breaching its duty not to disclose 
proprietary information in the future. Any violation of the 
dut}' not to disclose proprietary information will be 
accompanied b}' findings of fact that pernlit a party whose 
propriehuy infornlation has improperly been disclosed to 
seck further remedies in a civil action. 
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VI. I)RICING AND TARIFFS GOVERNING ACCESS 

A. GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF NONDISCRIl\llNATION 

1. A utilit}' shaH grant access to its rights-of-way and support 
structures to telecommunications carriefs or cable TV 
compan}' and cable TV con\panies 01\ a nondiscriminatory 
basis. Nondiscriminatory access is access on a first-comel 

first-served basis; access that can be restricted only on 
consistently applied nondiscriminatory principles relating 
to capacity constraintsl and safety, engineering,-al\d 
reliability rcquiren\ents. Electric utilities' usc of its own 
facilities for internal con\n\unications in support of its utility 
function shall not be considered to establish a comparison 
for nondiscrirninator}' access. A utility shall have the ability 
to negotiate with a telecomnumications carrier or cable lV 
company the pri<:e for access to its rights of wa}' and 
support structur('s. 

2. A utility shall grant access to its rights-of-way and support 
structures to telc<:onununications carriers and cable TV 
companies on a nondiscriminatory basis, access to or usc of the 
right-of-way, where such right-of-way is located on private 
property and safet}', engineering, and reliabiHt}' requirements. 
Elcctric utilities' use of their own facilities for internal 
communic<ltioJ\S in support of their utility function shall not be 
considered to establish a comparison for nondiscriminatory 
access. A utilit), shall have the ability to negotiate with a 
te1ccon\numications carrier or cable TV cOn\pan}' the price for 
access to its rights-of-way and support structures. 

B. l\1ANNER OF PRICING ACCESS 

1. \Vhenever a public utility and a telecommunications 
carrier, or ('able TV company, or associations, therefore, arc 
unable to agree upon the tern\s, conditions, or annual 
compensation for pole attachn\el\ts or the terms, 
conditionsl or costs of rearrangements, the Comntission 
shall eshlblish and enforce the rates, terms and conditions 
for pole attachments and rearrangenlents so as to assure a 
public utility the recovery of both of the following: 
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a. A one-time reimburscmcnt fot actual costs incurred by the 
public utilit}' for rearrangcn\cnts performed at the request of 
the tcl&::Ommunications carrier. 

h. An annual rtxurring fee computed as follows: 

(1) For each pole and suppOrting anchor actually used 
by the telecommunications carrier or cable TV 
company, the annual fee shall be two dollars and 
fifty cents ($2.5O) or 7.4 percent of the public utility's 
annual cost of ownership for the pole and 
suppOrting anchor, whichever is greater, except that 
if a public utility applies for establishment of a fee in 
exceSS of two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) under . 
this rule, the al\l\ual iee shtiU be 7.4 percent of the 
public utility's Annual (ost of ()w~ership (or the pole 
and supporting anchor. 

(2) Poi support structures us~ by the 
tele~omn\\lnicati()ns carrier or cable TV compat\Y, 
other than poles or anchors, a percentage of the 
annual cost o(owttership for the support structure, 
computed by dividing the volume or capaCity 
rendered unusable h}t the teleCommunications 
carrier's or cable TV company's equipment by the 
total usable \'olume or capacity. As used in this 
paragraph, Utotal usable volume or capacity" means 
all volume or capacity in which the public utility's 
line, plant, Or systen\ could legally be located, 
including the volume or capacity tendered unusable 
by the teleCommunications carrier's or cable TV 
company's cquipn\ent. 

c. A utility may not charge a telecomn\unkations carrier or cable 
TV company a higher rate lor access to its rights of way and 
support structures than it would charge a sin'tilarly situated 
cable teleVision corporation for access to the same rights of way 
and support structures. 
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C. CONTRACTS 

1. A utility that provides or has negotiated an agreenlent with a 
telecomn\uni('atlons carrier or cable TV company to provide 
access to its support structures shan file with the Commissioil the 
exccl.tted contract showing: 

a. The annual fee for attaching to a pole and supporting anchor. 

b. The annual fee per linear foot for use of con~uit. 

c. Unit costs fot all make ready and rearrangements work. 

d. All terms and conditions governing access to its rights of way 
and support structures. 

e. The fee for copie~ or preparation of nlaps, dra\".,ings and plans 
for attachment to or uSe of s!:,pp6rt structures. 

i. A utility entering into contracts with telecon\munications carriers 
or cable TV companies or cable TV company for access to its 
support structures, shall file such contracts with the Commission 
pUrSuant to General Order 96, available (o'r full public inspection, 
and extended on a nondiscriminatory basis to aU other similarly 
situated tc1e('()mmunications carriers or table 1V companies. IE 
the contracts are mutually negotiated and submittecfas being 
pursuant to the terms oii51 and 252 ofTA 96, they shaH be 
reviewed c()nsistent \\'ith the provisions of Resolution ALJ-174. 

D. Unauthorized Attachments 

I. No party tna)' attach to the right of way or support struchlre of 
another utility without the express written authorization from the 
utility. 

2. For every vioJation'()f the duty to obtain approval before 
attachirig, the owner or operator ()lthe unauthorized attachment 
shall pay to the utility a penalty of $500 for each violation. This 
fee is inadditiori to all other costs which are' ~art of the attacher's 
responsibility .. Each unauthorized pole attachment shall count as 
a separate violation for assessing the penalty. 
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3. Any violation of the duty to obtllin permission before aUtlching 

shall be cause for imposition of sanctions as, in the 
Commissionees judgment, arc necessary to detcr the party fron, 
in the future breaching its duty to obt,lin pern\ission before 
attaching will be accompanied by findings of fact that permit thc 
polc owner to seek further remedies in a civil action. 

4. This Section 0 applies to existing attachments as of the effective 
date of these rules. 

VII. RESERVATIONS OF CAPACITY FOR FUTURE USE 

A. No utilit}' shan adopt, enforce Of purport to enforce against a 
teleconi.munications carrier or cable TV company any "hold off," 
moratorium, resen'ation of rights or other polk}' by whkh it 
refuses to make cuttentlyul1used space or capacit}' on or in its 
support structures available to teleeon\munkations carriers or 
cable TV companies requesting access to such support structures, 
except as provided lor in Part C below. 

B. All access to a utility'S support structures and rights of way shall 
be subject to the requirements of Public Utilities Code § 851 and 
General Order 69C. Ir.stead of capacity reclamation, our 
preferred outcome is lor the expansion of existit'ag support 
structures to accommodate the need lor additional attachments. 

C. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraphs VII.A and VII.B, 
an electric utility may reserve space for up to 12 months on its 
support structures required to serve Core utility custon\ers where 
it demonstrates that: (i) prior to a request for aCcess having been 
made, it had a bona fide developn\ent plan iii. place prior to the 
request and that the specific reservation of attachment capacity is 
reasonably and specifically needed for the in\mediate provision 
(within one year of the request) of its core utility service, (it) there 
is no other feasible solution to meeting its imnlediately 
foreseeable needs, (iii) there is no available technological means 
of increasing the capacity of the support structure (or additional 
attachments, and (iv) it has atten'pted to negotiate a cooperative 
solution to the capacity problem in good laith with the part}' 
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seeking the attachn\ent. An ILEC ma}' earmark space (or 
imul.inent use where (onstrltcUon is planned to beghl within nine 
months of a request (or access. A eLC or c .. ,hle TV company 
nlust likewise use space within nine "\onths of the dMe when a 
request (or access is granted, ot else will become subject to 
reversion of its access. 

VIII.l-.10Dl FICATIONS OF EXISTING SUPPORT STRUCTURES 

A. NOTIFICATION TO PARTIES ON OR IN SUPPORT STRUCTURES 

1. Absent a private agreement establishing notification procedures, 
written notification of a J'nodification should be provided to 
parties with attachments on or in the support structure to be 
IllOdified at least 60 days prior to the commencen\ent of the 
ntodification. Notification shall not be required for en\ergettcy 
ntodific .. ,tions or routine maintenallce activities. 

B. NOTIFICATION GENERALLY 

1. Utilities and tetecommunication~ carriers shall cooperate to 
develop a nleans by which notice of planned n,odifications to 
utility support structures may be published in a centralized, 
uniforml}1 accessible location (e.g., a "web page" on the Internet). 

C. SHARING THE COST OF l-.10DIFICATIONS 

1. The costs of support structure capacity expansions and other 
Inodifications shall be shared only by all the parties attaching to 
utility support structures which arc specifically benefiting fronl 
the InodiHcations on a proportionate basis corresponding to the 
share of usable space occupied by each benefiting carrier. In the 
event an energy uti\ity incurs additional costs for trenching and 
installation of conduit due of safet}' or reliability requirements 
which are n\ore elaborate than a telecon\o\unications-only tTench l 

the telecon\n\unications carriers should not pay ntore than they 
woul(j have incurred for their own independent trench. Disputes 
regarding the sharing of the cost of capadt}1 expansiOJ'ls and 
modifications shall be subject to the dispute resolution 
procedures contained in these rules. 
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IX. EXPEDITED DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES 

A. Parties to a dispute involving acceSS to utility rights of way and support 
structures may invoke the Commission's dispute resolution proCedures, 
but Olust first aUempt in good faith to resolve the dispute. Disputes 
involving initial access to utility rights of way and support structures 
shall be heard and resolved through the folloWing expedited dispute 
resolution procedure. 

1. Following denial of a request for access" parties shall escalate 
the dispute to the executive level within each company. After 
5 business days, any party to the dispute may file a formal 
application' requesting CommiSsion,arbitration. The 
arbitration shall be rleemedto begin on the date of the filing 
before the Commission o( the reques't for arbittation. Parties 
to the arbitra~ion may continue to negotiate an agreement 
prior to and during the arbitration. hearings. The part}~ 
requesting arbitration shall provide a copy of the request to 
the other party ot parties no't later than the day the 
CommissiCm receives the request. _ 

2. Content 
A requcst for arbitration must contain: 

a. A statement of all utuesolved issues. 

b. A description of each party's position 01\ the unresolved 
issues. 

c. A proposed agreement addressing all issues, including 
those upon \vhich the parties have reached an 
agreentent "nd those that are in dispute. \Vherevcr 
possible, the petitioner should rely on the fundamental 
organization of clauses and subjects contained in ail 
agreement previously arbitrated and approved b}' this 
Commission. 

d. Direct testimony supporting the requester'S position on 
fadual predicates underlying disputed iSsues. 

e. Documentation that the requcst complies with the time 
requirem.ents in the prcceding rule. 
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3. Appointment of Arbitrator 
Upon receipt of it request for arbitration, the COll\n\ission's 
President or a designee in consultMion with the Chief 
Administrath'c Law Judge, shall appoint and immediately 
notify the parties o! the identity of an Arbitrator to facilitate 
resolution of the issues raised by. the request. The Assigned 
Con\l'I\issioner Ina), act as Arbitrator if he/she chooses. The 
Arbitrator must attend all arbitration meetings, conferences, 
and hearings. 

4. Discovery . . . . 
Discovery should begin as sOOn a~ possible prior to or after 
filing of the request tor negotiation and should be con\pleted 
before a request for arbitration is filed. Fot good cause, the 

• Arbitratot or Administrative Law Judge assigned t6 Law and 
Motion may compeltespon.se tOil ~ata request; in such cases, 
the response normally wilt be required in three working days 
or less. 

5. Opportunity to Respond 
Pursuant to Subsection 252{b)(3), any party to a negotiation 
which did not nUke the request for arbitration ("respondent") 
may file a response with the Corriirussion within 15 days of the 
request tor arbitration. In the response, the respOhdent shall 
address each issue listed in the request, describe the 
respondent's position 01\ these issues, and identify and 
present any additional issues tor which the respondent seeks 
resolution and provide such additional information and 
evidence necessar)' for theCorrunission's review. Building 
upon the contract language proposed by the applicant and 
using the form of agreement selected by the applicant, the 
respondent shaH irtdud~, in the tesp()ns~, a single-text "mark-
upll document containing the language upon which the 
parties agree and, where they disagree, both the applicant's 
proposed language (bolded) and the reSpondent's ptoposed 
language (underscoroo). Finally, the respons~ should (ontain 
any dire<t testimony supporting the respondent's position on 
underlying tactual predicates. On the Same day that it files its 
response before the Commissionl the respondent must serve a 
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copy of the Response and all supporting documentation on 
any other party to the negotiation. 

6. Revised Statement of Unresolved Issues 
\Vithin 3 days of receiving the tesponse, the applicant and 
respoildent shall jointly file a revised statement of unrcsolved 
issues that removeS (ronl the list presented in the initial 
petition those issues which ate no longer in dispute based on 
the contract language of(er~d by the respondent in the mark-
up document and adds to the lis't only those other issues 
which now appear to be in dispute based on -the mark-up 
document and other portions of the respons~. 

7. Initial Arbitration Meeting 
An Arbitrator may call an initial meeting for purposes such as 
setting a schedule, simplifying issues, or resolving the scope 
and timing of discovery. 

8. Arbitration Confeien(e and Hearing 
\Vithin 'j days after the filing of a rcsponse to the request (or 
arbitration, the arbitratioll conference and heaTing shall begin. 
The conduct of the confetcllce and hearing shall be noticed on 
the Commission calendar and notke shall be provided to all 
parties on the service list. 

9. LiInitatton of Issues 
The Arbitrator shall limit the arbitration to the resolution of 
issues raised in the application, the response, and the revised 
statement of unresolved issues (where applkable). In 
resolving the issues raised, the Arbitrator n\a), hike into 
account any issues already resolved between the parties. 

10. Arbitrator's Reliance on Experts . 
The ArbItrator may rely ()n experts retained by, or on the 
Staff of the Commission. Such expert(s) may assist the 
Arbitrator throughout the arbitration process. 

11. ~Iose of Arbittaton. . 
The arbitratiOI\shall consist of mark-up confeteiiccs and .. 
limited evidentiary hearings. At the I'riark·up 'conferences, 
the arbitrator will hear the (onccn\s of the parties, determine 
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whether the partie's can further resolve their differenccs, and 
identify factual issues that may require linlited eVidentiary 
hearings. The arbitrator will also announce his or her rulings 
at the conferences as the issues are resolved. The conference 
and hearing process shall conclude within 3 days of the 
hearing's commencement, unless the Arbitrator determines 
othen\'isc. 

12. Expedited Stenographic Record 
An expedited stenographic record of each eVidentiary 
hearing shall be made. The cost of "reparation of the 
expedited transcript shall be borne in equal shares by the 
parties. . 

13. Authority of the Arbhrator 
In addition to ~uthority granted else\vhere in these rules, the 
Arbitrator shall have the same authority to conduct the 
arbitration process as an Administrative Law Judge has in 
conduding hearings unde'r the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure. The Arbitrator shall have the authority to change 
the arbitration schedule contained in these rules. 

14. Partidpatio~ Open to the Public 
Participation in the arbitration conferences and hearings is 
strictly limited to the parties negotiating a. RO\\' agreenlent 
pursuant to the terms of these adopted rules. 

15. Arbitration Open to the Public 
Though participation at arbitration conferences and hearings 
is stricti}' limited to the parties that were negotiating the 
agreen\ents being arbitrated, the general public is permitted to 
attefld arbitration hearings unless circumstances dictate that a 
hearing, or portion thereof, be conducted in dosed session. 
Any party to an arbitration seeking a dosed session must 
make a written request to the Arbitrator describing the 
circunlstances compelling a dosed session. The Arbitrator 
shall consult with the assigned Comnlissioner and rute on 
such request before hear!rigs begin. 
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16. Filing of Draft Arbltrat()rs Report 
\Vithin 15 days (ollowing the hearings, the Arbitrator, after 
consultation \\'ith ~he Assigned ConWissiorter, shaH file a 
Dr,lft Arbitrator"s Report. The Draft Arbitrator~s Report will 
include (a) a concise sUlnmary of the issues resolved by the 
Arbitrator, and (b) a reasoned articulation of the basis for the 
decision. 

17. Filing of Post-Hearing Briefs and COmments on the Draft 
Arbitrators Report _ " 
Each party to the arbitration rila)' fil~ a post-hearing brief 
within 7 days of the end of the mark-up ~onferences and 
hearings unless the Arbitratot rules' otherwise. Post-hearing 
brief~ shaH present a party's argument in support of adopting 
its recoMmended position with all supporting evidence and 
legal Authorities dted therein. The length of post-hearing 
briefs may be limited by the Arbitratot and shall otherwise 
comply with"theCon\n\ission's Rules of Practice ar\d . 
Procedure. Eath party and a~y r\\ember of the public may 
file comments on the Draft arbitrator's Report within 10 days 

. of its release. Such conul\ents shall not exceed 20 pages. 

18. Filing of the Final Arbitrators Report 
The arbitrator shall file "the Final Arbitrator's Report n'o later 
than 15 days after the'filing date lor comments. Prior to the 
report's release, the Telecommunications Division will review 
the report and prepare a matrlx comparing the outcomes in 
the report to those adopted in prior Commission arbitration 
deciSions, highlighting variances from prior Con'unission 
policy. Whenever the Assigned Cornmissioner is riot acting 
as the arbitrator, the Assigned COn\missioner will participate 
in the release of the Final Arbitrator~s Report consistent \\'ith 
the Comn\ission~s filing of Proposed Decisions as set forth in 
Rule 77.1 of the Commission~s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure. 

19. Filing of Arbitrated Agre~ment . 
Within 7 days of the filing of the Final Arbitrator's Report~ the 
parties shaH file the entire agreement for approval. 

-20 -
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20. Commission Review 01 Arbitrated Agreement 
\Vithin 30 days (ollowlng filing of the arbitrated agreement} 
the Commission shall issue a decision Approving or rejcding 
the arbitrtlted agreement (including those parts arrived at 
through negotiations) pursuant to Subsection 2S2(e) and all 
its subparts. 

21. Standards for-Review 
The Commission nlay reject arbitrated agreements or . 
portions thereof that do not meet the requirements of the 
Commission} includin~ but not limited to, qualit}' of service 
standards adopted by the Commission. 

22. Written Findings . 
The COffimission'sdecision approving or rejecting an 
arbitration agreenlerirshall contain written fiodh\gs .. In the 
event of rejection, theComn\ission shall address the 
deficiencies of the arbitrated agreement in writing and may 
state what modifications of such agreement would make the 
agrccment acceptable to the Commission. 

23. Application for Rehearing 
A party wishing to appeal a Commission decision approving 
an arbitration must first seck administrative review pursuant 
to the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. 

24. The party identified by the arbitrator as the IIlosing partyll 
shall reimburse the party identified by the arbitrator as the 
IIprevailing part},11 fOr all costs of the arbitration} including 
the reasonable attorney and expert \vitness fees incurred by 
the prevailing party. 

X. ACCESS TO CUsrOMER PREMISES 

A. No carrier Illay use its ownership or control of an}' right of way or 
support structure to impede the access of a telecomnulnicatioI\s carrier 
or cable TV company to a customer's prenlises. 

B. A carrier shall prOVide a~~ess, when technically feasible, to bUilding 
. enttance fadlities it ownS or controls, up to the applicable minimum 

point of entry (MI>OE) for that property, on a (101,discriminatory, 
first-come, first-served basis; provided that the requesting 
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teJffommunic"ltions (arrier or cable TV pro\'ider has first obtained all 
llC<'essary access and/or llse rights from the underlying property 
owners(s). 

C. A ('turier will have 60 days to renegotiate a contract deemed 
discriminator)' by the Commission in response to a (ormal cornpJainl. 
Failing to do SO, this carrier will beconlc subject to a finc ranging from 
$500 to $20,000 per day be)tond the 6O-day limit (or renegotiation until 
the discrinlinatory provisions of the arrangement have been eliminated. 

XI. SAFElY 

A. Access to utility rights of way and support structures shall be governed 
at all HOles by the provisions of Cc:>mnlission General Order Nos. 95 and 
128 and by Cal/OSHA Title 8. \Vhere necessary and appropriate, said 
General Orders shall be sllpplcrnented by the National Electric Safety 
Code, and any reasonable and justifiable &lfet)' and construction 
standards which are required by the utilit}'. 

8. The incumbent utility shall not be liable for work that is performed by a 
third party without notice and supervision, work that does not pass 
inspection, or equipment that contains some dangerous defect that the 
incumbent utility cannot reasonably be expected to detect through a 
visual inspection. The incumbent utility and its customers shall be 
immunized from financial damages in these instances. 

{END OF APPENDIX A} 
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lIemy M. Duque, Commissioner, concurring in part and dissenting in part: 

The poHcks sel in IA"'Cision 98-10-05810 facilitate acce·ss by carriers to public 
rights ofwa)' and to f-X'ouit the fair usc of existing utility infrastructure constitute an 
important achie\'ement. D.98-10-058 "ill fUrther olX'n local tdccomnlunkalions markets 

to oompc-tition. This de-cision has my concurrence except for the poJicies de\'eloped in 
two areas. where I must note my dissent. 

The first policies that I cannot support arise from Conclusions of Law 72-14. 

These conclusions of law change the rules ofeompetition midway through the gaIne. 

They invite foonal complaints against carriers alread}' having marketing arrangenicnts 

"ith businesses or residences whene\'er a competitor belie\'es that the agreement restricts 

access to the facilities ot is discriminatory. The ex post facto regulation exemplified by 

Conclusion of Law 12 is "Tong, and a court \\ilI clearly conclude that it constitutes legal 

error. 

Further, Conclusions of taw 72 through 74 cast a shadow oVer many agreements 

that constitute standard marketia'lg arrangements_ 'Vill the marketing arrangements that 

ha\'c producoo Pacific-Bell Ball Park and the AT&T Pebble Beach Open be the first two 

contracts that we order renegotiated? Conclusions of taw 12 through 14 are worded too 

broadly, and only litigation \\ill IX'rmit the market to understand the. scope ofpra.clices 

that the Commission deems suslX"'Ct. This approach to the making ofregulatory policy is 

U11\\ise. 

Conclusion of Law 74 is particularly ull\\isc. It imposes the risk of a high fine on 

a carrier whene\'er a carrier \\ith a contract fails to negotiate changes within 60 days of a 

ruting by the Commission. Under this regulatory scheme, fines can mount up for the 

carrier when the building 0\\11er refuses to renegotiate_ This outcome is not fair. It fines 

a carrier for actions that arc beyortd the carrier's control. 

Moreover, Conclusions of Law 12 through 14 may well lead to docket-busting 

work. The COJlll11issioo has no idea how many existing niarketing or acce·ss agreements 

arc afil~ted by thc.sc new rules. Thus. these regulations make all open-ended promise of 

regulatory review of actions taken long before the Commission issued atl)' rules. Such a 

limitle.ss commitment of regulatory resources is un\\isc, e.specially when made by a 
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go\'cmment agency that has found its budgets and personnel d«rt'3sing. II "ill either 

prove a hollow promise or delay other regllbtoI}' actions mandatC'd by statuto. 

The second policies that I cannot support are those that arise from the failure of 

D.98-10-058 to assertjllrisdiction to protlXt consumers from those building O\\11erS who 

usc their control over ac('ess for unfair ad\'antage. This Commission has seen abuses by 

mobile home o\\ners who control aece·ss to gas, water, and electricity through 

suhmetering. In these areas, laws and Commission de-cisions ha\'e n\ade the rutes clear 

and ha\'e charted a well-worn path. 

lkcause of laws P.1SSN (6 prcwnfabuses such as these. the Commission already 

has the authority under PU Code Sections 233 and 234 to assert its regulatol)' jurisdiction 

owr o\\ners or I'nanagers of mUltiple dwelling units who in exchange for compensation, 

0\\11, manage, lease, operate or control any part ora <'telephone line." A "telephone lincH 

would include a system's en{nmee facilitie.s, tie dO\\11 blocks, frame..s, \\ire..s, fibers. 

dosets, conduits, Tlsers, and aU other fixtures (or the purpOse of facilitating 

COlllmunication. Our failure (0 exercise Our authority today nleans that our next 

opportunity to act \\illlikely come when abusoo consumers appear before us. Moreover, 

those causing the hanll "ill claim that they have done nothing illegal or prohibited - they 

han~ merd)' profited from their ability (0 provide aecess to customers. Our inaction 

today giws nterit to these claims. 

In summary, although I vote in support ofD('Cision 98-10-051, my analysis leads 

me to two conclusions: 

I. Conclusions of law 72 through 74 constitute It'gal error and un\\ise policy; 

2. The failure of this Commission to exerdse its legal jurisdiction to prevent abuses 

of cons'umers by building O\\llers or managers is a mistake. 

These conclusions compel me to file this partial dissent. 

~~=.o=-_ 
• M. Duqlre 

Commissioner 

October 22, 1998 

San Francisl'o 
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lIenry M, Duque. Commissioner, concurring in pm and dissenting in part: 

The policies set in D~ision 98·10-058 to facitltatc access by carriers to public 

rights of way and to pemlit the fair use of existing utility infrastructure constitute an 

important achie\'Cnlent. D.98-1O-058 will further open local rer~mmunications markets 

to competition. This decision has n1y concurrence except for the policies dc\'eloped in 

two areas. wheie I must note my dissent. 

The first poJicies that I cannot support arise from Conclusions of Law 72-74. 

These conclusions of law change the roles of competition midway through the game. 

They invite (ormal complaints against carriers already having marketing arrangements 

with businesses or residences whenever a competitor ~lie\'es that the agreement restricts 

access to the facilities or is discriminatory. The ex post facto regulation exemplified by 

Conclusion of Law 72 is wrong. and a court will deady conclude that it constitutes legal 

error, 

Further. Conclusions ofLa\v 72 through 74 cast a shadow oYer nlany agreements 

that constitute standard markeling arrangements. WilIlhe marketing arrangements that 

have produced Pacific-BeU Ban Park and the AT&T PebbJe Beach Open be the first two 

contracts that we order renegotiated? Conclusions of Law 72 through 74 are worded too 

broad)'. and only litigation will pemlilthc market to understand (he scope of practices 

that the Conunission deems suspect. This approach to the making of regulatory poJicy is 

unwise. 

Conclusion of Law 74 is particularly unwise. It in)poses the risk of a high fine on 

a carrier whenever a carrier with a contract tails to negotiate changes within 60 da)"s of a 

ruling by the Commission. Under this regulatory scheme. fines can mount up for the 

carrier when the building owner refuses to rcnegotiare. This outcome is not fair. It fines 

a carrier for actions that ate beyond the carrier's conlrol. 

Moreo\'er, Conclusions of Law 72 through 74 may weHread to docket-busting 

work. The Commission has no idea how many existing marketing or accesS. agreements 

are affected by these new rules. Thus, these regulations make an open-ended promise of 

regulatory review of actions taken long before the Commission issued any rule.s. Such a 

limitless commitment of regulatory resources is unwise. especially when made by a 
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government agenc), that has found its budgets and personnel decreasing. It will either 

pro,"e a hollow promise or delay other regulatory actions mandlted b)' statute. 

The second policies that I cannot support arc those that arise from the failure of 

0.98-10·058 to assert jurisdiction to protect consumers from those building owners who 

use their control owr a('('css for unfair advantage. This CQtnmission has seen abuses by 

mobile home owners who control acrcss to gas, water, and electricity through 

submetering. In these areas, laws and Commission decisions have made the rules dear 

and ha .... e charted a wen·worn path. 

Because of laws passed (0 pre .... ent abuses such as these. tbe Conunission already 

has the authority under PU Code Sections 233 and 2)4 to assert its regulatory jurisdiction 

owr owners or n'tanagers of multiple dwelling units who in exchange for compensation, 

own. manage.leasc. operate or control any part of a "tetephone line:' A u(elephOne line" 

wou1d include a system's entrance facilities. tie down blocks. (rames, wires. fibers. 

closets., conduits. risers. and all other fixtures for the purpose of facilitating 

communication. Our failure to exercise our authority tooay means that Our next 

opportunity to act willlikeJy come when abused conSUOlCrs appear before us. Moreover. 

those causing the harm will claim that the)' have done nothing illegal or prohibited -they 

have merely profited froin their abilit}' to provide access to customers. Out inaclion today 

givc.s merit to these claims. 

In summary, although I vote in suppOrt of Decision 98·10·051. my analysis leads 

me (0 two conclusions: 

J. Conclusions of Law 72 through 14 constitute legal error and unwise policy; 

2. The failure of Ihis Commission to exercise its Iega1 jurisdiction to prevent abuses 

of consumers by building owners or managers is a mistake. 

These conclusions compel me to file this partial dissent. 

lsi HENRY M. DUQUE 
Henry M. Duque 
Commissioner 

October 22. 1998 

San Francisco 
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